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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The San Fernando Basin (''Basin'') is at a crossroads. Basin groundwater that 

has served this region for centuries is recognized as a still vital component of our 

drinking water supply. Basin drinking water supply wells have previously been impacted 

by a number of contaminants; this contamination is being cleaned up with multi-million 

dollar treatment facilities. Basin drinking water is also being threatened with hexavalent 

chromium, which existing treatment facilities cannot remove. There is still time to 

protect our drinking water if we act quickly. This action requires the continued 

involvement of many agencies including the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency ("EPA") which has set in motion most of the cleanup activities of this past 

decade, and which holds the key to how fast and how well this latest contaminant is 

treated. 

The cities serving drinking water from the Basin have met and are meeting all 

drinking water standards set by the California Department of Health Services ("DHS") 

through the years. These cities have taken numerous measures to comply with the 

standards set by DHS: wells have been shut off; new wells have been drilled; treatment 

facilities have been installed; and Basin groundwater has been blended with more 

expensive imported water from the Los Angeles Aqueduct and the Metropolitan Water 

District ("MWD"). However, access to this imported water has become increasingly 

difficult due in large part to California's need to reduce its reliance on the Colorado 

River, a primary source of MWD water, and environmental constraints on water'supplies 

from the Bay-Delta and Owens Valley. This limited access, together with the significant 

time and expense involved in remediating hexavalent chromium contamination, 

underscores the need for immediate attention to the threat the contaminant poses. 

Without a prompt response, the cities may be prohibited from fully exercising their water 

rights in the Basin due to contamination, while simultaneously having diminished access 

to imported water supplies. 

In an effort to assist and promote a timely cleanup of the Basin, the Upper Los 

Angeles River Area rULARA") Watermaster prepared this report to memorialize the 
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history and occurrence of hexavalent chromium in the San Fernando Valley by first· 

hand witnesses to the industrial practices, spills and accidents that caused the 

contamination, and to explain how those activities caused the contaminant to enter the 

groundwater. The report and supporting declarations also identify a number of 

potentially responsible parties. The ULARA Watermaster prepared this report at the 

request of the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board ("Regional Board"), 

and this report is a companion to the Regional Board's recently published report 

summarizing its 4·year investigation of suspected hexavalent chromium sites within 

ULARA. 

Hexavalent chromium, also known as chromium 6, is a heavy metal used in 

aerospace, metal plating, and 'many other industries. Historic data gathered in 

connection with this report indicate the use and discharge of hexavalent chromium in 

the Basin by multiple industrial organizations. Historical test results confirm the 

presence of hexavalent chromium in the Basin, recording high concentrations of 

hexavalent chromium dating from at least the 1940s. 

Extensive analysis of hydrologic conditions in the Basin has been performed. 

This analysis indicates that there is a significant opportunity for hexavalent chromium 

discharged to soil or storm drains to infiltrate the Basin's unconfined aquifer, 

contaminating groundwater resources in the area. This analysis further indicates that, 

given the solubility of hexavalent chromium in groundwater and the direction and rate of 

groundwater movement in the Basin, there is significant opportunity for hexavalent 

chromium to migrate and threaten groundwater production wells in the eastern portion 

of the Basin. 

The Regional Board's recent investigation confirms that the hexavalent chromium 

contaminant plume, identified in historic test results, poses a clear and present danger 

to our drinking water supply. Because water delivered within ULARA is blended with 

other low·chromium sources, water exceeding state and federal chromium standards 

has not been delivered to the public. However, the contaminant plume has migrated 

and is now located in close proximity to wells and treatment facilities currently utilized in 
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the eastern portion of the Basin by the Cities of Glendale, Burbank and Los Angeles. 

The Regional Board's investigation confirms hexavalent chromium concentrations up to 

1,000,000 parts per billion ("ppb") in certain portions of the groundwater Basin, far 

exceeding the state and federal Maximum Contaminant Levels ("MCLs") of 50 and 1 00 

ppb, respectively. Notably, the treatment facilities for these wells, built and operated 

pursuant to Consent Decrees ("Consent Decrees") entered into with the EPA and 

parties responsible for the pollution, are designed to remove volatile organic compounds 

("VOCS"), not hexavalent chromium. 

The declarations and supporting data submitted herewith indicate that unless 

immediate regulatory action, on both a state and federal level, is taken to remediate the 

hexavalent chromium contamination in the eastern portion of the Basin, the wells 

operated pursuant to the Consent Decrees may have to be shut down. A shutdown 

would result in the loss of a valuable local water supply relied upon by the Cities of 

Glendale, Burbank and Los Angeles; and it would render inactive groundwater 

production wells and treatment facilities which cost millions of dollars to construct and 

operate. 

The attached declarations and supporting data are submitted for the purpose of: 

(1) preserving eyewitness testimony to hexavalent chromium contamination in the 

Basin; (2) preserving expert testimony concerning the Basin's hydrogeology and the 

impact of hexavalent chromium contamination on groundwater production wells within 

the Basin; and (3) preserving expert testimony concerning the historical use and 

discharge of hexavalent chromium within the Basin. The attached declarations and 

supporting data are further intended to complement the recent investigative efforts of 

state and federal agencies to characterize the scope of the hexavalent chromium 

contamination, identify potentially responsible parties, and encourage immediate state 

and federal remediation efforts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

The ULARA consists of the entire watershed of the Los Angeles River ("the 

River") and its tributaries above Gage F-57C-R near the intersection of the Arroyo Seco. 

The ULARA is comprised of a total of 329,100 acres, of which 123,400 acres are alluvial 

valley fill deposits and 205,700 acres are hills and mountains. The 123,400 acres of 

valley fill include four distinct groundwater basins, namely the San Fernando, Sylmar, 

Verdugo and Eagle Rock Basins. 

The San Fernando Basin (''Basin'') is by far the largest. It consists of 112,000 

acres, or approximately 91 percent of the total valley fill, and has an estimated total 

groundwater storage capacity of 3,200,000 acre-feet. The volume of usable stored 

groundwater in the Basin is estimated to be approximately 1,000,000 acre-feet. 

The ULARA Watermaster (UWatermaster") is appointed by the court pursuant to 

the Judgment in City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando. et aI., Los Angeles 

Superior Court, Case Number 650079 (the "Judgment" or "San Fernando Case"). The 

Watermaster is responsible for administering adjudicated groundwater rights and 

managing groundwater resources for the ULARA. 

The Watermaster has compiled a series of interviews with engineers, 

hydrologists, water quality experts, and other responsible professionals who worked in 

the Basin during the past 60 years. These Declarations are intended to preserve their 

recollections regarding the history, use, testing, discharge, and release of hexavalent 

chromium into the soil and water of the Basin. This information provides background 

and context for current data respecting this contaminant and confirms the need for a 

prompt regulatory response to the threat it poses. 

II. BACKGROUND. 

In the early 1980s, volatile organic compounds ("VOCs") such as 

trichloroethylene (UTCE") and perchloroethylene ("PCE") were discovered in the soil and 

groundwater of the eastern portion of the Basin. Subsequently, numerous groundwater 
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wells in Los Angeles, Burbank, and Glendale were shut down due to VOC 

contamination. 

Following an extensive investigation by the EPA, the area was declared a 

Superfund Site. During the 1980s and 1990s, the cities of Los Angeles, Burbank, and 

Glendale stopped pumping groundwater from within the VOC contaminant plumes while 

treatment facilities were designed and constructed. Eventually, with funding and 

assistance provided pursuant to the Consent Decrees, these treatment facilities began 

operating in the North Hollywood Operable Unit ("OU"), Burbank OU, and the Glendale 

North and South OUs. (The North Hollywood, Burbank, and Glendale Operable Units 

are collectively referred to hereinafter as "the Operable Units"). These facilities have 

enabled the municipalities to once again use the Basin as a local, renewable, and 

reliable water supply by treating the groundwater to remove VOCs. 

However, groundwater in the Basin is once again threatened because the 

existing treatment facilities were not designed to remove hexavalent chromium, which 

has been detected in numerous wells from which the cities of Burbank, Glendale, and 

Los Angeles draw water for potable use. The presence of hexavalent chromium in the 

Basin has affected these Cities' ability to deliver water to their customers, compromised 

their ability to exercise their water rights within the Basin, and increased the costs 

associated with providing treated potable water to their customers. 

III. NATURE AND OCCURRENCE OF HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM. 

Chromium is probably best known in its metallic form (Cr), where it is commonly 

found as chrome plating on automobile parts and plumbing fixtures. In addition to 

metallic chromium, there are two common ionic forms of chromium. Trivalent chromium 

(Cr+3) is found in nutritional supplements, and is considered vital for human health in 

small doses. Hexavalent chromium (Cr+6) is used in metal plating, aviation and 

aerospace parts manufacturing, leather tanning, paint and pigment manufacturing, and 

a variety of other industries. In addition, it was historically used in cooling towers to 

inhibit corrosion. 
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Hexavalent chromium is a known carcinogen when ingested through inhalation. 

However, the evidence for carcinogenicity of orally-ingested hexavalent chromium is 

unclear, especially at low doses. It has been proposed that hexavalent chromium is 

reduced to trivalent chromium by the acidic juices in the stomach before it is absorbed 

by the body - a process that does not occur when hexavalent chromium is inhaled. A 

major study by the National Toxicology Project, at the request of the Office of 

Environmental Health Hazard Assessment ("OEHHA") and DHS, is ongoing. This 

federal study is expected to provide definitive data on the cancer risks of hexavalent 

chromium in drinking water. This study, however, is estimated to take up to five years 

to complete. 

The State MCl for total chromium in drinking water is 50 parts per billion ("ppb") 

and the Federal MCl is 100 ppb. These MCls include both trivalent and hexavalent 

chromium. Currently, there is no separate MCl for hexavalent chromium. The State 

Department of Health Services has been directed to establish a new, separate MCl for 

hexavalent chromium by January 1, 2004. However, 50 ppb is the enforceable limit 

until a new MCl is adopted. 

In February 1999, OEHHA established a Public Health Goal ("PHG") of 2.5 ppb 

for total chromium. The PHG assumed a concentration of 0.2 ppb for hexavalent 

f chromium. PHGs consider only the potential effects on public health, and do not 

consider such factors as whether the technology exists to meet these goals or whether 

the goal is feasible and affordable. Whereas MCls are legally enforceable limits, PHGs 

are advisory only. 

At the request of OEHHA, the Chromate Toxicity Review Committee, a panel 

consisting primarily of professors from the University of California ("UC Panel"), was 

formed to provide guidance in the identification of an optimum level, or PHG, for 

hexavalent chromium in drinking water. On August 31,2001, the UC Panel issued a 

report concluding that there is "no basis in either the epidemiological or animal data 

published in the literature for concluding that orally ingested CR(VI) is a carcinogen 
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· .. we would suggest that the current California MCl for total chromium of 50 ppb 

should be deemed protective of human health." ("UC Panel Report"). 

As a result, OEHHA withdrew the PHG of 2.5 ppb. Although the UC Panel 

concluded that "the current California MCl for total chromium of 50 ppb should be 

deemed protective of human health," and although OEHHA withdrew its PHG of 2.5 

ppb, OEHHA recently expressed continuing concern with respect to the toxicity of 

hexavalent chromium in domestic water supplies due to inhalation in showers: 

"Exposure to Cr6 in respirable-size droplets in 
showering, providing some potential risk of 
cancer by the inhalation route, provides 
uncertainty as to safe levels of Cr6 in water ... 

We conclude that there is a considerable basis 
for concern about carcinogenic risk from oral 
exposure to this chemical, although no oral 
cancer potency can be calculated. Cancer risk 
from inhalation of droplets in showering must 
also be considered. A proposed PHG for Cr6 
is projected for posting sometime this fall, and 
a 'final' PHG by June 2003." (Ref. 36). 

IV. HISTORIC HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM DATA. 

Historical data indicate the extensive use and discharge of hexavalent chromium 

within the Basin. For example, the data confirm the use of hexavalent chromium in the 

Basin by the following industries: aircraft; metal pickling and plating operations; in 

anodizing aluminum; in the leather industry as a tanning agent; in the manufacture of 

paints, dyes, explosives, ceramics, paper, and many other substances. The data 

demonstrate that these industries caused releases of hexavalent chromium by spills, 

leaks, return wells, and discharges to storm drains. 

The declarations and supporting data indicate that such releases enabled 

hexavalent chromium to enter the Basin's groundwaters through multiple pathways. For 

example, hexavalent chromium may: (1) seep directly into the soil in areas surrounding 

industrial facilities, then into the groundwater; (2) enter the groundwater aquifer through 
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direct discharges from return wells; and (3) enter the groundwater via surface and storm 

water runoff entering the storm drains, as the storm drains discharge to the River, 

enabling hexavalent chromium to penetrate the Basin's unconfined groundwater aquifer 

by infiltration through the River's unlined portions. 

Historical testing confirms the presence of hexavalent chromium in the Basin. 

For example, the attached test results performed by the Los Angeles Department of 

Water and Power ("LADWP") indicate hexavalent chromium levels of 80,000 ppb in a 

storm drain near the former Glendale Grand Central Air Terminal on May 24, 1961. 

LADWP test results further confirm hexavalent chromium concentrations of 70,000 ppb 

in May 1955 in the Burbank Western Wash, a storm drain that discharges to the River. 

Similarly, the Regional Board's recent report on Chromium VI contamination in 

the San Fernando Valley ("Board Report") identifies the following historic hexavalent 

chromium concentrations in the Basin: 

Hexavalent Chromium Concentration Location Name Operable Unit 

1,000,000 ppb Menasco Glendale North 

72,380 ppb Drilube Glendale South 

35,600 ppb Courtaulds Glendale South 

4,610 ppb Allied-Signal North Hollywood 

1,350 ppb ITT Aerospace Glendale North 

733 ppb Excello Plating Glendale South 

440 ppb Lockheed Martin Burbank 

(Ref. 39). 

Hydrogeologic analysis further indicates that once hexavalent chromium enters 

I. the aquifer, it constitutes a threat to water production wells due to significant 

groundwater flow velocities in the eastern portion of the Basin. This threat is 

compounded by the chemical characteristics of hexavalent chromium. Hexavalent 

chromium is soluble, capable of moving with flowing groundwater in aquifers. 
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v. SUMMARY OF DECLARATIONS 

A brief summary of each Declaration follows. The complete Declarations are 

contained in Appendix A through Appendix H. 

A. Declaration of Melvin Blevins. 

Mr. Blevins is the court-appointed Watermaster for the ULARA. As 

Watermaster, Mr. Blevins has administered adjudicated water rights and managed 

groundwater resources within ULARA for 23 years. Prior to serving as Watermaster, 

Mr. Blevins served as an engineer for LADWP for 22 years. Mr. Blevins' work for 

LADWP and as Watermaster provides him with over 45 years of experience in a wide 

range of groundwater studies, water management, and water rights litigation activities. 

Mr. Blevins' declaraJion details observations and conclusions reached 

from numerous visits, and the supervision of visits, to sites within ULARA having 

groundwater wells. As a result of these visits, Mr. Blevins acquired knowledge of the 

use of wells, extraction data, disposal practices, industrial uses, and the chemical 

constituents being utilized by the various industrial parties to the Judgment. Notably, 

because of these visits, Mr. Blevins acquired knowledge that several companies used 

return wells which injected water possibly containing hexavalent chromium from cooling 

towers directly into the groundwaters of the ULARA. These companies included: 

Lockheed Martin ("Lockheed"); Andrew Jergens Company ("Jergens"); Knickerbocker 

Plastic Company, Inc. ("Knickerbocker"); and Sears, Roebuck and Company ("Sears"). 

Mr. Blevins' declaration includes an extensive discussion on the 

hydrogeology of the Basin. Mr. Blevins' extensive experience in the Basin leads him to 

conclude that there is a high potential for infiltration of chromium contaminated water 

into the subsurface, especially within the unlined portions of the River and tributary 

channels. 

Mr. Blevins' declaration states that relatively high groundwater flow 

velocities, the direction of groundwater movement, and the solubility of hexavalent 
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chromium enable the contaminant to migrate in the eastern portion of the Basin, 

threatening wells operated by the Cities of Glendale, Burbank, and Los Angeles. 

B. Declaration of Glenn Brown. 

Mr. Brown was an employee of the State Department of Water Resources 

("DWR") from 1952-1963. Between 1958-1961, he was on loan to the State Water 

Resources Control Board ("SWRCB") where, as Senior Geologist, he authored several 

portions of the Report of Referee, prepared in connection with the San Fernando Case. 

Among other things, the Report of Referee contains a comprehensive analysis of all 

aspects of the Basin's hydrogeology. 

Mr. Brown's extensive knowledge of the hydrogeology qf the Basin leads 

him to conclude that "although historical conditions allow variations in recharge 

opportunity, in the eastern portion of the Basin where the chromium 6 contaminant 

plume exists, there is generally no significant barrier to the infiltration and migration of 

chromium 6. Accordingly, the hig.h concentrations of chromium 6 detected in the 

eastern portion of the Basin constitute an imminent threat to the continued use of 

groundwater production wells in the Glendale, Burbank and North Hollywood Operable 

Units. The contamination is an urgent problem that must be dealt with immediately to 

prevent the migration of chromium 6 into water supplies utilized for domestic use, 

causing chromium 6 detections above state and federal MCLs." 

Mr. Brown's declaration also discusses historical hexavalent chromium 

standards, and his personal observations of hexavalent chromium uses on aircraft 

during World War II. 

C. Declaration of Arthur Bruington. 

Mr. Bruington is the former Chief Engineer of the Los Angeles County 

Flood Control District. Mr. Bruington has over 40 years of experience as a Civil 

Engineer within ULARA. During his tenure with the Flood Control District, Mr. Bruington 

participated on an Inter-Agency Task Force ("IATF") to determine which chemical 

constituents were present in the Los Angeles River. 
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As Mr. Bruington worked on the IATF, he "personally observed the strange 

coloring in the River - a greenish/yellowish color which can be indicative of chromium 

6." This strange coloring concerned Mr. Bruington, particularly since "many p'ortions of 

the River were unlined at the time, and the extent of contamination and the number of 

different chemicals were unknown.:' Subsequently, he named an engineer under his 

supervision to lead the IATF. Mr. Bruington concludes: "[t]esting conducted in 

connection with the Task Force confirmed that chromium 6 was present in large 

concentrations in the River, particularly near the Burbank Western Wash." 

D. Declaration of Wilbert Chung. 

Mr. Chung served as an employee for the California State Water Rights 

Board from 1958-1979. During that time he served as Referee for the Superior Court in 

the San Fernando Case. Mr. Chung authored several appendices for the Report of 

Referee. 

.In the process of preparing the Report of Referee, Mr. Chung supervised 

four engineers that personally interviewed well owners within ULARA. Mr. Chung and 

his staff collected and compiled data from these interviews for incorporation into the 

Report of Referee. 

Mr. Chung prepared Table 12 of the Report of Referee. Table 12 

describes waste disposal practices. Notably, this table states that extractions by 

Lockheed, Jergens, Knickerbocker and Sears are "returned directly to groundwater 

without loss." "This is of particular importance because ... these companies used 

chromium 6 in their cooling towers to control corrosion. By directly returning 

groundwater used in their cooling towers without loss, each of these companies directly 

injected chromium 6 into the groundwaters of the ULARA." 

E. Declaration of William Garber. 

Mr. Garber is the former Assistant Director of the City of Los Angeles 

Bureau of Sanitation ("the Bureau"). Mr. Garber served as an employee for the Bureau 

from 1947-1985. In that capacity, he "personally performed testing in storm drains 
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within ULARA. This testing confirmed that chromium was present in significant amounts 

'in storm drains within ULARA." 

Mr. Garber states: "I personally observed bright green/yellow coloring in 

the River near the Burbank Western Wash (the 'Wash'). The colors I observed are 

typically associated with chromium 6, and it is generally recognized that if chr6mium 6 

can be seen in water, the chromium 6 concentrations must be 1.5 mg/l (1,500 ppb) or 

higher." 

As part of his work at the Bureau, Mr. Garber visited a number of industrial 

organiZations within ULARA for the purpose of assisting these companies in minimizing 

spills and leaks of chemical constituents. During these visits, Mr. Garber personally 

observed numerous spills and leaks of hexavalent chromium in the aircraft and plating 

industries. Mr. Garber also observed that virtually every company with a cooling system 

used hexavalent chromium to inhibit corrosion. 

F. Declaration of Rodney Kurimoto. 

Mr. Kurimoto has been an employee of LADWP from 1972-present. In his 

position with the Water Quality Lab, he personally collected water samples from the Los 

Angeles River. In addition, he personally transcribed the attached LADWP hexavalent 

chromium test results for approximately seven years. 

These test results detail hexavalent chromium levels in storm drains and 

water wells in Burbank, Glendale and Los Angeles between approximately 1945 and 

1988. The records indicate hexavalent chromium concentrations up to 80,000 ppb 

measured in the Glendale Central Air Terminal drain in 1961 . 

. As a result of Mr. Kurimoto's sampling, transcription, and review of 

LADWP test results, Mr. Kurimoto concludes: "[b]ased on the large quantity of historical 

data, trends in chromium 6 concentrations during normal conditions can be seen. On 

some occasions, unusually high concentrations were found; these high concentrations 

were confirmed by LADWP's rigorous internal accuracy verification processes. These 
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unusually high concentrations indicate periods in which contamination was present from 

some external source." 

G. Declaration of William Ree. 

Mr. Ree is the former LADWP Water Quality Division Head. Mr. Ree 

served as a LADWP employee from 1947-1980. In his capacity as a Sanitary Engineer 

for LADWP, he sampled surface water flows at numerous locations along the Los 

Angeles River from beginning to end. 

In the early-mid 1950s, Mr. Ree personally observed green/yellow coloring 

in the Burbank Western Wash ("the Wash"). Testing in the LADWP lab confirmed that 

the green/yellow coloring he observed was caused by high concentrations of hexavalent 

chromium in the Wash. Because of the high concentrations in this area, Mr. Ree and 

his staff suspected industrial organizations were discharging hexavalent chromium to 

the Wash. Accordingly, Mr. Ree and his staff investigated the area. 

Mr. Ree's declaration concludes: "I visually investigated the Wash and its 

surrounding areas. As I conducted this investigation, I personally observed that the 

waste stream flowing from Lockheed Martin's ('Lockheed') facilities contained the same 

green/yellow coloring I observed in the Wash. Indeed, I observed that the green/yellow 

coloring in the waste stream flowing from Lockheed's facilities fl~wed directly into the 

Wash." 

H. Declaration of William Straub. 

Mr. Straub is currently the Assistant Executive Officer/Staff Engineer for 

the Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster. Mr. Straub has over 30 years of experience 

as a Chemist and Civil Engineer within the Los Angeles and surrounding areas. 

Mr. Straub worked as a Chemist for the Los Angeles County Flood Control 

District ("Flood Control") where he continued the testing for chromium originally initiated 

in connection with the IATF described above. Mr. Straub recalls detecting hexavalent 

chromium within ULARA in testing he performed at Flood Control. 
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Mr. Straub also worked as an engineer at the Bureau, where he 

supervised the Bureau's "Report of the Potential Infiltration of Chlorides from the Los 

Angeles River Narrows into the Groundwater Aquifer," dated January 1993, prepared by 

Brown and Caldwell Consultants, and developed in cooperation with the ULARA 

Watermaster. Mr. Straub's declaration details his work on this report and notes the 

report's conclusion that depending on certain factors, such as groundwater levels and 

pumping conditions, groundwater recharge in unlined portions of the River may exceed 

10,000 acre-feet per year. 

Mr. Straub's declaration concludes by noting his background in chemistry. 

In this regard, Mr. Straub describes the solubility of hexavalent chromium, noting the 

chemical's capability of moving with flowing groundwater in aquifers. 

VI. RECENT HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM DATA. 

The ULARA Watermaster coordinated and chaired the Chromium Task Force 

(the "Task Force"). The Task Force included representatives from the EPA, the 

Regional Board, DHS, Department of Toxic Substances Control ("DTSC"), and the 

Cities of Burbank, Glendale and Los Angeles. The purpose of the Task Force was to 

gather information on chromium contamination in the Basin, examine the implications of 

chromium contamination upon the Basin's groundwater supply, and coordinate 

assessment and enforcement action. 

In connection with his role as the court-appointed Watermaster and Chairman of 

the Task Force, the Watermaster requested that the Regional Board investigate the 

sources and extent of hexavalent chromium contamination in the Basin (Appendix A). 

Pursuant to this request, the Regional Board, in cooperation with the EPA, recently 

issued a report ("Board Report") identifying sites with significant hexavalent chromium 

contamination in the underlying soil and/or groundwater. The Board Report (Ref. 37) 

provides the foundation for identifying Potentially Responsible Parties ("PRPs") and 

forms the basis for prioritizing cleanup activities. The Regional Board initially reviewed 

over 4,000 companies for their use of hexavalent chromium within ULARA. After this 

review, 255 suspected hexavalent chromium sites were identified. The Regional Board 
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inspected each of the 255 sites. As a result of these inspections, the Regional Board 

recommended closure for 150 sites and further assessment for 105 sites. In addition, 

the Regional Board issued cleanup and abatement orders ("CADs") to the following four 

entities: 

1. Lockheed Martin; 

2. Menasco Aerosystems Division/Coltec Industries; 

3. PRC-Desoto (formerly Courtaulds Aerospace); and 

4. . Drilube. 

The Watermaster is informed that the Regional Board will issue additional CADs 

in the near future. 

Consistent with the historical findings and hydrogeologic analysis discussed 

above, the Board Report confirms that the hexavalent chromium contaminant plume has 

migrated and is currently located in close proximity to wells utilized by the Cities of 

Glendale, Burbank and Los Angeles pursuant to the Consent Decrees. 

The Board Report indicates that water containing hexavalent chromium above 

state and federal MCLs has not been served to the public due to blending with other 

low-chromium sources. 

The data further suggest, however, that immediate remedial action is necessary 

because the contaminant plume has migrated, placing it very close to water supply 

wells within the Operable Units. In addition, the need for immediate action is 

emphasized by the excessive concentrations of hexavalent chromium (up to 1,000,000 

ppb); the migratory capability of hexavalent chromium in groundwater; the direction of 

groundwater flow; and the velocity/rate of groundwater movement in the eastern portion 

of the Basin. Without timely remediation efforts, the contaminant plume will continue to 

migrate, causing detections of hexavalent chromium in groundwater wells at such high 

levels that blending water with other sources may no longer provide a feasible solution 

that enables the continued delivery of water meeting state and federal standards. 
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The Regional Board's findings, together with the attached declarations and 

accompanying historical data (Board Report Table VI), support this conclusion. 

The Board Report includes maps illustrating the hexavalent chromium 

contaminant plume's close location to wells utilized by the Cities of Glendale, Burbank 

and Los Angeles for domestic use pursuant to the Consent Decrees. For example, the 

Report includes a map indicating present chromium 6 concentrations in groundwater up 

to 780 ppb in the Glendale Operable Unit, 80 ppb in the Burbank Operable Unit, and 

110 ppb in the North Hollywood Operable Unit (Ref. 38). 

The Board Report identifies the following total chromium concentrations in soil (in 

mg/kg, or parts per million within the Burbank, Glendale and North Hollywood Operable 

Units: 

Location Name Operable Unit Chromium Concentration 

Weber Aircraft Burbank 156,000 mg/kg 

All Metals Burbank 9,600 mg/kg 

ITT Aeros·pace Glendale-North 4,600 mg/kg 

Ryder Aviall Burbank 4,030 mg/kg 

Drilube Glendale-South 3,420 mg/kg 

Lockheed Martin Burbank 2,610 mg/kg 

L.A. Signs Burbank 1,900 mg/kg 

Allied Signal North Hollywood 1,700 mg/kg 

Caravan Fasbloos North Hollywood 1,350 mg/kg 

Lanco Metals Glendale-South 1,100 mg/kg 

(Ref. 40). 
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TABLE V SAN FERNANDO VALLEY 
TotAL CHROMIUM CONCENTRATIONS 1N SOIL 

NO.1 FILE NO. LOCATION NAME 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
JI 
12 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
31 
33 
34 
3S 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
SI 

N~ 
o .ll 

104.1132 I Weber Aircraft 
109.0016 IAlI Metll" Pro«Sllni. Company 
109.0582 Irrr Aerosp.~Con(rob 
104.0150 IRydu Avian (now Matthew's Studio EQuipment) 
113.0165 IDrllube 
104.0676 ILockheed Martin (All of Complex) 
109.0123 ILA SI~ns (formerArtcraft Platlne:) 
111.0180 IAllled 512nol 
IJ 1.0728 I Caravan Fashion. <fonner Mercury Aerorpace) 
113.0207 ILanco Metals (now Zoe Fublon.) 
109.5378 IQynamlc Platlne: 
113.5343 I Extello PlaUn2 
109.0885 I Fiber-Ruin Corporation 
104.0315 ICrane Comp.nYJHydr~ Alre} 
109.5071 IKBC Amulca (fonner Alert pi.flnll) 
111.l1$1 I AM MelJ,\J 
109.6705 IL & M Edltorl.1 (former Comet PlaUnll) 
109.6683 IBurbank Gateway Center/Media Center Mill 
11 1.2696 IPrice POster 
tt3.0373 IGlend.ale Ready MIx 
113.5886 IPRCDesoio~(p~rmer Courtaulds Aeroillace) 
1 U.2629 I Ocplrtment of water & Power Generalinl[ Stallon 
109.0656 ILawrence Engll1fel'lng& Supply/CIn. of Burbank 
(H.I004: I Hanson DbtrlbutJl1ltCOmpanl( 
109.5913 lRaUc.bemlBurbank Depot! SoulhemPlclllc Tran.p. 
111.2477 14-PllIhllndultrles 
109.0842 I Men.lsco Auo,y.teml DlvlJlon/Collce Indultrles 
109.0897 IBurnuah Technical ServleeslUOP Inc. 
lL1.S645 I Valley Platlng'nc. 
104.0182 I IU8 JewelryCompany Ca.k.a Accesory Plalln\r) 
109.1023 IB C Analytical 
104.1169 I KM Reeordl (now Sliades of L1e:bt) 
109.0656 I City of Burbank jformer Lockheed M.irtlil) 
109.0528 I Raskel. Inc. 
104.0957 ' IKab r Bearlni (5a_rxent-Pl~tcherL 
104.1093 IV.Uey Enlmellne: 
1G4.0986 ISlerraclnllhrrlson 
109.0862 ISaturn Falteners 
111.0393 IElectromalic. (nc. 
104.0122 IShlne JewelrY (former Aluminum Procellln!! Co.) 
104.1121 IAbbey Event Rentll!s 
109.5561 IlnternaUonal Electronic Researcb Co.rp.orallon 
111.0091 IAmerie.n Etching & Manu(lct/nlt 
113.S<U2 I Former Lol Ane:eles Piece & Dye WorJu 
111.0817 IPaciOc Melli StampIng 
113.5455 IPacer Performance Products 
111.0927 IAdam. RIle Sabre lntern.Uonal 
1 I 1.0060 ISkipowerPlatlng "\-\,oiks {former Alrlronlc Platln2Y 
104.0997 ICapltol Hardware 
111.0187 ICWH Company (former Trimm ManuJaQturln\r) 
113.0350 I Fonner Hawkes Flnlshlo,-Comllanv 
104.0540 L & M Black Oxide 
113.1105 P.~IOt Radiator 

Ref. 40 
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OPERABLE UNIT 

Burblnk 
Burblnk 
Glendale-North 
Burbank 
Glendole-So\lth 
Burbank 
Burbank 
North Hollywood 
North Hollywood 
Glendale-South 
Burbank 
Glendale-South 
Burblnk 
Burbank 
Burbank 
North HollYWood 
Burbank 
Burbank 
Non..superfund 
Glendale-South 
Glendale-South 
North Hollywood 
Burbank 
North HollyWood 
Burbank 
North HollyWood 
Burbank 
Burbank 
Pollock 
Burbank 
Glendale-South 
Burbank 
Burbank 
Burbank 
Burblnk 
Burbank 
Burbank 
Burbank 
North Hollywood 
Burblnk 
Burbank 
North Hollywood 
North Hollywood 
Glendlle-South 
North Hollywood 
GIc,ndale-Seuth 
Glendalc..south 
North Hollywood 
Burblnk 
NOMh Hollywood 
Glendale-South 
Burbank 
Glendale-Soulh 

- -

MAX. TOTAL CHROMlUM IN SOIL 

-

156.000~ 

9.600 II1ifIIIt 
4.600~ 
4.030m~ 

3~20 mltlki: 
1.6JO mlllkl! 
1:900 mlllkl! (Cr VO 
1.700 mKlk2 
1.350 mElki: 
1.100 mK/k2 
900~ 
733 m&flci 
216 ml1lk2 
208 mi!'k2 
100 mi!'k2 
186 mi!'k2 
171 mK/k2 
160m~ 
159 m&flci 
iS5 ma1ki 
147 ml:lkll 
liZ mKlkll 
93 ml1lk2 
81 ml1lk2 

15.4 m\ll'kz 
66 ml1lk2 
55Am~~ 

51.7 mi!'k2 
.. 5.'1 III2I'kIl 
41 ml1llu! 
NoD.tII 
32 ml1lk2 
30 ml1lk2 
28 ml1lk2 
28 ml1lk2 
15 m2llu> 
19 m~ki: 

15.3 ml:lkll 
14 ml1lk2 
13 mi!'k2 
11 m2llur 
10 Jl1\l1'kz 
10 mKlki: 
9.7m~ ' 

9 mKlk2 
8.8 mK1k2 
7.8 m2llul 
7.3 mKlk2 
1m2l'ki: 
No Dati 
NoDI'a 
No Data 
No Dara 

-

MAX. TOTAL CHROMIUM IN SLUDGE 

570 mglL 

35ms:/L 

35,590 mg/L 

_ 91.8ml!lL 
61S ml(/L (20,115 mg/L Cr VI) 

....--.. -- - -
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TABI:E VI SANFERN~DOVALLEY 

HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN GROUNDWATER 

NO. FaENO. LOCATION NAME OPERABLE UNIT MAXIMUM HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM 

1 · 109.0582 ITT Aerospace Controls Glendale-North . 1,350ug/L 

2 113.0165 Drilube Glendale-South 72,380ugIL 
-

3 104.0676 Lockheed Martin (All of Complex) Burbank . 440ugIL ,. __ ...... '- -- '- ._-
4 111.0180 Allied Signal North Hollywood 4,500ugIL .. --- - _.-_ .. _-- .-_.- . .. __ . ---
S · 113.5886 _~R~-Desoto_ (Former Con~ulds Aerospace) Glendale-South ! 35,600 ugIL ---1-.- - --... ~-- •. - .. _--,--" -- .. ... _-_._--_.-
6 109.0842 Menasco Aero~~tems. !>~~sion/Co~tec "ndu~_~es _. _. Burbank 1,000,000 u~_ . ___ _ __ . _____ ., .. . . .. ... ----
7 113.5343 Excello P~~!!ng _____ . ___ ._._._ ._. Glendale-South 700ugIL - • • _ _ _ _ • • w • • • _ 

-- - .... - .-._---
USEPA PO-VPB 02 (RI monitoring well) Glendale South 1,200 ugIL .. _ .. . 
USEPA CS-VPB 04 (RI momtoring weB) Glendale-North 1,000ug/L 

----

_. ----------
.---

NOTE: (No Hexavalent Chromium Standard) 
--

._ -
USEPA Drinking Water Standard: 100 ugIL of Total Chromium _ .. ._--

Drinking Water standard: 50 ugIL of Total Chromium 
._-

California 
~ 
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In December 2002 the USEPA released a preliminary map showing the 

chromium groundwater contamination in the eastern portion of the Basin (Ref. 64). 

Although it does not include all available data, the map clearly shows the relationship 

between the contaminant plume and the Operable Units. 

Given the hydrology of the Basin and hexavalent chromium concentrations up to 

156,000 ppm in soil and 1,000,000 ppb in groundwater, the imminent threat to the 

continued use of groundwater production wells in the Basin is clear. Without immediate 

cleanup efforts, implemented and supervised by state and federal regulatory agencies, 

it is only a matter of time before the hexavalent chromium contaminant plume migrates, 

rendering existing facilities incapable of blending the water to a level that complies with 

chromium MCLs. In the event that hexavalent chromium levels exceed the purveyors' 

ability to blend below 50 ppb, the affected wells and treatment plants will likely be shut 

down until additional treatment facilities can be designed and constructed. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

Based upon the Watermaster's review of the Board Report, and the Declarations 

and supporting data attached hereto, the Watermaster recommends that the Regional 

Board continue to issue Cleanup and Abatement Orders to appropriate facilities, and 

require site owners to clean up hexavalent chromium where it poses a risk to the 

continued use of groundwater production facilities. Reasonable goals and timetables 

should be developed for these activities, and strictly enforced. 

In addition, EPA must consider the potential impact of hexavalent chromium on 

the existing Operable Units and plan accordingly . . As hexavalent chromium levels in the 

groundwater rise, the ability of the purveyors to blend treated water becomes more 

difficult and expensive. Eventually, hexavalent chromium levels could rise to the point 

where blending is no longer feasible using existing facilities. New wells can be drilled, 

but they may also encounter chromium contamination, or may not be ideally located to 

control the voe plume. Hexavalent chromium treatment facilities can be built as wells 

are shut down, but these are expensive and take a long time to design, permit, and 

construct. In the meantime, groundwater could continue to be pumped, treated to 

23 



remove VOCs, and discharged to the storm drain. However, this is a waste of water 

prohibited by the California Constitution and would be legally challenged by the 

Watermaster. In addition, water may not be discharged to the storm drain with 

hexavalent chromium levels in excess of 11 ppb, far below the MCl for drinking water. 

The Watermaster urges EPA's involvement in the Basin's restoration. The 

Watermaster believes that EPA is uniquely situated to effectively deal with the extensive 

scope of the hexavalent chromium contamination problem within the Basin because: 

(1) there are a large number of companies involved - many of which are already subject 

to EPA's jurisdiction under the existing Consent Decrees; (2) federal Superfund 

activities are already taking place in existing Operable Units designated by the EPA; (3) 

excessive hexavalent chromium concentrations have been detected in locations 

threatening the Operable Units designated by EPA; and (4) EPA's enforcement 

capabilities under both federal law and the Consent Decrees provide it with a unique 

ability to remediate the contamination. Accordingly, EPA's timely involvement is 

essential to: prevent a shutdown of the Operable Units; prevent the loss of local water 

supply wells; preserve EPA's VOC capture and mass removal goals stated in the 

Record of Decision; and prevent a number of exorbitant financial expenditures which 

can be avoided by a pro-active response. 

Finally, the Watermaster notes that significant attention has been given to setting 

an appropriate MCl for hexavalent chromium. The Watermaster encourages and 

supports continued efforts in this regard. However, due to the location and excessive 

concentrations of hexavalent chromium in the Basin, it is not prudent to wait until a 

separate standard for hexavalent chromium is promulgated before implementing 

remediation activities. With concentrations up to 1,000,000 ppb, there is a crisis in the 

Basin that must be dealt with immediately, whether or not the current state standard of 

50 ppb is adjusted. 

Southern California has been very fortunate that hexavalent chromium 

contamination has not affected more facilities than it already has. Therefore, it is 

imperative that regulatory agencies use the limited available time to deal with the 
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problem before a shutdown is required. It is our sincere hope that the attached 

Declarations and accompanying data provide support for a pro-active approach in 

addressing this challenge. 
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DECLARATION OF MELVIN L. BLEVINS 

I, Melvin L. Blevins, declare: 

I. BACKGROUND. 

A. Education. 

1. I have a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering from San Jose 

State University and a Master of Science Degree in Civil Engineering from USC. I am a 

registered Civil Engineer in the State of California. 

2. I have completed additional graduate work at UCLA, USC and UC Davis. 

In addition, I have taught graduate classes in engineering and groundwater management at 

USC for 28 years, and I have taught additional classes at UCLA, Loyola Marymount University, 

UC Davis, and Cal State Fullerton over the past 20 years. Presently, I teach an engineering 

class at UCLA on groundwater contamination, and a graduate engineering class at USC on 

groundwater management. In 1999, I received the "Award of Distinction" (Engineer of the 

Year) from the College of Engineering at San Jose State University. 

B. Watermaster Activities. 

3. Currently, I am the Watermaster for the Upper Los Angeles River Area 

("ULARA"). The Watermaster is an entity appointed by the court pursuant to the Judgment in 

City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando, et aI., Los Angeles Superior Court, Case Number 

650079 (the "Judgment" or "San Fernando Case"). Pursuant to the Judgment, Watermaster is 

responsible for assisting the Court in the "administration and enforcement of the provisions of 

[the] Judgment and any subsequent orders of the Court entered pursuant to the Court's 

22 continuing jurisdiction." 

23 4. As Watermaster, I administer adjudicated water rights and manage 

24 groundwater resources for the ULARA. The ULARA encompasses all the watershed of the 

25 Los Angeles River and its tributaries above a point in the river designated by the Los Angeles 

26 County Flood Control District Gaging Station F-57C-5, near the junction of the Los Angeles 

27 River and the Arroyo Seco Flood Control Channel. The ULARA encompasses a total area of 

28 329,100 acres, which is composed of 123,400 acres of valley fill and 205,700 acres of hills and 
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1 mountains. The Cities of Los Angeles, Glendale, Burbank, San Fernando, and the Crescenta 

2 Valley Water District rely heavily on the water resources of ULARA as a primary water supply. 

3 5. I have served as the ULARA Watermaster for 23 years. Prior to my 

4 appointment as Watermaster in January 1979, I served as an engineer for the Los Angeles 

5 Department of Water and Power ("LADWP") since early 1957. My work as an engineer for 

6 LADWP and as the ULARA Watermaster provides me with over 45 years of experience in a 

7 wide range of groundwater studies, water management and water rights litigation activities. 

8 C. San Fernando Case. 

9 6. I was involved in both the trial and appellate litigation activities for the San 

10 Fernando Case. This work provided me with extensive familiarity of the hydrogeology of 

11 ULARA. 

12 7. I worked with all of Los Angeles' expert witnesses, and I prepared all 

13 exhibits used by Los Angeles' experts in the San Fernando Case. I met daily with engineering 

14 and technical staff, and I received drafts of and provided input into all documents prepared for 

15 the Report of Referee. 

16 8. I prepared the findings of fact for the Judgment, which provides me with 

17 knowledge of all issues raised in the case, as well as the intent behind the Judgment. 

18 9. I prepared modeling explaining groundwater flow, groundwater recharge, 

19 safe yield, the infiltration of contaminants into the Basin, and the effect of pumping on 

20 groundwater levels and movement. I was involved in the LADWP technical advisory 

21 committee, attending all committee meetings and providing input. 

22 10. When the trial began in 1965, I attended daily court proceedings, taking 

23 notes, and preparing work-ups of the trial court proceedings, including testimony concerning 

24 how much water can be pumped and stored in the basin, safe yield, overdraft and recharge 

25 testimony. 

26 11. I worked closely with George Grover, special counsel to Los Angeles, in 

27 the appeal of the trial court's decision in 1968. I provided technical data, including input from 

28 my notes and work-ups from the trial court proceedings, for inclusion in the appellate brief. 
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1 12. When the case was remanded in January of 1979, I testified as a witness 

2 in the trial court on groundwater flows, cones of depression, groundwater recharge, and the 

3 evaluation of water supply in the Basin. 

4 13. My involvement in the San Fernando Case included field work: I worked 

5 with all parties, including the attorneys for both plaintiffs and defendants, in addressing the 

6 implications of the Judgment on the exercise of water rights in the Basin. I personally visited 

7 well owners in the Basin and discussed the amounts of water they were entitled to pump under 

8 the Judgment and alternatives for obtaining additional water supplies where needed. 

9 14. I co-authored the Judgment with Donald Stark, special counsel for Los 

10 Angeles. After the court proceedings were concluded, the defendants requested my 

11 appointment as Watermaster. It was agreed by all parties that I should be appointed 

12 Watermaster with an independent role in assisting the court in the administration of the 

13 Judgment. 

14 15. Because of my exten~ive involvement in the issues addressed by the San 

15 Fernando Case, I have knowledge of all aspects of the geology and hydrogeology of ULARA, 

16 including without limitation: groundwater flow; percolation; infiltration and migration of 

17 contaminants; velocity/rate of groundwater movement; groundwater recharge; safe yield; water 

18 rights; and the effects of pumping on water levels in the Basin. 

19 D. Well Data. 

20 16. My work as Watermaster and on the San Fernando Case provides me 

21 with extensive personal knowledge as to the use of groundwater wells within ULARA, including 

22 well locations, type of wells, extraction data, industry operations and discharge practices. 

23 17. When I was first appointed Watermaster, I, or engineers under my 

24 supervision, visited every well owner within ULARA. I, or the engineers I supervised, visited 

25 each and every well within ULARA for the purpose of determining if the well owners were 

26 pumping in accordance with the Judgment, and if wells needed to be destroyed, capped, or 

27 made into monitoring wells. I, or the engineers I supervised, interviewed the well owners, took 

28 pictures, and collected data from each of the wells. 
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1 18. As a result of these visits, I have knowledge of the use of wells, extraction 

2 data, disposal practices, industrial uses, and the chemical constituents being utilized by the 

3 various industrial parties to the Judgment. 

4 19. My involvement in assisting in the preparation of the Report of Referee for 

5 the San Fernando Case provides me with additional knowledge as to the use of water wells 

6 within ULARA. I worked directly with State Water Rights Board ("State Board") engineers 

7 responsible for preparing the Report of Referee. I worked with these engineers in connection 

8 with their interviews and data collection from well owners. I consulted, edited, reviewed and 

9 commented on all well data used in the Report of Referee, including the attached well 

10 extraction data. (Refs. 31, 46, 47, 50). 

11 E. Owens Valley. 

12 20. My involvement in the Owens Valley water rights litigation provides 

13 additional expertise in water rights adjudications, hydrology and basin management. 

14 21. I served as the Project Engineer for Owens Valley from November 1972 

15 until June 1997 (nearly 25 years). In this capacity, I performed detailed technical work in 

16 connection with all groundwater and water rights studies for the case, including: the location 

17 and drilling of wells and all other technical work in connection with understanding the hydrology 

18 of the Valley. 

19 22. I chaired the technical committee charged with preparing United States 

20 Geological Service ("USGS") reports for the litigation; and I helped write and prepare the 

21 Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") for the litigation, which included, among other things, 50 

22 different aquifer tests, drilling of wells, and e-Iogs. 

23 F. Mono Basin. 

24 23. My work in the Mono Lake water litigation provides further expertise in 

25 water rights adjudications, hydrogeology and basin management. 

26 24. I was active in the Mono Lake litigation for over 10 years. This case 

27 began in March 1979 and was concluded by the State Water Resources Control Board's 

28 ("State Board") order dated September 20, 1994 (over 15 years). In this capacity, I was 
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1 involved in environmental and water rights studies involving over 100,000 acre-feet of water. 

2 Among other things, I worked with the National Academy of Science and prepared a report on 

3 hydrology and basin management with Dr. John Mann, a hydrologist actively involved with the 

4 ULARA for many years. 

5 G. Superfund Activities. 

6 25. My work on Superfund activities provides me with extensive knowledge of 

7 water quality, as well as the infiltration and migration of chemical constituents within ULARA. 

8 26. When volatile organic chemical compounds ("VOCs") were discovered 

9 within the ULARA in 1979, resulting in the EPA's assertion of jurisdiction under CERCLA, 

10 LADWP was designated the lead agency for preparing a remedial investigation (''RI'') of the 

11 Superfund Study Areas. Notably, I helped to prepare the RI, which relied heavily on the work I 

12 performed in connection with the Report of Referee in the San Fernando Case. 

13 27. I helped derive the modeling methodology for the RI, and I prepared 

14 approximately 90% of the modeling data utilized in the RI, including: well log data; 

15 groundwater recharge; calculating change in storage; and the impact of pumping on water 

16 levels. Significantly, as part of the RI, a groundwater flow model was developed which 

17 simulates groundwater flow and the movement of chemical constituents in the groundwaters of 

18 the ULARA. 

19 28. I coordinated with Glendale, Burbank and EPA in developing the 

20 Superfund remedy, including the studies and technical activity associated ~ith the Glendale, 

21 Burbank, and North Hollywood Operable Units. Because of my involvement in this work, I 

22 developed extensive knowledge on contamination in the Basin and remediation strategies 

23 necessary to control the spread of the Basin's contaminant plume. 

24 H. Preparation of Reports. 

25 29. I have been involved in a number of reports and cooperative work with 

26 local, state and federal regulatory agencies which provides me with extensive knowledge 

27 relating to groundwater contamination, contaminant percolation and migration, and the impact 

28 of groundwater contamination on wells within ULARA. 
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1 30. I assisted in the preparation of the City of Los Angeles, Bureau of 

2 Sanitation, "Report of the Potential Infiltration of Chlorides from the Los Angeles River Narrows 

3 into the Groundwater Aquifer," dated January 1993, prepared by Brown and Caldwell 

4 Consultants (the "Infiltration Report"). I assisted in drafting the Infiltration Report, and I 

5 provided extensive comments for inclusion into the Infiltration Report concerning the 

6 hydrogeology of the ULARA. 

7 31. My work on the Infiltration Report helped document the manner in which 

8 chemical constituents percolate and migrate within ULARA. The Infiltration Report assessed 

9 the potential infiltration of chemical constituents in the seven mile unlined reach, known as the 

10 Los Angeles River Narrows, from the surface water to the groundwater aquifer below. The 

11 Infiltration Report identifies a number of factors which may influence the infiltration of chemical 

12 constituents within ULARA and the potential impact of wastewater discharges on surface water 

13 and groundwater quality (Ref. 6). 

14 32. Notably, Figure 2-4 of the Infiltration Report provides an historical analysis 

15 of the variation in recharge opportunity that may occur depending on the interplay of identified 

16 factors, including without limitation: groundwater levels, dilution, pumping conditions, and 

17 seasonal fluctuations (Ref. 6). The Infiltration Report notes that application of these factors 

18 may result in varying recharge opportunities. During significant recharge periods, the 

19 Infiltration Report notes that groundwater recharge in certain unlined portions of the River may 

20 exceed 15 cfs, or 10,000 acre-feet per year (Ref. 5). 

21 33. I was also involved in the June 1983, 208 Area-Wide Groundwater Quality 

22 Management Plan for the San Fernando Valley Basin ("208 Report"), prepared by the 

23 Southern California Association of Governments ("SCAG"). I was involved in the Task Force 

24 for the SCAG Report. This Report contained a comprehensive analysis of the quality of 

25 drinking water sources within the Upper Los Angeles River Area and issued findings, 

26 recommendations, and implementation actions designed to carry out the goals of the Clean 

27 Water Act. 

28 
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1 34. I was also involved in the July 1983 LADWP Groundwater Quality 

2 Management Plan for the San Fernando Basin, which elaborated on the SCAG report. This 

3 report analyzed a variety of chemical constituents within ULARA, suggested remediation 

4 options, and contains a comprehensive discussion of the hydrogeology of the ULARA. The 

5 SCAG and LADWP reports confirmed the migration capabilities of chemical constituents within 

6 ULARA and furthered my knowledge on geology, hydrogeology, and the impacts contaminants 

7 in soil and groundwater may have on production wells within ULARA. 

8 35. This declaration is based upon the personal knowledge I acquired as a 

9 result of working as the Watermaster and a Civil Engineer within ULARA for a combined 45 

10 years, and if called to testify as a witness, I could and would competently testify thereto. I have 

11 extensive personal knowledge of all aspects of the hydrogeology of the ULARA. I personally 

12 investigated water rights, water quality, geology and hydrology within ULARA, and I prepared 

13 numerous documents relating to hydrogeology, water rights, water quality, and water 

14 management within ULARA. 

15 36. To the extent opinions are expressed herein, the opinions are based upon 

16 my educational background; my work as the court-appointed Watermaster within ULARA; my 

17 45 years of experience as a Registered Civil Engineer, author, lecturer and consultant in the 

18 areas of hydrogeology, water rights, groundwater contamination, and groundwater 

19 management; and my preparation and review of numerous scientific reports and other 

20 technical documents reasonably relied upon by environmental and hydrologic experts 

21 regarding the ULARA. If called to testify as an expert witness, I could and would competently 

22 testify to the professional opinions set forth below. 

23 II. USES OF CHROMIUM 6. 

24 37. Because of my work as Watermaster and my involvement in the 

25 preparation of the Report of Referee, including personal visits, or the supervision of personal 

26 visits, to each and every well owner within ULARA, I have knowledge that chromium 6 was 

27 used within ULARA by a variety of industries, including without limitation: ~ircraft; metal 

28 pickling and plating operations; in anodizing aluminum; in the leather industry as a tanning 
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1 agent; in the manufacture of paints, dyes, explosives, ceramics, paper, and many other 

2 substances. 

3 38. As a result of visiting or supervising visits to well owners within ULARA, I 

4 acquired knowledge that the industries identified above discharged chromium 6 to soil, 

5 groundwater and storm drains within the Basin via spills, leaks, direct discharges and return 

6 wells. 

7 39. I, or engineers I supervised, inspected wells at many plating shops located 

8 within ULARA. As a result of these inspections, I have knowledge that plating shops used a 

9 process that produced a bath filled with a number of constituents, including chromium 6. The 

10 plating bath and associated wash water regularly spilled to the ground. This enabled 

11 chromium 6 to enter storm drains or percolate through the soil. 

12 40. As a result of visits, or supervising visits, to aircraft companies within 

13 ULARA, I have knowledge that the aircraft industry utilized chromium 6 to anodize aluminum. 

14 This process created a chromic acid bath, that would be washed out. The wash water 

15 regularly spilled onto the ground, enabling chromium 6 to enter storm drains or percolate into 

16 the soil. 

17 41. As I assisted in the preparation of well data to be included in the Report of 

18 Referee, I acquired knowledge that many companies used return wells for discharging 

19 chromium 6 contaminated water directly to groundwater. These companies included Lockheed 

20 Martin ("Lockheed"), Andrew Jergens Company ("Jergens"), Knickerbocker Plastic Company, 

21 Inc. ("Knickerbocker"), and Sears, Roebuck and Company ("Sears"). These companies 

22 extracted groundwater for use in their cooling towers. The companies added chromium 6 to 

23 this water to control corrosion, then directly returned this water to the groundwater aquifer via 

24 return wells. Numerous sources I collected and reviewed during my work on the Report of 

25 Referee support this conclusion. 

26 42. For example, with respect to Lockheed well number three, located at 1705 

27 Victory Place, Burbank, California, the attached well log data states that this well was a 

28 "Return well for waters used for air. condo of wind tunnel." (Ref. 46). Similarly, with respect to 
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1 Lockheed well number four, also located at 1705 Victory Place, Burbank, California, the 

2 attached well log data states: 

3 "Well #4 - Pump 40hr/week 52 week/yr since well 

4 

5 

was first operated. All water from this well is returned 

down well # 3. Water is pumped from well through 

6 air. condo system and returned to well # 3 100' away." 

7 (Ref.46). 

8 43. Similarly, I helped to prepare Chapter 5 (Water Utilization and Disposal), 

9 Volume 1, Table 12, footnote P, for the Report of Referee. Consistent with the notes 

10 concerning Lockheed Well Numbers 3 and 4 described above, this Table specifically provides 

11 that Lockheed's "extractions are returned directly to groundwater without loss" (Ref. 50). In 

12 addition, this Table states that extractions by Jergens, Knickerbocker, and Sears "are returned 

13 directly to groundwater without loss" (Ref. 50). 

14 44. In addition, I helped to prepare Appendix I, Volume II, for the Report of 

15 Referee, which contains notes on each individual defendant. With respect to Lockheed, this 

16 section states that: 

17 "Since 1940, the defendant has operated four wells. 

18 Two of the defendant's wells are located on property 

19 owned by the Federal Government. The water from 

20 two wells was used in a closed air cooling system and 

21 the waste water discharged into return wells. 

22 Recently only one well used for air cooling was active. 

23 The remaining two wells were used as a standby 

24 water supply for fire protection. These wells are 

25 presently abandoned" (Ref. 56). 

26 45. Similarly, Appendix I, Volume II, states that Jergens used two wells for 

27 cooling purposes. "Water was extracted from one well and the other well was used for the 

28 injection of waste water into the ground water basin" (Ref. 54). 
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1 46. With respect to Knickerbocker, Appendix I, Volume II, states that 

2 Knickerbocker used a well for "cooling machinery in a manufacturing plant. Los Angeles city 

3 water is also used in a closed air conditioning system. Waters from both sources are injected 

4 into two return wells"(Ref. 55). 

5 47. In addition, Appendix I, Volume II, states that well water is "used in a 

6 closed cooling system at the Sears, Roebuck and Company store in Glendale. Used water is 

7 discharged into return wells" (Ref. 57). 

8 III. LADWP TEST RESUL TS/CHROMIUM 6 SURVEY. 

9 48. The pr~sence of chromium 6 in the waters of the ULARA has been 

10 confirmed in sampling recorded by LADWP dating back to the 1940s (Ref. 11). As a result of 

11 my work as an Engineer for LADWP for many years, I am familiar with the attached chromium 

12 6 test results, which were compiled by LADWP's Sanitary Engineering Division, now known as 

13 the Water Quality Division (Ref. 11). These test results are true and genuine LADWP records 

14 which I reviewed during the regular course of my employment at LADWP (Ref. 11). 

15 49. The attached LADWP records detail monthly chromium 6 levels in storm 

16 drains and water wells in Burbank, Glendale and Los Angeles between approximately 1945· 

17 and 1988 (Ref. 11). The records indicate the presence of chromium 6 far in excess of the 

18 current state and federal MCLs for total chromium (50 ppb and 100 ppb, respectively), and the 

19 historic chromium 6 standard originally established by the United States Public Health Service 

20 of .05 mg/l (50 ppb) in 1946. (State Water Quality Control Board's Water Quality Criteria, 

21 Second Edition, 1963 ("Water Quality Criteria")(Ref. 45)). 

22 50. For example, the records show that the highest level of chromium 6 -

23 80,000 ppb - was found in a storm drain near the former Glendale Grand Central Air Terminal 

24 on May 24, 1961 (Ref. 11). The highest sustained concentrations of the chemical were found 

25 in the Burbank Western Wash, a storm channel that discharges into the Los Angeles River, 

26 where levels reached 70,000 ppb in May 1955 (Ref. 11). In one instance, on March 23, 1955, 

27 workers tested for chromium 6 in the Burbank storm drain every 15 minutes for two hours. 

28 (Ref. 11). The recorded levels ranged from 5,000 ppb to 17,500 ppb (Ref. 11). 
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1 IV. HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE SAN FERNANDO VALLEY BASIN. 

2 51. The presence of chromium 6 in the Basin is of particular concern due to 

3 the hydrology of the Basin, including high infiltration rates in the Eastern portion of the Basin, 

4 the significant velocity of groundwater movement, and the location of the contaminant plume 

5 relative to groundwater wells used for production, including wells utilized for domestic use 

6 under the Consent Decrees between EPA, Glendale, Burbank and a number of industrial 

7 respondents (collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Consent Decree"). (Refs. 4-5, 13-18, 

8 30, 37, 52, 63). 

9 52. The western portion of the San Fernando Basin is generally composed of 

10 materials derived from the surrounding sedimentary rocks (Ref. 49). The materials are 

11 generally fine-grained with high clay content which transmit water at a relatively slow rate. In 

12 addition, the presence of extensive clay layers makes the western portion of the San Fernando 

13 Basin, for all practical purposes, a confined aquifer system (Ref. 49). 

14 53. However, in the eastern portion of the Basin, where significant chromium 6 

15 concentrations have been detected both in the soil and groundwater, the alluvial deposits are 

16 comprised primarily of sands and gravels with some localized lenses of silts and clays 

17 interbedded (Ref. 49). The deposits have been eroded from the granitic rocks of the San 

18 Gabriel Mountains and transmit water at a relatively rapid rate (Ref. 49). This eroded debris is 

19 generally very coarse. In places, boulders up to three feet in diameter are relatively common. 

20 (Refs. 13-18, 30, 49). The sand and gravel deposits of the eastern San Fernando Basin 

21 constitute about one-third of the surface area of the Basin and contain approximately two-

22 thirds of the total groundwater storage capacity of the Basin (Refs. 22, 49). It is in this area 

23 that most of the San Fernando Valley's groundwater extraction and collection systems are 

24 located (Refs. 18, 30,49). 

25 54. Conditions in the eastern portion of the Basin are characterized by high 

26 soil permeability and groundwater production (Refs. 13-18,30,49). Groundwater in the 

27 eastern Basin is generally unconfined with a depth to water table from 50 to 200 feet (Ref. 13). 

28 The sand and gravel that comprise the aquifer do not have extensive clay and silt layers, or 
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1 aquitards, that separate it into confined layers (Ref. 49). As a result, chemicals such as 

2 chromium 6, which are spilled or otherwise applied to the surface or shallow subsurface within 

3 the eastern portion of the Basin, are likely to migrate through the porous sediments and into 

4 the underlying groundwater, causing detections of chromium 6 in the groundwaters of the 

5 ULARA utilized for domestic water supplies (Refs. 4-5, 13-18, 3D, 49). 

6 55. Groundwater studies in the eastern portion of the Basin confirm high 

7 infiltration rates (Ref. 16). The high infiltration rates are illustrated by the Soil Infiltration Map 

8 for the San Fernando Valley Basin attached hereto (Ref. 16). This map shows the variation in 

9 relative infiltration rates from low in the western portion of the Basin to high in the eastern 

10 portion of the Basin - with infiltration rates as high as 0.30 - 0.45 inches per hour in certain 

11 portions of the Eastern Basin, including Glendale, Burbank and North Hollywood. (Ref. 16). 

12 This high surface infiltration rate, which is also generally indicative of the rate of percolation 

13 and soil permeability in the Basin, illustrate the opportunity for chromium 6 discharged within 

14 ULARA to infiltrate and contaminate the Basin's groundwater (Refs. 13-18, 3D, 49). 

15 56. The infiltration of chromium 6 is notable in areas of the Basin which are or 

16 were unlined. The majority of the River channel was lined in concrete between 1938 and 

17 1958. (Refs. 4-5,13-18,30,52). However, there are some sections where the River channel 

18 was left unlined, such as the seven mile unlined reach, known as the Los Angeles River 

19 Narrows. 

20 57. Detailed infiltration tests conducted by LADWP in the mid-1960s indicate 

21 significant opportunity for recharge of surface water within the Los Angeles River Narrows 

. 22 (Ref. 5, 27). A study performed by Brown and Caldwell consultants in January 1993 indicates 
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23 that, depending upon historical conditions, the amount of recharge in the unlined reaches 1 
24 could be up to 10,000 acre-feet per year (Ref. 5). Estimates of transmissivity in the Narrows 

25 region range from 150 to 250 thousand gallons per day per foot of width (Ref. 9). Notably, the 

26 Burbank Western Wash, where significant chromium 6 concentrations were recorded, was 

27 unlined until the mid-1950s (Ref. 52). 

28 
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1 58. The foregoing hydrologic data suggest that chromium 6 may have entered 

2 the groundwaters of the ULARA through multiple pathways. Chromium 6 may seep directly 

3 into the soil in areas surrounding industrial facilities, then into the groundwater. Chromium 6 

4 may enter the aquifer through direct discharges from return wells. Chromium 6 may enter the 

5 groundwater via surface and stormwater runoff entering the storm drains, as the storm drains 

6 discharge to the River, enabling chromium 6 to penetrate the groundwaters of the ULARA by 

7 infiltration through the River's unlined portions. ("Weights of Certain Contaminants Diffused to 

8 the Ocean in Treated Wastew,ater and Sludge Versus Weights Added By A Separate Storm 

9 Drain System in Los Angeles," (Refs. 4-5, 13-18,27,30,33,52,63). 

10 59. The attached groundwater contours indicate that the general direction of 

11 groundwater flow in the Basin is from the recharge areas on the alluvial fans and along the 

12 edges of the valley fill, toward the Basin discharge area located in the Los Angeles River 

13 Narrows (Refs. 17,23). Because of the dense grouping of wells in certain areas and the 

14 extensive pumping of groundwater, several large cones of depression have formed in the 

15 water table (Refs. 19-21). These cones of depression have caused significant ch~nges in the 

16 natural groundwater flow patterns and generally persist throughout the year despite the highly 

17 seasonal variation in pumping activities (Ref. 12). Watermaster modeling attached here 

18 illustrates simulated capture zones and groundwater elevations near the chromium 6 

19 contaminant plume (Ref.60). 

20 60. Well tests and observations revealed that flow velocities in the eastern 

21 portion of the Basin are much greater than in the western portion of the Basin (Ref. 62). 

22 Horizontal groundwater velocities in the western portion of the Basin have been estimated to 

23 be between 5 and 100 feet per year, as opposed to estimates of 300 to 500 feet per year in the 

24 eastern portion of the Basin (Ref. 62). This difference is attributed primarily to much higher 

25 permeability of deposits in the eastern portion of the Basin (Refs. 13,14,17,23,49, 62). 

26 61. This demonstrates that once chromium 6 enters the aquifer, it constitutes 

27 a threat to water production wells due to signifipant groundwater flow velocities in the eastern 

28 
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1 portion of the Basin, where the chromium 6 contaminant plume exists (Refs. 13, 14, 17,23,49, 

2 62). 

3 62.. This migratory threat is 'compounded by the solubility and mobility of 

4 c:hromium 6 in groundwater. It is generally recognized that, in alluvial aquifers, chromium 6 is 

5 mobile, capable of moving with flowing groundwater in aquifers (Ref. 2). As stated in 

6 "Groundwater Geochemistry, Fundamentals and Applications to Contamination," William J. 

7 Deutsch, 1997, pp. 176: "Cr(VI) is relatively mobile in most environments because its solids 

8 are soluble and it is not strongly adsorbed ... " (Ref. 32). 

9 63. . The foregoing data clearly indicate the opportunity for chromium 6 in the 

10 soil in the eastern portion of the Basin to infiltrate the Basin's groundwater and, after reaching 

11 the aquifer, to flow in the general direction of groundwater until it reaches and contaminates 

12 groundwater production wells (Refs. 4, 5, 13-18,27, 30,49, 53, 62). 

13 

14 I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California, that 

15 the foregoing is true and correct. 

16 Executed on J:a /7. ~ 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

I 
I 2003, at Los Angeles, California. 

Melvin L. Blevins, P.E. 
Watermaster 
Upper Los Angeles River Area 
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DECLARATION OF GLENN A. BROWN 

I, Glenn A. Brown, declare: 

I. 

1. 

BACKGROUND. 

In 1951, I graduated from the University of California, Los Angeles with a 

5 Bachelor's degree in Geology. I am a California Registered Geologist, License No.4; and I am 

6 a California Certified Engineering Geologist, License No.3. 

7 2. In 1968, I was appointed by then Governor Ronald Reagan to the first 

8 Board for Registration of Geologists in California. In 1995, I was one of three members 

9 selected for the Committee that prepared the first California Hydrogeology Certification 

10 examination. 

11 3. I completed over 423 hours of continuing education in the field of 

12 hydrogeology, environmental geology and engineering geology. I also completed a four-month 

13 course at UCLA in hydraulics and pumping machinery, and another four-month course at 

14 UCLA in soil mechanics. 

15 4. I have extensive experience in hydrogeology and the evaluation and 

16 investigation of groundwater resources. In 1952, I began work as an engineering geologist 

17 with the California Department of Water Resources ("DWR"). Between 1952 - 1953, I was the 

18 DWR geologist in charge of ground water and geological investigations in the Colorado River 

19 Basin region. Among other things, I co-authored the chapters on Geology and Hydrology for 

20 the Division of Water Resources Water Quality Investigations Report No.4, entitled "Ground 

21 Water Occurrence and Quality, Colorado River Basin Region." 

22 5. Between 1953 - 1954, I was responsible for delineating ground water 

23 basins in the highland area of San Diego County. My work included computing the storage 

24 capacity, determining the direction of ground water movement, sampling, and compiling water 

25 quality data for approximately 30 basins. Between 1954-1955, I served as the DWR Assistant 

26 Engineering Geologist in charge of ground water and geologic investigations in the Lahontan 

27 and Mojave Desert region. In this capacity, I determined storage capacity, direction of ground 

28 
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1 water movement, recharge areas, and water quality for an area covering 32,000 square miles 

2 involving 80 ground water basins. 

3 6. Between 1955-1956, I performed geologic studies relating to the ground 

4 water basins of Southern California. These studies involved computing the usable storage of 

5 ground water basins and determining the feasibility of recharge with imported water. Between 

6 1956 - 1958, I was the Associate Engineering Geologist in charge of geologic field activities in 

7 the Glendale office of DWR. My duties included investigating alternative conduit routes for the 

8 Feather River Project and formulating the data collection and operation of the Lower Old Creek 

9 ground water basin with respect to water supply and prevention of sea water intrusion. 

10 7. Between 1958 -1961, I was placed on loan from DWR to the State Water 

11 Rights Board, now the California State Water Resources Control Board ("State Board"), where 

12 I served as' the Senior Geologist on the water rights litigation involving the Upper Los Angeles 

13 River Area ("ULARA"), Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number 650079, City of Los Angeles 

14 v. City of San Fernando et al.. Los Angeles Superior Court. In this capacity, I obtained 

15 extensive personal knowledge of all aspects of the hydrogeology of the ULARA. I conducted 

16 all geologic ground water pump tests and water quality studies in connection with the litigation, 

17 and I assisted engineers in the determination of the safe yield of the San Fernando Valley. In 

18 addition, I evaluated soil texture, characteristics of groundwater underflow and outflow, soil 

19 infiltration, storage characteristics, groundwater recharge, specific yield and retention. I 

20 ' authored or collaborated on the following appendices for the Report of Referee prepared in 

21 connection with the litigation: 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

• Appendix A: Geology 

• Appendix B: Soils 

• Appendix C: Characteristics of Soils and Water Use 

• Appendix D: Specific Yield Values 

• Appendix H: Water Quality 

• Appendix P: Underflow at Boundaries 

• Appendix Q: Change in Storage 
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• Appendix R: Groundwater Recharge and Safe Yield 

8. After completing my work on the Report of Referee, I returned to DWR, 

3 where I worked until mid-1963. Among other things, I served as the DWR Senior Engineering 

4 Geologist in charge of geologic activities for the Southern District of DWR. In this capacity, I 

5 supervised over 20 geologists in various groundwater investigations throughout Los Angeles, 

6 San Bernardino and Ventura counties. 

7 9. In 1963, I entered the consulting field, where I provided consulting 

8 engineering geology services to a variety of clients, including the Orange County Water District 

9 on the Santa Ana River water rights litigation. In this case, I evaluated the extent of sea water 

10 intrusion in coastal Orange County, as well as ground water conditions in Upper Basins above 

11 Prado Dam. 

12 10. In 1966, I formed Glenn A. Brown and Associates. This firm provided 

13 consulting services for a wide range of domestic and foreign projects involving engineering 

14 geology, environmental geology, and hydrogeology. The firm's clients included the State 

15 Division of Highways, California Attorney General's Office, Beaumont Irrigation District, Central 

16 and West Basin Water Replenishment District, Mojave Public Utilities District, Big Bear City 

17 Community Services District, and others. 

18 11. I continued to provide consulting services for Glenn A. Brown and 

19 Associates and its successors-in-interests until 1993, when I retired and entered private 

20 practice, serving as a private consultant on groundwater related matters such as water well 

21 siting and construction, water rights, groundwater seepage, and sources of water related to 

22 landslide problems. My clients include Newhall County Water District, Las Virgenes Water 

23 District, CalMat Co., Law/Crandall, Riverside Highland Water Company, Rancho Las Flores, 

24 Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts, City of Rancho Palos Verdes and Pepperdine 

25 University. 

26 12. In addition, I currently serve as the City of Burbank Representative to the 

27 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California Board of Directors; and as of May 2002, I 

28 have served as the Neutral Member of the San Gabriel River Watermaster Team. 
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1 13. My background also incluqes extensive trial expert witness experience. I 

2 have ·served as an expert witness in over 20 water-related actions. I have also provided expert 

3 witness services before various Regional Water Quality Control Boards and numerous local 1 
4 governmental agencies. 

5 14. I have been active in a variety of professional service organizations. 

6 Among other positions, I have served as: the National Chairman for the Association of 

7 Engineering Geologists Committee on Continuing Education; the National Chairman for the 

8 Association of Engineering Geologists Committee on Ground Water; the President for the 

9 Association of Engineering Geologists; and the Chairman for the Los Angeles Section of the 

10 Association of Engineering Geologists. 

11 15. I have presented lectures before numerous national and international 

12 hydrologic organizations and institutions, and I have authored numerous publications including: 

13 "Ground Water Geology of San Fernando Valley," Chapter 4 of California Division of Mines 

14 Geology, Bulletin 196, 1975; and "Ground Water and its Management in Southern California," 

15 Association of Engineering Geologists, Special Publication No. 4, 1992. 

16 16. I also worked on aircraft in WWII from 1943-1946. I worked in a transport 

17 squadron and as a gunner on Navy patrol bombers, where I observed that it was common to 

18 use chromium 6 in undercoats for aircraft to control corrosion. 

19 17. This declaration is based upon the personal knowledge I acquired as a 

20 result of working as a Registered Geologist and Certified Engineering Geologist within ULARA 

21 for a number of years, and if called to testify as a witness, I could and would competently 

22 . testify thereto. I have extensive personal knowledge of all aspects of the hydrogeology of the 

23 ULARA. I personally investigated water rights, water quality, geology and hydrology within 

24 ULARA, and I prepared numerous documents relating to hydrogeology and water 

25 management within ULARA. 

26 18. To the extent opinions are expressed herein, the opinions are based upon 

27 my educational background; my work as a Registered Geologist and Certified Engineering 

28 Geologist within ULARA for a number of years; my 51 years of experience as a Registered 
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1 Geologist, Certified Engineering Geologist, author, lecturer and consultant in the areas of 

2 hydrogeology, water rights, engineering geology, and environmental geology; and my 

3 preparation and review of numerous scientific reports and other technical documents 

4 reasonably relied upon by environmental and hydrologic experts regarding the ULARA. 

5 19. My work concerning the geology and hydrology of the ULARA has been 

6 cited and relied upon in numerous investigations by the ULARA Watermaster; Dr. John Mann -

7 a hydrologist actively involved within ULARA for many years; local, state and federal agencies; 

8 the Remedial Investigation prepared in connection with the EPA's assertion of jurisdiction 

9 under CERCLA for vac contamination in the San Fernando Valley; the Los Angeles Bureau of 

10 Sanitation's Report on the Infiltration of Chlorides in the Los Angeles River Narroyvs; and the 

11 Los Angeles Department of Water and Power's Groundwater Quality Management Plan. If 

12 called to testify as an expert witness, I could and would competently testify to the professional 

13 opinions set forth below. 

14 II. HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE SAN FERNANDO VALLEY BASIN. 

15 20. The San Fernando Valley Basin is part of the hydrologic region known as 

16 the Upper Los Angeles River Area (ULARA). The ULARA encompasses all the watershed of 

17 the Los Angeles River and its tributaries above a point in the river designated by the Los 

f 18 Angeles County Flood Control District Gaging Station F-57C-5, near the junction of the Los 

19 Angeles River and the Arroyo Seco Flood Control Channel. The ULARA encompasses a total 

20 area of 329,100 acres, which is composed of 123,400 acres of valley fill and 205,700 acres of 

21 hills and mountains. The ULARA is bounded on the north and northwest by the Santa Susana 

22 Mountains; on the north and northeast by the San Gabriel Mountains; on the east by the San 

23 Rafael Hills, which separate it from the San Gabriel Basin; on the south by the Santa Monica 

24 Mountains, which separate it from the Los Angeles Basin; and on the west by the Simi Hills. 

25 (Ref. 47). 

26 21. The valley fill area of the ULARA is divided into four groundwater basins: 

27 San Fernando, Sylmar, Verdugo, and Eagle Rock. The San Fernando Basin is the largest of 

28 the four basins, comprising approximately 91 percent of the total valley fill area Ref. 51). 
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1 22. The alluvial deposits in the western portion of the San Fernando Basin 

2 generally consist of fine sediments and clays exhibiting low permeability and low water yields 

3 (Ref. 49). 

4 23. However, the eastern portion of the Basin is generally composed of 

5 coarse deposits of sand and gravel. The deposits have been eroded from the granitic rocks of 

6 the San Gabriel Mountains and transmit water at a relatively rapid rate. In places, boulders up 

7 to three feet in diameter are relatively common. The sand and gravel deposits of the eastern 

8 San Fernando Basin constitute about one-third of the surface area of the Basin and contain 

9 approximately two-thirds of the total groundwater storage capacity of the Basin (Ref. 49). 

10 24. The general direction of groundwater flow in. the Basin is from the 

11 recharge areas on the alluvial fans and along the edges of the valley fill, toward the Basin 

12 discharge area located in the Los Angeles River Narrows. Groundwater velocities in the 

13 eastern portion of the Basin are much greater than in the western portion of the Basin (Ref. 

14 62). Estimates of horizontal groundwater velocities in the western portion of the Basin range 

15 from 5 to 100 feet per year, whereas estimates in the eastern portion of the Basin range from 

16 300 to 500 feet per year (Refs. 13, 15, 17,23, 49, 62). 

17 25. The sources of groundwater recharge in the Basin include percolation of 

.18 rainfall in the valley fill and surface runoff from hill and mountain areas, spread waters, return 

19 flows of imported waters, and underground flow of water from the mountains to the alluvium. 

20 (DWP Groundwater Quality Management Plan for the San Fernando Basin, p. A-5 (Ref. 22)). 

21 Notably, deep percolation of water from the Los Angeles River at the unlined reaches allows 

22 significant opportunity for the infiltration of chemical constituents into the aquifer (Refs. 4-5, 

23 52). Testing in May 1955 at the Burbank Western Wash, which was unlined until the mid-50s, 

24 revealed chromium 6 concentrations of 70,000 ppb (Refs. 11, 52). Tests performed at the 

25 Burbank Western Wash in March 1955 recorded chromium 6 levels ranging from 5,000 ppb to 

26 17,500 ppb (Ref. 11). These results suggest there was ample opportunity for the infiltration of 

27 chromium 6 in unlined portions of the River. 

28 
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1 26. High concentrations of chromium 6 - 80,000 ppb - were also recorded in 

2 a storm drain near the ~ormer Glendale Grand Central Air Terminal on May 24, 1961 (Ref. 11). 

3 Chemical constituents entering the storm drains have an opportunity to infiltrate and 

4 contaminate the Basin's groundwater. The storm drains in this area. discharge to the River, 

5 allowing the infiltration of chemical constituents in the River's unlined portions (Ref. 52). 

6 27. Because of the significant groundwater velocity in the eastern portion of 

7 the Basin, chemical constituents are capable of migrating in the general direction of 

8 groundwater flow constituting a threat to groundwater production wells in the area (Refs. 4-

9 5,13-18, 30, 37, 53, 62) 

10 28. I have reviewed the Regional Board's findings attached hereto concerning 

11 the high concentrations of chromium 6 in groundwater and soil in the eastern portion of the 

12 Basin (Ref. 37). These documents disclose test data indicating the presence of chromium 6 in 

13 levels well above all state and federal maximum contaminant levels ("MCLs") in soil and 

14 groundwater upgradient from groundwater production wells utilized for domestic purposes by 

15 the Cities of Glendale, Burbank and Los Angeles (Ref. 37). 

16 29. Based upon my review of the Regional Board's chromium 6 test data, and 

17 based upon my extensive work in analyzing the hydrology of the Basin, including my work in 

18 preparing the Report of Referee, it is my professional opinion that, although historical 

19 conditions allow variations in recharge opportunity, in the eastern portion of the Basin where 

20 the chromium 6 contaminant plume exists, there is generally no significant barrier to the 

21 infiltration and migration of chromium 6. Accordingly, the high concentrations of chromium 6 

22 detected in the eastern portion of the Basin constitute an imminent threat to the continued use 

23 of groundwater production wells in the Glendale, Burbank and North Hollywood Operable 

24 Units. The contamination is an urgent problem that must be dealt with immediately to prevent 

25 the migration of chromium 6 into water supplies utilized for domesti.c use, causing chromium 6 

26 detections above state and federal MCLs (Refs. 4, 5, 13-18,30,37,53,62). 

27 III. CHROMIUM 6 STANDARD. 

28 
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1 30. During my tenure at DWR, I worked directly with water quality standards. I 

2 was regularly provided with literature concerning water quality standards, and I am familiar with 

3 the application of water quality standards to the use of water within California. 

4 31. During the regular course of my employment at DWR, I was provided with 

5 the State Water Quality Control Board's Water Quality Criteria, Second Edition, 1963 ("Water 

6 Quality Criteria"). The Water Quality Criteria was generally considered by water quality 

7 experts as the most comprehensive and authoritative treatise on water quality issues within 

8 California at the time. The primary author of the Water Quality Criteria was a leading professor 

9 in the field of environmental health engineering - Jack Edward McKee, Professor of 

10 Environmental Health Engineering, W.M. Keck Laboratory of Environmental Health 

11 Engineering, California Institute of Technology. Among other things, the Water Quality Criteria 

12 traces the evolution of the historical standards for chromium 6 in domestic water supplies. 

13 32. According to the Water Quality Criteria, a separate standard for chromium 

14 6 was originally set at zero in 1942 by the United States Public Health Service ("US PHS"). 

15 (Ref. 45). This .standard was amended, however, in 1946 to allow certain groundwater 

16 supplies that were slightly affected by chromium 6 to qualify (Ref. 45). Also, at that time, 

17 according to the Water Quality Criteria, a concentration of .05 mg/l (50 ppb) was the lowest 

18 amount that was analytically determinable (Ref. 45). 

19 33. In 1946, the USPHS chromium 6 standard was amended to .05 mg/l (50 

20 ppb), and there was no standard for trivalent chromium (Ref. 45). These standards were 

21 established because of concerns of water quality in interstate commerce. 

22 34. A substantially similar chromium 6 standard was implemented in 1962 by 

23 the USPHS (Ref. 45). The standard was revisited primarily to broaden the applicability of the 

24 1946 standard beyond interstate commerce. 

25 35. There was also an international standard specifically for chromium 6. This 

26 standard was established by the World Health Organization International ("WHO"). These 

27 European drinking water standards also prescribed a limit of .05 mg/l (50 ppb) for chromium 6. 

28 (Ref. 45). 
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1 IV. USES OF CHROMIUM 6 

2 . 36. My experience provides me with personal knowledge of the use of 

{ 3 chromium 6 in a variety of contexts. As I worked on aircraft in WWII, I observed the use of 

4 chromium 6 in undercoats for aircraft. A primer was used which included chromium 6 in the 

5 form of zinc chromate. The zinc chromate was used to help control corrosion. The zinc 
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6 chromate was sprayed on, and the excess spray could spill onto the ground, where it could 

7 percolate into the soil or enter storm drains. 

8 37. At DWR, I was timely provided with scientific literature concerning the use, 

9 disposal, testing, toxicological evaluations, treatment methods and regulatory enforcement 

10 options for a variety of chemical constituents, including chromium 6. Based upon my review of 

11 the documents attached hereto and numerous scientific literature provided to me during the 

12 regular course of my employment at DWR, I am aware of the use of chromium 6 in variety of 

13 industries, including: aircraft; metal pickling and plating operations; in anodizing aluminum; in 

14 the leather industry as a tanning agent; in the manufacture of paints, dyes, explosives, 

15 ceramics, paper, and many other substances (Ref. 45). My review of this literature further 

16 confirms the use of chromium 6 as a corrosion inhibitor in cooling systems (Ref. 45). 

17 38. I am familiar with the DWR well logs attached hereto. These well logs are 

18 true and genuine DWR re-cords which were provided to me during the regular course of my 

19 employment at DWR. These well logs were the standard forms utilized by DWR at the time for 

20 collecting and maintaining well data. 

21 

22 I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California, that 

23 the foregoing is true and correct. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Executed on /J jli 4iZ _ _ /_- k If ~arvy r:. ' 2003, at _~~""-"-----'-'---____ , Ca i ornia. 

~.12~ 
Glenn A. Brown 
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DECLARATION OF ARTHUR BRUINGTON 

I, Arthur Bruington, declare: 

I. 

1. 

BACKGROUND. 

In 1949, I obtained a Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil Engineering at 

6 the California Institute of Technology ("Caltech"); and in 1950, I obtained a Master of Science 

7 Degree in Civil Engineering from Caltech. I was licensed as a Registered Civil Engineer in the 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

State of California in 1953. 

2. I have over 40 years of experience in the field of envirol]mental 

engineering, water management and water pollution control. In July 1950, I began work as an 

engineer in the groundwater section of the Los Angeles County Flood Control District ("Flood 

Control"), now known as the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works. In this position, 

I monitored, mapped and collected hydrologic and water quality data for groundwater wells in 

the Los Angeles area. In addition, I was involved in a number of water conservation and water 

quality control projects concerning sea water intrusion, sewage treatment and reclaimed water. 

As a result of this work, I acquired significant knowledge about the groundwater hydrology and 
. . 

water quality challenges facing Los Angeles region, including the Upper Los Angeles River 

Area ("ULARA"). 

3. In approximately 1958, I became the Section Chief for the groundwater 

section of Flood Control, which section was later changed to the Water Conservation Division. 

21 In this position, I had management responsibility for all groundwater management and water 

22 conservation activities of the section. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

4. In the Water Conservation Division; I served as Division Head. My 

responsibilities in this position included management authority, and developing and 

implementing solutions to minimize seawater intrusion and augmentation of local water 

sup'plies through spreading grounds. 

5. In 1959, I became the Division Head for Flood Control's Water 

28 Conservation Division; and in 1962, I became an Assistant Chief Deputy Engineer for Flood 
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1 Control. In this capacity, I supervised three divisions within Flood Control, including the Water 

2 Conservation Division, and I had responsibility for many aspects of Flood Control's operations. 

3 In this position, I developed programs to maximize beneficial use of water involving the use of 

4 reclaimed water and the diversion of storm water to groundwater basins for later beneficial 

5 use. 

6 6. In 1965, I became the Chief Deputy Engineer for Flood Control; and in 

7 1970, I became the Chief Engineer for Flood Control. In this capacity, I was in charge of all 

8 aspects of Flood Control's operations. My responsibilities included: providing for the control 

9 and conservation of the flood, storm ,and other waste waters within the district; conserving 

10 water for beneficial use by spreading, storing, retaining or causing such water to percolate into 

11 the soil within the district; protecting the harbors, waterways, public highways and property in 

12 the district from water damage; and acquiring and conserving imported and reclaimed water for 

13 beneficial use within the district. 

14 7. In 1979, I became· the General Manager for the Irvine Ranch Water 

15 District, a public agency that provides domestic water service, sewage collection, and water 

16 reclamation for the City of Irvine and portions of surrounding communities. As the General 

17 Manager, I was responsible for all aspects of the District's operations until my retirement in 

18 May of 1987. 

19 8. In addition to the foregoing, throughout my career, I have served as a 

20 consultant to a variety of public and private parties on water resource matters in Southern 

21 California. I have been involved in numerous water quality organizations and committees. 

22 was appointed to the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board ("Regional Board"), 

23 where I served as a board member for many years, and as the chair for several years. My 

24 service on the Regional Board provided me with extensive experience in the many water 

25 quality issues facing the Los Angeles Region, including: the enforcement of water quality laws, 

26 regulations, and waste discharge requirements; the implementation and enforcement of local 

27 storm water control efforts; the regulation of contaminated or potentially contaminated sites; 

28 
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1 coordination with other public agencies concerning water quality; and developing educational 

2 programs to inform and involve the public on water quality issues. 

3 9. This declaration is based upon the personal knowledge I acquired as a 

4 result of working as a Registered Civil Engineer within the Los Angeles area for over 40 years, 

5 and if called to testify as a witness, I could and would competently testify thereto. Because of 

6 my many years of service for the Los Angeles County Flood Control District and the Los 

7 Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board, I have extensive personal knowledge of water 

8 management and water pollution control issues involving the Upper Los Angeles River Area 

9 ("ULARA"). I personally investigated water quality, water conservation, and water treatment 

1 0 and other water protection matters within ULARA. 

11 10. To the extent opinions are expressed herein, the opinions are based upon 

12 my educational background; my work as a Registered Civil Engineer within the Los Angeles 

13 area for many years; my experience on the Regional Board; my experience as a consultant in 

14 the areas of water management and water pollution control; and my review of numerous 

15 scientific reports and other technical documents reasonably relied upon by environmental and 

16 hydrologic experts regarding the ULARA. If called to testify as an expert witness, I could and 

·17 would competently testify to the professional opinions set forth below. 

18 II. CHROMIUM 6 TASK FORCE. 

19 11. During my tenure at Flood Control, I supervised on behalf of Flood 

20 Control, activities under an Agreement (the 'Task Force") between several agencies - namely 

21 Flood Control, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power ("LADWP"), and the Los 

22 Angeles Bureau of Sanitation ("Sanitation"). These three agencies formed the Task Force for 

23 the purpose of sampling a variety of chemical constituents, including chromium 6, in order to 

24 determine which chemicals were present in the Los Angeles River. I supervised Flood Control 

25 employees as they worked with other participating agencies in the Task Force. As part of the 

26 Task Force, the agencies allocated testing responsibilities among themselves and sampled at 

27 different points of the River from beginning to end. 

28 
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23 

24 

25 
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28 

I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California, that 

the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on _-::Ia~Cf-=...IJL--=8=--_I' 2003, at i. cifc /i Y'e :sf- , California. 
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1 DECLARATION OF WILBERT T. CHUNG 

2 I, Wilbert T. Chung, declare: 

3 I. BACKGROUND. 

4 1. In 1951, I graduated from the University of Southern California with a 

5 Bachelor's degree in Civil Engineering, and I obtained a Registered Civil Engineering License 

6 in the State of California, License No. 9829. 

7 2. I have extensive experience as a Civil Engineer in the areas of 

8 hydrogeology, water rights and water quality. From 1951 to 1952, I worked as a Civil Engineer 

9 for the State of California, Division of Highways. From 1952 to 1955, I worked as a Civil 

10 Engineer for Los Angeles County, where I designed sanitary sewers. From 1955 to 1958, I 

11 worked as a Civil Engineer, Job Captain, with Quinton Engineers. My responsibilities in this 

12 position included the design and preparation of plans for sanitary sewers, sewage treatment 

13 plants, pumping stations for water sewage, water storage tanks, storm drains, utilities, grading 

14 and roads for shopping centers, industrial facilities and residential subdivisions. In addition, I 

15 prepared master plan reports on sewage and water distribution systems for industrial parks 

16 and residential communities, and I served as a liaison between owner and contractor, public 

17 utilities, governmental agencies and other engineers. 

18 3. From 1958 to 1979, I worked as a Civil Engineer for the State Water 

19 Rights Board of California ("State Board"), which is now known as the California State Water 

20 Resources Control Board. 

21 4. During my tenure at the State Board, I served as referee for the Superior 

22 Court in the case of City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando et aI., Los Angeles Superior 

23 Court, Case Number 650079 (the "San Fernando Case"), which involved a comprehensive 

24 determination of water rights within the Upper Los Angeles River Area ("ULARA"). The 

25 ULARA covers a vast area, encompassing 329,100 acres, including the San Fernando Valley 

26 and its 1.4 million residents. As referee, I supervised and directed the investigation of the 

27 physical facts for the Report of Referee, a detailed report that involved a complete hydrologic 

28 and geologic investigation of the ULARA, including a safe yield determination. 
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1 5. Among other things, my work as referee involved directing and 

2 supervising my staff as they personally interviewed well owners throughout ULARA. I relied on 

3 these interviews in preparing pumping, recharge and other hydrogeologic information in the 

4 Report of Referee. Interviews with well owners provided me with vast knowledge of the wells 

5 within ULARA, including well location, production rate, type of motors, purpose, volume of 

6 water production, use of return wells, and discharge practices. 

7 6. I prepared the following appendices for the Report of Referee, Volume II, 

8 completed in 1962: 

9 

10 

• Appendix E: Precipitation 

• Appendix G: Import to ULARA by City of Los Angeles 

11 • Appendix J: Delivered Water 

12 • Appendix K: Land Development and Use 

13 • Appendix L: Consumptive Use and Deep Percolation 

14 • Appendix M: Transfers of Imported Water and Ground Water 

15 • Appendix N: Sewage Export, Cesspool Recharge and Waste Discharge 

16 • Appendix 0: Separation of Surface Flow 

17 • Appendix R: Ground Water Recharge and Safe Yield. 

18 7. When the San Fernando Case was remanded, I prepared the 

19 supplemental data in connection with the remand - Supplements 1 and 2 of the Report of 

20 Referee. Supplement 1 contained corrections in connection with the remand, and Supplement 

21 2 contained analyses, including safe yield, for each of the subareas within ULARA, namely the 

22 San Fernando, Sylmar, Verdugo, and Eagle Rock Basins. 

23 8. My work as referee for the San Fernando Case involved a complete and 

24 comprehensive analysis of the ULARA, providing me with extensive personal knowledge of all 

25 aspects of the hydrogeology of the ULARA. 

26 9. After completing my work on the Report of Referee, I served as the 

27 Engineer-in-Charge of the Los Angeles Office of the Division of Water Rights, State of 

28 California. My duties included supervising, compiling and managing data for the Ground Water 
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1 Extraction Recordation Act; supervising the inspection of permitted water rights for licensing 

2 water projects; representing the State Board at meetings with water companies, irrigation . 

3 districts, municipalities and the general public regarding water resource allocations; 

4 negotiations between parties in water rights disputes and water rights consultation; directing 

5 and preparing investigations and reports in connection with alleged illegal diversions and water 

6 rights complaints; and serving as an expert witness in court and State Board proceedings in 

7 the field of water resources and surface and ground water hydrology. 

8 10. From 1979 to 1984, while still employed by the State Board, I was on loan 

9 to the Los Angeles District, Corps of Engineers Construction Branch, as Program Manager, to 

10 monitor EPA grant projects for the construction of sewage treatment plants and interceptor 

11 sewers. The value of these construction contracts were in excess of $650 million. From 1984 

12 until my retirement in 1986, I worked as a Grant Engineer for the Los Angeles District, Corps of 

13 Engineers, Construction Branch, where I was responsible for the establishment and approval 

14 of proper quality control and construction management for the construction of sewage 

15 treatment plants and sewers grant projects. 

16 11. This declaration is based upon the personal knowledge I acquired as a 

17 result of working as a Civil Engineer within ULARA for many years, and if called to testify as a 

18 witness, I could and would competently testify thereto. I have extensive personal knowledge of 

19 all aspects of the hydrogeology of the ULARA. I personally investigated water rights, water 

20 quality, geology and hydrology within ULARA, and I prepared numerous documents relating to 

21 hydrogeology and water management within ULARA. 

22 12. To the extent opinions are expressed herein, the opinions are based upon 

23 my educational background; my work as a Civil Engineer within ULARA for many years; my 35 

24 years of experience as a Registered Civil Engineer in the area of hydrogeology, water rights, 

25 and water quality; and my preparation and review of numerous scientific reports and other 

26 technical documents reasonably relied upon by environmental and hydrologic experts 

27 regarding the ULARA. If called to testify as an expert witness, I could and would competently 

28 testify to the professional opinions set forth below. 
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1 II. REPORT OF REFEREE. 

2 A. Field Interviews. 

3 13. I supervised four engineers in connection with the aforementioned 

4 hydrogeologic studies I prepared for the Report of Referee. For purposes of gathering data to 

5 be incorporated into tables and appendices for the Report of Referee, my staff personally 

6 interviewed well owners within ULARA. 

7 14. Before conducting these interviews, my staff gathered DWR and State 

8 Board well data forms. These forms contained a variety of information to be requested from 

9 well owners, including: name of well owner, name of well user, location of well, well number, 

10 prior owners, type of pump, quantities extracted, water level measurements, chemical 

11 analyses, year of well drilling, depth of well, depths of perforation of casings, drilling log of 

12 wells, and other available records (Refs. 25, 31,46). 

13 15. After gathering the appropriate forms and data to be collected, my staff 

14 interviewed the parties, investigating the issues identified in the forms. Extraction and 

15 diversion data were major issues of inquiry. My staff determined extraction and diversion data 

16 from a combination of sources including interviews with well owners, meter records, and pump 

17 tests; and by investigating the duty of water, pump rates, hours of operation, power 

18 consumption and plant efficiency. 

19 16. While conducting interviews and field work, my staff took handwritten 

20 notes to document the information acquired. After completing interviews and field work, my 

21 staff returned to the office where they extensively analyzed their notes and other data 

22 collected. The results of this data collection and analytical process were transcribed onto the 

23 well data forms attached hereto (Refs. 31, 46). 

24 17. Senior engineers and supervisors reviewed the data transcribed onto the 

25 forms. If the results were approved, I would then compile the data collected for incorporation 

26 into the Report of Referee. 

27 B. Preparation of Tables and Observations. 

28 
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1 18. I relied on the data collected in my staff's field interviews in preparing the 

2 Report of Referee. For example, I prepared Table 12 for the Report of Referee, which is a part 

3 of Volume I, Chapter 5 (Water Utilization and Disposal). This Table, which sets forth the 

4 quantity of groundwater and surface water extractions and diversions within ULARA by parties 

5 and their predecessors, incorporates my work as supervisor of well data field work; it further 

6 explains waste disposal practices utilized within ULARA by the parties to the Judgment. 

7 19. Of particular relevance, is Table 12's description of waste disposal 

8 practices. Extraction and disposal data for Lockheed Martin ("Lockheed"), Andrew Jergens 

9 Company ("Jergens"), Knickerbocker Plastic Company, Inc. ("Knickerbocker"), and Sears, 

10 Roebuck and Company ("Sears") are set forth in Footnote P of Table 12. This footnote 

11 expressly states that extractions by Lockheed, Jergens, Knickerbocker and Sears are 

12 "returned directly to groundwater without loss." (Ref.50 emphasis added). This is of particular 

13 importance, because as will be explained in more detail in section III below, these companies 

14 used chromium 6 in their cooling towers to control corrosion (Refs. 54-57). By directly 

15 returning groundwater used in their cooling towers without loss, each of these companies 

16 directly injected chromium 6 into the groundwaters of the ULARA (Refs. 31, 46, 50, 54-57). 

17 20. I also worked on Appendix 0 (Separation of Surface Flow), which included 

18 an analysis of the quantities of waste discharged from industrial entities. I personally gathered 

19 and collected data concerning industrial waste discharges, and I supervised my staff's 

20 interviews and field work in this regard. As a result, I have personal knowledge that significant 

21 amounts of waste water were discharged into the River by industrial parties to the Judgment, 

22 particularly in the Burbank Western Wash, and as further set forth in Appendix 0, Report of 

23 Referee, Volume II. My work in preparing Appendix 0 further revealed significant increasing 

24 industrial waste discharges into the River during and after "WWII with the expansion of 

25 industrial development in the San Fernando Valley." (Ref. 59). 

26 III. AUTHENTICATION/DOCUMENT ANALYSIS. 

27 21. Because of my work in supervising and investigating the use of wells 

28 within ULARA, including determining the quantity of groundwater and surface water extracted 
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1 and diverted, I recognize numerous documents as true and genuine records which were 

2 provided to me in the regular course of my employment with the State Board in my capacity as 

3 referee for the San Fernando Case. 

4 22. I recognize and am familiar with the well logs both in Tab 54 (Defendants) 

5 to the Report of Referee, and the attached DWR well logs, which describe Lockheed's well use 

6 within ULARA, including Lockheed's extraction data and use of return wells. These well logs 

7 are true and genuine documents, provided to me in the regular course of my employment at 

8 the State Board while preparing the Report of Referee. 

9 23. I also recognize and am familiar with the handwritten notes attached 

10 hereto concerning Lockheed's well use within ULARA (Refs. 31, 54). These notes are true 

11 and genuine documents that were provided to me in the regular course of my employment at 

12 the State Board while preparing the Report of Referee. These notes were prepared by my 

13 staff as part of their investigation of well owners and the quantity of extractions and diversions 

14 of water within ULARA. These notes indicate that Lockheed discharged water from cooling 

15 towers to return wells. 

16 24. For example, with respect to Lockheed well number three, located at 1705 

17 Victory Place, Burbank, California, the attached well log data states that this well was a 

18 "Return well for waters used for air. condo of wind tunnel" (Ref. 46). Similarly, with respect to 

19 Lockheed well number four, also located at 1705 Victory Place, Burbank, California, the 

20 attached well log data states: 

21 "Well #4 - Pump 40hr/week 52 week/yr since well 

22 was first operated. All water from this well is returned 

23 down well # 3. Water is pumped from well through 

24 air. condo system and returned to well # 3 100' away." 

25 (Ref. 46). 

26 25. I also recognize and am familiar with Chapter 5 (Water Utili~ation and 

27 Disposal), Volume 1, Table 12, footnote P, described above. This Table is a true and genuine 

28 document that was prepared as part of my work on the Report of Referee. Consistent with the 
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1 notes concerning Lockheed Well Numbers 3 and 4 described above, this Table specifically 

2 provides that Lockheed's "extractions are returned directly to groundwater without loss" (Ref. 

3 50). This Table further provides that extractions by Jergens, Knickerbocker, and Sears "are 

4 returned directly to groundwater without loss." 

5 26. I recognize and am familiar with Appendix I, Volume II, which contains 

6 notes on each individual defendant. This is a true and genuine document prepared as part of 

7 my work on the Report of Referee. With respect to Lockheed, this section states that: 

8 "Since 1940, the defendant has operated four wells. 

9 Two of the defendant's wells are located on property 

10 owned by the Federal Government. The water from 

11 two wells was used in a closed air cooling system and 

12 the waste water discharged into return wells. 

13 Recently only one well used for air cooling was active. 

14 The remaining two wells were used as ,a standby 

15 water supply for fire protection. These wells are 

16 presently abandoned" (Ref. 56). 

17 27. With respect to Jergens, Appendix I, Volume II, states: 

18 "The defendant drilled two wells in 1943 to obtain 

19 water for cooling purposes. Water was extracted from 

20 one well and the other well was used for the injection 

21 of waste water into the ground water basin" (Ref 54). 

22 28. With respect to Knickerbocker, Appendix I, Volume II, states: 

23 "The well owned by the defendant has been in use 

24 since 1953. The water is used for cooling machinery 

25 in a manufacturing plant. Los Angeles city water is 

26 also used in a closed air conditioning system. Waters 

27 from both sources are injected into two return wells" 

28 (Ref. 55). 
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29. With respect to Sears, Appendix I, Volume II, states: 

"Well water is used in a closed cooling system at the 

Sears, Roebuck and Company store in Glendale. 

Used water is discharged into return wells" (Ref. 57). 

30. Thus, as a result of my preparation of the Report of Referee - which ' 

6 included the gathering, collecting and preparation of numerous documents, as well as the 

7 supervision of well owner interviews within ULARA - I have knowledge that many companies 

8 at the time used chromium 6 to control corrosion in air cooling systems. Significantly, 

9 however, Lockheed, Jergens, Knickerbocker and Sears injected the chromium 6 contaminated 

10 water used in their cooling systems directly into the groundwaters of the ULARA -through return 

11 wells. 

12 IV. HYDROLOGY. 

13 31. Because of my work in preparing the Report of Referee, I have extensive 

14 knowledge of the hydrogeology of the San Fernando Basin, including soil characteristics, 

15 groundwater direction and flow, and the opportunity for the infiltration of chemical constituents 

16 into the aquifer. The eastern portion of the Basin is an unconfined aquifer composed of alluvial 

17 deposits of sand and gravel (Ref. 49). The deposits have been eroded from the granitic rocks 

18 of the San Gabriel Mountains and transmit water at a relatively rapid rate (Ref. 49). This 

19 eroded debris is generally very coarse, and there is no significant barrier to the movement of 

20 chemical constituents in groundwater in the eastern portion of the Basin (Refs. 4, 5, 13-18, 

21 30,49, 53, 62). 

22 32. The general direction of groundwater flow in the Basin is from the 

23 recharge areas on the alluvial fans and along the edges of the valley fill, toward the Basin 

24 discharge area located in the Los Angeles River Narrows (Ref. 62). Well tests and 

25 observations revealed that flow velocities in the eastern portion of the Basin have been 

26 estimated to be between 300 to 500 feet per year. (Ref. 62). 

27 33. Based upon my preparation of the Report of Referee and my extensive . 

28 familiarity with the hydrogeology of the ULARA, it is my professional opinion that local 
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1 hydrogeologic conditions of the eastern portion of the Basin demonstrate that once chromium 

2 6 contaminated water is injected into the aquifer by way of return wells or otherwise, this 

3 contaminated water commingles with other water in the Basin, rapidly migrating downstream in 

4 the general direction of groundwater flow, threatening wells utilized by the Cities of Glendale, 

,5 Burbank and Los Angeles Refs. 4,5,13-18, 30, 53,62). 

6 

7 I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California, that 

8 the foregoing is true and correct. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Executed on tb44< Z 
{l 

.2003.atk~ 

~~ 
Wilber! T. Chung 7 
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1 DECLARATION OF WILLIAM F. GARBER 

2 I, William F. Garber, declare: 

3 I. BACKGROUND. 

4 1. In 1941, I obtained a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Chemistry at the 

5 University of California at Berkeley. In addition, I have completed more than 65 units in 

6 additional graduate work in general engineering, sanitary engineering, sanitary chemistry, 

7 statistics, oceanography, biology, and public administration. I was officially licensed as a 

8 Registered Civil Engineer in the State of California in 1964. 

9 2. I have over 40 years of experience in the field of environmental 

10 engineering, water management and water pollution control. From 1945 -1947, I worked as a 

11 Sanitary Engineering Chemist with the firm of Montgomery and Pomeroy, Consulting 

12 Engineers and Chemists. 

13 3. In 1947, I began work with the Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation ("the 

14 Bureau"), where I worked as a chemist and engineer for over 38 years. From 1947 - 1951, I 

15 worked as the Chief Chemist for the Bureau, where I was involved in a variety of the Bureau's 

16 testing and laboratory activities. From 1951 - 1964, I worked as th~ Laboratory Director for 

17 the Bureau. In this position, I was in charge of research and process control laboratories as 

18 well as certain process units such as the anaerobic digestion and the activated sludge aerobic 

19 plant treatment systems. I was also involved in cooperative research work with other 

20 organizations including the City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, Department of 

21 Water and Power and the Los Angeles County Flood Control District, covering such concerns 

22 as water conservation, industrial waste control, odor and corrosion control, sewer 

23 maintenance, and epidemiology. 

24 4. In 1964, I was promoted to Assistant Chief Engineer for the Bureau's 

25 Wastewater Treatment Division, and I was later promoted to Chief Engineer. In this capacity, I 

26 had supervisory control over the Division's 220 employees and four large wastewater 

27 treatment plants and their processes. I was in charge of all operation and maintenance 

28 activities, as well as laboratory operations and research. 
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1 5. From 1977 to 1985, I served as the Assistant Director for the Bureau. My 

2 responsibilities in this position included supervision of all Bureau research, planning, and 

3 technical activities, including: wastewater collection; treatment and disposal; the storm 

4 drainage system; industrial waste control; sewer maintenance activities; refuse collection and 

5 disposal. I was also responsible for budget preparation and personnel management. 

6 6. Since 1985, I have utilized my knowledge and experience in the field of 

7 environmental and sanitary engineering by providing consulting services for numerous clients, 

8 including the Orange County, California Sanitation Districts; Goleta, California Sanitation 

9 District; North American Aviation (Los Angeles, California); City of San Diego, California; 

10 ETOME, Ltd. Athens, Greece; Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Brasilia, Brasil; Southeast Asia 

11 Development Bank; and Southern California Edison. 

12 7. I have extensive teaching experience in the field of engineering, water 

13 management and water pollution control. I served as an Adjunct Professor at Loyola 

14 Marymount University in Los Angeles, California, teaching Solid Waste Engineering and Toxic 

15 Waste Engineering. Among other things, in this capacity, I planned, organized and carried out 

16 an International Association of Water Pollution Research and Control (IAWPRC) Workshop-

17 Conference on Wastewater Sludge Management in 1990. In 1993, I planned and organized 

18 an IAWPRC Workshop-Conference on Epidemiology, Risks and Risk Analysis in the 

19 Evaluation of Environmental Contaminants. 

20 8. I taught qualitative-quantitative chemistry (Chemistry 1 A) at the University 

21 of California at Los Angeles ("UCLA") for a number of semesters. I have been a regular 

22 lecturer and leader of seminars at UCLA. In addition, I taught sanitary chemistry for engineers 

23 at the University of Southern California ("USC"), and I have regularly presented seminars at 

24 USC in the fields of sanitary chemistry and engineering. 

25 9. I have planned and taught in a number of Operator's Short Schools for the 

26 California Water Pollution Control Association , and I am a continuing member of the 

27 Engineering Curriculum Committee at Loyola Marymount University, in Los Angeles, 

28 California. 
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1 10. I am the author of over 80 publications in the areas of water quality, water 

2 management, wastewater disposal, wastewater treatment, environmental risk assessment, 

3 and the epidemiological risks of environmental contaminants. 

4 11. I have been involved in numerous professional organizations in the field of 

5 water management and engineering, including the Water Pollution Control Federation, the 

6 American Society of Civil Engineers, the International Association on Water Quality and the 

7 American Academy of Environmental Engineers. I have prepared or been involved in the 

8 preparation and presentation of a number of special reports or position papers for these 

9 national organizations. 

10 12. From 1971 to 1976, I served as a member of the Board of Governors of 

11 the California Water Pollution Control Association, a member of the Federal Water Pollution 

12 Control Federation ("WEF"). I served on numerous technical committees for the WEF, 

13 including Sludge Digestion, Land Disposal, Operator Relations, Coastal Waters, and Sewer 

14 Service Charge Recommendations. I prepared manuals of practice on sludge digestion and 

15 sewer service charges. 

16 13. I served as the Secretary and Editor of the Newsletter-Journal for the 

17 International Association on Water Pollution Research and Control, and I am a Life Member of 

18 the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Water Environment Fedt?ration, the American 

19 Chemical Society and the American Water Works Association. 

20 14. I received numerous honors for my work in the areas of water 

21 management, water pollution control and environmental engineering. I received the Rudolph 

22 Hering Medal from the American Society of Civil Engineers in 1953; the George Bradley 

23 Gascoigne Medal from the Water Pollution Control Federation in 1959; the Arthur Sidney 

24 Bedell Award from the Water Pollution Control Federation in 1966; the Rudolph Hering Medal 

25 from the American Society of Civil Engineers in 1977; and I have been designated a 

26 Diplomate, for the American Academy of Environmental Engineers. 

27 15. This declaration is based upon the personal knowledge I acquired as a 

28 result of working as a Chemist and Civil Engineer within the Los Angeles area for over 40 
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1 years, and if called to testify as a witness, I could and would competently testify thereto. I have 

2 extensive personal knowledge of the hydrogeology of the Upper Los Angeles River Area 

3 ("ULARA"). I personally tested storm drains within ULARA, investigated water quality, water 

4 treatment, disposal and environmental risk assessment within ULARA; and I prepared 

5 numerous articles relating to water quality, water management, and environmental risk 

6 assessment within the Los Angeles area, including the ULARA. 

7 16. To the extent opinions are expressed herein, the opinions are based upon 

8 my educational background; my work as a Chemist and Civil Engineer within the Los Angeles 

9 area for many years; my experience as a teacher, author, and consultant in the areas of water 

10 quality, water management, wastewater disposal, wastewater treatment, and environmental 

11 risk assessment; and my preparation and review of numerous scientific reports and other 

12 technical documents reasonably relied upon by environmental and hydrologic experts 

13 regarding the ULARA. If called to testify as an expert witness, I could and would competently 

14 testify to the professional opinions set forth below. 

15 II. DISCHARGES TO STORM DRAINS. 

16 17. As a result of my work as a chemist and engineer with the Bureau, which 

17 included responsibility for testing storm drains, I acquired knowledge of State regulations 

18 promulgated in approximately 1955 which prohibited discharges to sanitary sewers. These 

19 regulations were promulgated primarily because constituents such as heavy metals, including 

20 chromium 6 and arsenic, were considered harmful to fish. Regulatory agencies therefore 

21 prohibited discharges of these constituents to sanitary sewers, due to concern that such 

22 contaminants would ultimately reach the ocean, adversely impacting aquatic life. 

23 18. These regulations, however, had an unintended effect. During my tenure 

24 at the Bureau, I regularly visited and interviewed numerous industrial corporations and 

25 organizations for the purpose of assessing the impact of contaminants discharged to storm 

26 drains, and researching methods in which such discharges could be minimized. 

27 19. During these interviews, I observed that, because waste discharges to 

28 sanitary sewers were prohibited, many companies instead discharged wastes to storm drains. 
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1 20. During these interviews, I further observed that discharges to storm drains 

2 and spills to the street were common because of pressures for production during WWII. 

3 Manufacturing companies were under significant pressure to timely produce products at rapid 

4 speed for use in the war This production pressure resulted in constant spills of chemical 

5 constituents, such as chromium 6 and the wash water containing chromium 6, to the ground 

6 and storm drains within ULARA. Testing I performed confirmed the presence of chromium 6 in 

7 storm drains within ULARA (Refs. 34, 35). 

8 21. Because the Bureau had responsibility for testing and supervision of storm 

9 drains, I am familiar with the manner in which the River is impacted by discharges to storm 

10 drains, or spills to the street, which flow into storm drains. For example, in the eastern portion 

11 of the San Fernando Basin, including such areas as the Cities of Burbank and Glendale, where 

12 many industrial corporations were located, the storm drains discharge to the River (Refs. 13-

13 18, 34-35, 63). This enables chemicals entering the storm drains to penetrate the 

14 groundwaters of the ULARA by infiltration through the River's unlined portions (Refs. 4, 5, 13-

15 18,30,52). 

16 22. Because of my work as a chemist and engineer within ULARA, I am also 

17 familiar with the manner in which chemicals spilled onto soils within ULARA may adversely 

18 impact the River. The eastern portion of the San Fernando Basin is generally considered an 

19 "unconfined aquifer," meaning that the sand and gravel that ~omprise the aquifer do not have 

20 extensive clay and silt layers, or aquitards, that separate it into confined layers (Ref. 49). In 

21 such a system, chemicals such as chromium 6 which are spilled or otherwise applied to the 

22 surface or shallow subsurface are likely to migrate through the porous sediments and into the 

23 underlying groundwater, causing detections of chromium 6 in the groundwaters of the ULARA 

24 utilized for domestic water supplies (Refs. 4, 5, 13-18, 30, 49). 

25 III. WORK WITH INDUSTRY GROUPS. 

26 A. Preventing Spills and Leaks. 

27 23. I worked with a variety of industries to limit spills, leaks and discharges to 

28 storm drains, including: aircraft; metal pickling and plating operations; the leather industry; 
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1 those who used cooling towers or anodized aluminum; and manufacturers of paints, dyes, and 

2 explosives. 

3 24. I personally visited companies in these industries for the purpose of 

4 showing them how to build and use drip pans to minimize spills and leaks. This was a 

5 cooperative effort, not designed to enforce regulations or to fine companies. Testing I 

6 performed confirmed the presence of chromium 6 in storm drains within ULARA (Refs. 34-35). 

7 The goal of these visits was to help limit the pollution that occurred by convincing industry 

8 groups to utilize mechanisms such as drip trays to minimize spills, leaks, and other releases of 

9 chemicals such as chromium 6 to ,the environment. 

10 B. Cooling Towers. 

11 25. I worked with a large number of companies to minimize spills, leaks and 

12 other discharges of chromium 6 related to the use of cooling towers. I personally visited 

13 companies within ULARA and interviewed them concerning their use of cooling towers. My 

14 interviews revealed that cooling towers were in all major buildings in Los Angeles and the San 

15 Fernando Valley. Chromium 6 was used for many years in these areas as a corrosion inhibitor 

16 in cooling systems. 

17 26. My personal involvement in working with companies to eradicate 

18 discharges from cooling towers to storm drains provided me with personal knowledge that 

19 virtually every major company used chromium 6 in cooling towers, and that chromium 6 

20 discharges from cooling towers entered the storm drains. 

21 C. Industrial Use of Chromium 6. 

22 27. I also worked with the plating industry and aircraft companies for the 

23 purpose of minimizing their discharges of chromium' 6 into the environment. I visited plating 

24 and aerospace companies within ULARA and interviewed them concerning their use of 

25 chromium 6. 

26 28. During this interview process, I observed that there were many plating 

27 shops throughout ULARA. These plating shops used a process that produced a bath filled 

28 with a number of constituents, including chromium 6. The plating bath and associated wash 
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1 water regularly spilled to the ground. This enabled chromium 6 to enter storm drains or 

2 percolate through the soil, in the manner des'cribed above. 

3 29. After multiple visits and discussions with a variety of plating' shops within 

4 ULARA, I convinced a number of plating companies to utilize drip trays to. prevent spills of 

5 chromium 6 to the ground and storm drains. 

6 30. During my tenure at the Bureau, I also observed that aircraft companies 

7 used chromium 6 in the manufacture of aircraft. There were several aircraft companies within 

8 ULARA. Lockheed-Martin ("Lockheed") was the largest. I personally visited Lockheed and 

9 Menasco Aerosystems Division/Coltec Industries ("Menasco"). Both companies were located 

10 in Burbank, California. I worked at North American Air Aviation ("North American Air"), which 

11 was also located within ULARA, from 1938 - 1939. 

12 31. During my visits to Lockheed and ~enasco, and during my employment at 

13 North American Air, I observed that all of these companies used chromium 6 within ULARA for 

14 anodizing aluminum. This process created a chromic acid bath that would be washed out. 

15 The wash water regularly spilled onto the ground, enabling chromium 6 to enter storm drains 

16 or percolate into the soil, in the manner described above. 

17 32. I cooperatively worked with each of these aircraft companies to utilize drip 

18 trays to prevent such spills and leaks 

19 IV. IMPACT ON WATER PRODUCTION WELLS/COLORING IN THE 

20 RIVER. 

21 33. During my employment at the Bureau, I personally performed testing in 

22 storm drains within ULARA. ThiS testing confirmed that chromium was present in significant 

23 amounts in storm drains throughout ULARA (Refs. 34-35). 

24 34. I personally observed bright green/yellow coloring in the River near the 

25 Burbank Western Wash (the "Wash"). The colors I observed are typically associated with 

26 chromium 6, and it is generally recognized that if chromium 6 can be seen in water, the 

27 chromium 6 concentrations must be 1.5 mgll (1,500 ppb) or higher (Ref. 45). Similarly, the 

28 
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1 chromium taste threshold for the most sensitive person is approximately 1.5 mgll (1,500 ppb) 

2 (Ref. 45). 

3 35. I observed the bright green/yellow coloring in the Wash from 

4 approximately 1.950 - 1955. The coloring made it clear that chromium 6 had been discharged 

5 to the Wash, and I believed the most likely suspect to be Lockheed because of its close 

6 proximity upstream to the Wash. 

7 36. Testing in the Wash confirmed the presence of high concentrations of 

8 chromium 6. Testing in May 1955 at the Burbank Western Wash revealed chromium 6 

9 concentrations of 70,000 ppb (Ref. 11). On March 23, 1955, workers tested for chromium 6 in 

10 the Burbank Western Wash every 15 minutes for two hours (Ref. 11). The recorded levels 

11 ranged from 5,000 ppb to 17,500 ppb (Ref. 11). 

12 37. As a chemist, I yvas also concerned about chromium 6 because of the 

13 solubility and mobility of chromium 6 in groundwater. As stated in the Article. "Tracking 

14 Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater," David Blowes, March 2002, Department of Earth 

15 Sciences, University of Waterloo: 

16 "The oxidized, hexavalent state of Cr, Cr(VI), forms chromate or 

17 bichromate. Chromate-containing minerals are very soluble and, 

18 because the chromate ion has a negative charge, chromate 

19 adsorption on aquifer minerals is limited. As a result, chromate 

20 may be present at concentrations well above water quality 

21 guidelines and may move with the flowing groundwater in aquifers. 

22 In contrast, the reduced state, Cr(lll), forms insoluble precipitates 

23 under slightly acidic and neutral conditions, limiting Cr(lll), to very 

24 low concentrations in most aquifers" (Ref. 2). 

25 38. Because chromium 6, unlike trivalent chromium, is soluble and may move 

26 with flowing groundwater in aquifers, once chromium 6 reaches groundwater within ULARA, it 

27 poses a threat to groundwater production wells in the area because of its significant migratory 

28 capacity. 
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1. v. RUNOFF/SURFACE STREET CONTAMINATION. 

2 39. During my tenure at the Bureau, I observed that rains within ULARA 

3 created a significant problem. A major rain event would cause flooding on the streets, 

4 increasing the amount of water and chemical constituents entering the storm drains. After 

5 significant rain events, I regularly sampled wastewater in manholes throughout ULARA. I, 

6 tog~ther with my staff, determined which solvents were present, traced the flow and direction 

7 of the chemical constituents, and ultimately determined the sources of the contamination. This 

8 process would often take up to a year. 

9 40. I, together with my staff, met with organizations we deemed responsible 

10 on a cooperative basis for the purpose of educating them on how to minimize their waste 

11 discharges to the environment. 

12 41. During my field work at the Bureau, on several occasions, I found large 

13 abandoned drums on the street filled with chromium 6 and other chemicals. I interviewed and 

14 visited industrial companies in the surrounding areas. This investigation revealed that many 

15 companies implemented such improper waste discharge practices because appropriate 

16 discharge procedures were expensive and time-consuming. My investigation further revealed 

17 that certain small companies, such as small plating operations, simply flushed the waste 

18 products from their industrial operations down the toilet. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

· 28 

I declare. under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California, that 

the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on :! AI') !"(CU''''j ~ , 2003, at Los A 6'1 6 <" II" 5 , California. 

William F. Garber, P.E., D.E.E. 
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1 DECLARATION OF RODNEY K. KURIMOTO 

2 I, Rodney K. Kurimoto, declare: 

3 I. BACKGROUND. 

4 1. In 1968, I obtained a Bachelor of Science Degree in Chemistry from the 

5 University of California, Los Angeles. In 1970, I obtained a Master of Science degree in 

6 Analytical Chemistry from Purdue University. In 1977, I obtained a Master of Science Degree 

7 in Civil Engineering from Loyola Marymount University. 

8 2. I have obtained numerous professional certificates and registrations: 

9 • American Water Works Association Water Quality Laboratory Analyst 

10 Grade IV, Certificate 10124; 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

• State of California Water Distribution Operator Grade III, Certificate 17505; 

• State of California Registered Environmental Assessor #REA-06961; 

• Hazardous Materials Industry Technician Certificate #OR113781; and 

• State of California Engineer-in-Training Certificate #36105. 

3. I have substantial experience in the fields of water quality, sanitary 

16 engineering, and laboratory analysis. I have over 30 years of experience as a chemist and 

17 sanitary engineering associate with the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 

18 ("LADWP"). I began work at LADWP in 1972, where I worked for the laboratory of the Sanitary 

19 Engineering DivisionlWater Quality Division. I began as a Laboratory Assistant, and I was 

20 promoted through various positions to Laboratory Supervisor. Among other things, my 

21 responsibilities included: 

22 • Supervision of laboratory staff; 

23 • Methods development and data validation; 

24 • Preparation and presentation of written and oral reports; and 

25 • Compilation and maintenance of laboratory records. 

26 4. My duties also included main~aining written records of laboratory analyses, 

27 including chromium. From time to time, I also collected water samples from field locations 

28 within the Upper Los Angeles River Area ("ULARA"). I personally transcribed the LADWP 
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1 hexavalent chromium laboratory summaries from April 1973 to December 1974, and from May 

2 1982 to March 1988. A true and correct copy of these summaries attached hereto and filed 

3 concurrently herewith (Ref. 11). 

4 5. In 2000, I began work as a Sanitary Engineering Associate for LADWP's 

5 Water Quality and Operations Business Unit, Property Management Office. I am currently a 

6 Sanitary Engineering Associate III. Among other things, my responsibilities in this position 

7 include: 

8 • Inspection/audit of hazardous materials facilities to develop and maintain 

9 compliance with state and federal risk management standards; 

10 • Preparation of emergency response plans; and 

11 • Development and management of worksite safety plans. 

12 6. I have been involved in numerous professional organizations in the field of 

13 water quality, including the American Water Works Association and the American Chemical 

14 Society. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

7. My professional experience in the field of water quality and sanitary 

engineering also includes prior service in the following positions: 

• Community spokesman for LADWP Speakers Bureau; 

• LADWP liaison with Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA); and 

• Member of LADWP HazMat team: first-responder, search and rescue, site 

remediation. 

8. This declaration is based upon the personal knowledge I acquired as a 

result of working as a Chemist and Sanitary Engineering Associate within the Los Angeles 

area for over 30 years, and if called to testify as a witness, I could and would competently 

testify thereto. I have extensive personal knowledge of the water quality within ULARA, and 

laboratory analyses conducted within ULARA. I personally maintained written records of 

laboratory analyses, including hexavalent chromium, within ULARA. I collected water samples 

from field locations within ULARA, and I personally transcribed the attached LADWP 

hexavalent chromium laboratory summaries completed in 1977 (Ref. 11). 
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9. To the extent opinions are expressed herein, the opinions are based upon 

my educational background; my work as a Chemist and Sanitary Engineering Associate within 

the Los Angeles area for many years; my experience as a certified Water Quality Analyst, 

Water Distribution Operator, Hazardous Materials Technician, and a Registered Environmental 

Assessor; and my review of numerous scientific reports and other technical documents 

reasonably relied upon by chemical, environmental and hydrologic experts regarding the 

ULARA. If called to testify as an expert witness, I could and would competently testify to the 

professional opinions set forth below. 

II. AUTHENTICATION. 

10. Because of my fieldwork and lab work since 1972, I am familiar the 

attached chromium 6 test results collected and maintained by LADWP (the "Cr6+ 

Summaries"). I personally transcribed the Cr6+ Summaries from April 1973 to December 

1974, and from May 1982 to March 1988. 

11 . Having worked with LADWP for over 30 years and having personally 

transcribed LADWP test results for approximately 7 years, I am intimately familiar with 

LADWP's procedures for testing and posting laboratory results onto the attached Cr6+ 

Summaries. The attached Cr6+ Summaries constitute true and genuine LADWP records, 

regularly collected and maintained by LADWP. The Cr6+ Summaries are the final, official 

record ' of results obtained from LADWP's laboratory testing program. The Cr6+ Summaries 

are considered the permanent, complete record from the LADWP laboratory. 

12. Until the late 1980s, recording test results onto the attached Cr6+ 

Summaries was the manner in which LADWP maintained its sampling results. In 

approximately 1988, this procedure was converted to a computerized process called "L1MS," 

an acronym for Laboratory Information Management System. 

III. PROCEDURES FOR RECORDING CR6+ SUMMARIES. 

13. Because I personally recorded LADWP test results for approximately 7 

27 years, I am thoroughly familiar with the standard procedures utilized by LADWP for recording 

28 the attached Cr6+ Summaries. 
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1 14. Before entering the field, the chemist, biologist, engineer or lab technician 

2 ("Col/ector") performing the sampling had a checklist indicating the various samples that 

3 should be taken. The determination of what samples should be taken was generally left to the 

4 discretion of the individuals collecting the sample, provided they were of high enough seniority 

5 or rank. Otherwise, these individuals had orders specifying the sampling that should take 

6 place. The Col/ector would take handwritten notes indicating relevant and appropriate 

7 information such as the sample site, sample date and time, sampling conditions, and any 

8 special remarks concerning the sample. 

9 15. After the sample was col/ected, it was logged and given an identification 

10 number. The lab maintained a permanent lab book from which the identification number was 

11 assigned. The number assigned would be the next available number from the permanent lab 

12 book. 

13 16. Once a number was assigned to the sample, the Col/ector would write the 

14 identification number on a label (or labels) and affix the label(s) onto each sample bottle that 

15 was collected. The Col/ector would also write the identification number onto the handwritten 

16 notes and transcribe his or her handwritten notes onto pre-printed forms available in the 

17 LADWP lab. 

18 17. The Col/ector would place the bottle(s) in a designated location in the 

19 laboratory according to established protocols. Laboratory staff was trained to check that 

20 location regularly for arrival of new samples. On occasions when samples needed immediate 

21 attention or when the Collector wished to provide special instructions, the Col/ector would 

22 speak directly to the laboratory supervisor or to the individual analysts about special needs. 

23 18. This procedure for chain-of-custody of the sample bottles was employed 

24 to ensure timely processing of samples in an efficient manner. Under normal conditions, no 

25 special protocols were used to provide security of samples or to guard against tampering by 

26 unauthorized parties. However, the laboratory did have available a more rigorous procedure 

27 involving signatures when transferring custody and storage of sample bottles in locked areas. 

28 Such enhanced security was used on rare occasions when handling sensitive samples such as 
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1 evidence from police or fire investigations. Chromium 6 samples were not considered to need 

2 such special handling. 

3 19. The pre-printed forms were then placed onto a clipboard. The lab 

4 analysts responsible for each particular chemical that had been requested (Le., chromium 6) 

5 would read the forms on the clipboard to determine what tests were required, perform the 

6 assigned chemical tests and post the results onto the forms. Laboratory supervisors and 

7 engineers would review the clipboard data for purposes of ensuring the findings were 

l 8 reasonable .. The supervisors and engineers would indicate their approval of the data by 

( 

f 

9 affixing their name to the form with a rubber stamp. Recent data recorded in the LlMS system 

10 cited above were reviewed for reasonableness and approved by supervisors in a similar 

11 manner, but all procedures were conducted electronically and the results and approvals were 

12 stored in a computer. 

13 20. The test results were subjected to a review for reasonableness, based 

14 primarily on consistency with historical data. For example, if the test result indicated a 

15 concentration inconsistent with the historic average range for a particular chemical in a certain 

16 area, the result would be scrutinized and the test would be repeated, unless there was an 

17 adequate explanation for the variance, Le., a new well had been drilled, there were recent 

18 treatments containing copper in the area, etc. The review for reasonableness also involved an 

19 internal check, involving anions and cations. If the negative and positive charges did not 

20 balance, additional testing would similarly be required. Other internal checks could be 

21 developed on a case-by-case basis, depending on specific needs and special test criteria. 

22 21. After the test results were routed through management, and if the test 

23 results were deemed satisfactory, the results were recorded onto the Cr6+ Summaries 

24 attached hereto (Ref. 11). If the results were inconclusive or unsatisfactory, the sample was 

25 sent back and additional testing was required. 

26 22. After the results were recorded onto the Cr6+ Summaries, the Cr6+ 

27 Summaries were used as official data in a variety of contexts. For example, the Cr6+ 

28 Summaries were submitted to regulatory agencies such as the Department of Health Services; 
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1 utilized by LADWP in the preparation of its annual report; utilized by individual divisions of 

2 LADWP for a variety of reports; utilized by the ULARA Watermaster in the performance of its 

3 court-mandated reporting responsibilities; and utilized by a variety of agencies and individuals 

4 for water management decisions, identifying chemical constituents, characterizing a particular 

5 area, and determining the impact of the results on the region's water supply. 

6 IV. METHODS. 

7 23. In compiling the attached Cr6+ Summaries, LADWP's laboratories utilized 

8 the highest standards. LADWP employees were extensively trained in accordance with the 

9 "Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater," ("Standard Methods"), 

10 which are universally used by testing laboratories in the U.S.A. All tests, including tests for 

11 chromium 6, were performed in accordance with the Standard Methods. The Standard 

12 Methods have been published regularly since 1905 by the American Water Works Association, 

13 the Water Environment Federation, and the American Public Health Association. LADWP 

14 followed the Standard Methods as updated from time to time. A 3-Ring Binder was maintained 

15 in the LADWP laboratory that contained written procedures for all laboratory tests that varied 

16 from the Standard Methods. 

17 24. In general, the Standard Methods set forth two methods for chromium 

18 testing - the Colorimetric Procedure and Atomic Absorption. The Colorimetric Procedure is 

19 utilized by many laboratories where finances do not allow the purchase of an Atomic 

20 Absorption instrument. The Colorimetric Procedure is a popular testing method because the 

21 procedure is fairly simple and does not require expensive equipment. In this method a sample 

22 is treated with appropriate reagents, then combined with a chemical to create a specific color 

23 that is unique to chromium 6. The intensity of the color indicates the concentration of 

24 chromium 6 in the sample. Chromium 6 is yellow or yellowish-green in neutral or basic 

25 solution. The Colorimetric Procedure has been utilized for many decades and is known and 

26 recognized for producing high quality accurate results . The Atomic Absorption method was not 

27 widely used prior to the 1960's. 

28 
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1 25. Because of my many years of work, study and training as a lab analyst, I 

2 am familiar with the error factors for Colorimetric and Atomic Absorption testing. Both 

3 procedures are generally regarded as being very good in terms of having a low error factor. 

4 The Colorimetric error factor is between approximately 2 - 4%. The Atomic Absorption error 

5 factor is between approximately 2 - 3%. 

6 

7 

V. SAMPLING EVERY 15 MINUTES. 

26. The Cr6+ Summaries indicate regular testing for Cr6+ and a number of 

8 other heavy metals. In several instances, composite samples - a series of tests - were 

9 performed quite frequently. For example, on March 23, 1955, chromium 6 was tested in the 

10 Burbank Western Wash every 15 minutes for two hours (Ref. 11). The recorded levels ranged 

11 from 5,000 ppb to 17,500 ppb (Ref 11). 

12 27. Frequent composite sampling occurs for a variety of reasons. Generally, 

13 such frequent testing indicates an intention to determine whether the chemical constituent is 

14 showing a trend, an average, or a time where the chemical peaks by hitting a high or low 

15 detection. 

16 28. Based on the large quantity of historical data, trends in chromium 6 

17 concentrations during normal conditions can be seen. On some occasions, unusually high 

18 concentrations were found; LADWP's rigorous internal accuracy verification processes 

19 confirmed these high concentrations. These unusually high concentrations indicate periods in 

20 which contamination was present from some external source. 

21 

22 I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of th~ State of California, that 

23 the foregoing is true and correct. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Executed on bL, J tt~LLi\rl..-1 ' 2003, at L~$, 4rJG.ELl?S. 

~M • k.., 1Uw)m.rtn 
Ro~ney K. Kurimoto 
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DECLARATION OF WILLIAM R. REE 

I, William R. Ree, declare: 

I. BACKGROUND. 

1 . In 1947, I obtained a Bachelor of Science degree in Chemical Engineering 

from the University of Southern California. I have been a Licensed Water Treatment Operator, 

Grade V (#00065) since 1956, and a Registered Civil Engineer (#17943) since 1968. 

2. In February 1947, I joined the Los Angeles Department of Water and 

Power ("LADWP") as a Sanitary Engineering Assistant. In this position, I personally tested and 

supervised the sampling for water quality throughout the Upper Los Angeles River Area 

(IfULARA"). I supervised three employees engaged in collecting water samples from the 

distribution system to assure LADWP's supply complied with the requirements of the United 

States Public Health Service ("US PHS") and the California Department of Health Services 

("DHS"). I collected samples of water from the Los Angeles Aqueduct and each individual well 

on a semi-annual basis for chemical analysis. In addition, I supervised three persons engaged 

in answering and investigating consumer inquiries or complaints regarding the municipal water 

supply. I investigated, answered and responded to consumer inquiries of a technical nature 

regarding the Department's water supply; and I developed and implemented monitoring 

schedules. 

3. In May 1954, I was promoted to Sanitary Engineering Associate. In this 

position, I performed multiple tests on a variety of water treatment equipment. I supervised 

and operated an experimental diatomaceous earth filter to determine operating parameters 

and possible use for future needs of the LADWP system. In addition, I assisted in the 

development, design and installation of chlorine leak detectors at LADWP chlorination stations. 

4. From August 1962 to June 1968, I served as a Sanitary Engineering 

Associate in LADWP's Water Quality Section. In this capacity, I supervised and assisted 

employees engaged in the treatment of reservoirs as needed to control growth and turbidity 

using chlorine, copper sulfate, or aluminum; and I performed field tests and collected water 

samples for laboratory analysis. In addition, I supervised LADWP's radiological monitoring 
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1 program, and I served as LADWP's representative to the State of California's radiological 

2 program and Civil Defense program. 

3 5. From June 1968 to March 1977, I served as a Sanitary Engineer in 

4 LADWP's Sanitary Engineering Divisiqn. In this position, I supervised Water Treatment 

5 Section employees engaged in the operation of LADWP's chlorination stations. I supervised 

6 three employees engaged in the operation of experimental treatment processes for treating 

7 domestic supplies, and I supervised the experimental operation of an activated carbon prC?cess 

8 for water reclamation. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

6. In March 1977, I was promoted to Senior Sanitary Engineer; and in 1978, I 

was named Division Head of LADWP's Water Quality Division, where I served until my 

retirement in 1980. As LADWP's Water Quality Division Head, I directed and supervised the 

operation of five sections: Laboratory; Water Quality; Cross-connection and Watershed 

Protection; Water Treatment; and Clerical- which involved the supervision of approximately 

95 persons. I prepared the Annual Report of Water Quality Division, and I was in charge of 

supervising all water quality activities to assure compliance with state and federal drinking 

water standards. 

7. This declaration is based upon the personal knowledge I acquired as a 

result of working as a water treatment and sanitary engineer within the Los Angeles area for 

over 33 years, and if called to testify as a witness, I could and would competently testify 

20 thereto. I have extensive personal knowledge of the water quality within ULARA, historic state 

21 and federal drinking water standards, and laboratory analyses conducted within ULARA. I 

22 personally monitored, tested and collected water samples from field locations within ULARA. 

23 My field work included testing for hexavalent chromium. I was also personally involved in the 

24 development and operation of facilities utilized for treating domestic water supplies. 

25 8. To the extent opinions are expressed herein, the opinions are based upon 

26 my educational background; my work as a Civil, Sanitary and Water Treatment Engineer within 

27 the Los Angeles area for many years; my testing, monitoring and analysis of water quality and 

28 treatment within ULARA; and my review of numerous scientific reports and other technical 
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documents reasonably relied upon by chemical, water quality and environmental experts 

regarding the ULARA. If called to testify as an expert witness, I could and would competently 

testify to the professional opinions set forth below. 

II. GREENNELLOW COLORING IN THE RIVER. 

9. As part of the field work I performed as a LADWP employee, I personally 

observed green/yellow coloring in the Burbank Western Wash (the "Wash") from approximately 

1950-1955. This field work was part of an ongoing monitoring program to determine which 

chemical constituents were present in the River. This field work was conducted for reporting 

purposes only; it was not mandated by any regulatory body, statute or court order. To the 

contrary, it was conducted because everyone was doing their job, being pro-active, and 

thought they should be aware of the chemical constituents present in the waters of the ULARA. 

10. The green/yellow coloring I observed in the Wash was quite visible and 

could be clearly observed by anyone looking at the River. The green/yellow coloring I 

observed is commonly associated with chromium 6 (Refs. 43, 44). 

11. Generally, chromium 6 is not visually discernible in water unless it 

exceeds 1.5 mg/I (1500 ppb) (Ref. 45). Testing in the lab confirmed chromium 6 was present 

in high concentrations in the Wash (Ref 11). For example, testing in May 1955 at the Wash 

revealed chromium 6 concentrations of 70,000 ppb (Ref 11). In one instance, on March 23, 

1955, workers tested for chromium 6 in the Wash every 15 minutes for two hours (Ref 11). 

The recorded levels ranged from 5,000 ppb to 17,500 ppb (Ref. 11). 

12. Extensive literature documents the use of chromium 6 by various 

industries, including: aircraft; metal pickling and plating operations; in anodizing aluminum; in 

the leather industry as a tanning agent; in cooling systems as a corrosion inhibitor; in the 

manufacture of paints, dyes, explosives, ceramics, paper, and many other substances (Ref. 

45). 

13. Because of the high concentrations of chromium 6 in the Wash, I 

suspected that the Wash was being utilized by industrial organizations as an open source for 
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1 the dumping of chemical constituents. Accordingly, I, together with my staff, closely watched 

2 and inspected the Wash. 

3 14. As part of this inspection, I visually investigated the Wash and its 

4 surrounding areas. As I conducted this investigation, I personally observed that the waste 

5 stream flowing from Lockheed Martin's ("Lockheed") facilities contained the same green/yellow 

6 coloring I observed in the Wash. Indeed, I observed that the green/yellow coloring in the 

7 waste stream flowing .from Lockheed's facilities flowed directly into the Wash. 

8 III. AUTHENTICATION. 

9 15. Based on my fieldwork and lab work since 1947, I recognize and am 

10 familiar with the summaries of chromium 6 test results attached hereto ("Cr6+ Summaries" 

11 also, "Chromium 6 Test Results - Ref 11). The Cr6+ Summaries constitute true and genuine . 

12 LADWP records, which were provided to me in the regular course of my employment at 

13 LADWP. 

14 16. I am aware of LADWP's chemical testing procedures, as well as LADWP's 

15 procedures for recording the results of chemical sampling. The Cr6+ Summaries were 

16 regularly collected and maintained by LADWP, and they were the standard sheets for 

17 recording results from the LADWP testing program at the time. The Cr6+ Summaries 

18 constitute the permanent, complete, record sheets from the LADWP laboratory. 

19 IV. TEST METHODS. 

20 17. LADWP followed the "Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and 

21 Wastewater," ("Standard Methods") published regularly since 1905 by the American Water 

22 Works Association, the Water Environment Federation, and the American Public Health 

23 Association. 

24 18. LADWP sampled in accordance with the highest industry standards of the 

25 time. LADWP laboratories consistently possessed among the lowest error factors in the 

26 country for the time. LADWP generally utilized colorimetric testing for chromium 6. After 

27 approximately the early 1960s, atomic absorption was commonly utilized for total chromium 

28 testing. 
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1 19. It was common for LADWP to test for chemical constituents, including 

2 chromium, approximately once per month, as indicated by the testing frequency recorded in 

3 the attached Cr6+ Summaries. 

4 V. CHROMIUM 6 SUMMARIES. 

5 20. As part of the continuing program to monitor the River's flow from 

6 beginning to end, there was regular Department sampling at the locations indicated in the 

7 attached Cr6+ Summaries. This sampling was often conducted on a cooperative basis 

8 between several agencies, including LADWP, the Los Angeles County Flood Control District 

9 ("Flood Control"), and the Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation ("Sanitation"). 

10 21. LADWP, Flood Control and Sanitation were all involved in monitoring and 

11 investigating contaminants in the River, and I was personally involved in this monitoring effort 

12 on behalf of LADWP. Each of the agencies was interested in a variety of chemicals for taste, 

13 odor, aesthetics, risk assessment, and compliance with state and federal standards. Heavy 

14 metals, including chromium.6, were a part of this investigative effort. 

15 22. Flood Control initiated joint efforts to monitor constituents in the River 

16 because the River channel was within Flood Control's jurisdiction. John Mitchell, an engineer 

17 employed by Flood Control, had a major concern with the green/yellow coloring in the Wash. 

18 John Mitchell expressed a concern that the coloring would create not only a current, but also a 

19 future, water quality issue. 

20 23. Accordingly, John Mitchell initiated and coordinated sampling for 

21 chromium 6 and allocated sampling points among the various agencies. Art Bruington; whose 

22 declaration is filed concurrently herewith, supervised John Mitchell's efforts at F'lood Control. 

·23 Dr. William Straub - a chemist for Flood Control at the time whose declaration is also filed 

24 concurrently herewith - performed the laboratory work for Flood Control under the supervision 

25 of John Mitchell. The cooperative testing between LADWP, Flood Control, and Sanitation 

26 confirmed that the green/yellow coloring in the River was caused by high concentrations of 

27 chromium 6 in the River. 

28 VI. TREASURY STANDARDS. 
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1 24. Because my responsibilities in LADWP's water quality division included 

2 compliance with state and federal standards, I have personal knowledge of historic water 

3 quality standards promulgated by the Department of Treasury· ("Treasury") and the USPHS. 

4 ' 25. The 1914 Treasury standards were used before the US PHS standards 

5 were promulgated in 1946 and 1962. The 1914 Treasury standards did not have chromium 

6 because there was not an awareness of chromium at that time. The 1914 standards were 

7 primarily concerned with testing for bacteria. 

8 26. In 1946, the USPHS established a standard of .05 mg/l (50 ppb) 

9 specifically for chromium 6. This standard was promulgated due to concern of water quality in 

10 trains used for interstate commerce. 

VII. CHROMIUM 6 USES. 11 

12 27. Because of my degree in Chemical Engineering, as well as my work for 

13 many years in LADWP's water quality division - which included field work and personal visits 

14 and interviews with multiple industrial organizations, I have personal knowledge that chromium 

1~ 6 was used by aerospace companies to anodize aluminum, and that chromium 6 was also 

16 used extensively in the plating industry. The wash water used by these industries created a 

17 chromic acid bath, which frequently spilled onto the ground, soil, and into storm drains. 

18 28. Chromium 6 was also utilized by every building with a cooling tower. 

19 Chromium 6 was used in cooling towers to control corrosion. 

20 

21 I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California, that 

22 the foregoing is true and correct. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Executed on k. I 3 2003 at J' ~ -d~~~7~----' , ~ 

William R. Ree 
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DECLARATION OF WILLIAM O. STRAUB 

I, William O. Straub, declare: 

I. BACKGROUND. 

1. In 1971, I obtained a Bachelor of Science degree in Chemistry from the 

5 California State University at Long Beach. In 1974, I obtained a Master of Science degree in 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Civil Engineering from the University of Southern California. In 1990, I obtained a Master of 

Science degree in Physics from the California State UniVersity at Los Angeles. In 2000, I 

obtained a Ph.D. in Environmental Engineering from the University of Southern California. 

2. I have been a Registered Civil Engineer, License No. C-26641, since 

March 1976. 

3. In 1972, I joined the Los Angeles County Flood Control District ("Flood 

Control"), where I worked as a Chemist in the water quality lab. Flood Control is now known 

as the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works. At Flood Control, I performed wet

chemical and instrumental analyses of water, wastewater and groundwater samples for local 

15 agencies. I tested for both organic and inorganic constituents, including chromium 6. I was 

16 also involved in Flood Control's storm water program. As part of this program, after significant 

17 rains, I personally collected samples at numerous locations along the Los Angeles River 

18 ("River"). 

19 4. In 1974, I joined the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 

20 ("LADWP") as a Civil Engineering Associate. In this capacity, I performed sampling for 

21 conductivity, pH, carbon dioxide, and other substances. In 1980, I was promoted to Sanitary 

22 Engineering Associate. I wrote computer programs (FORTRAN, BASIC and PL 1) for numeric 

23 modeling of water distribution networks; and I oversaw planning, analysis and design of new 

24 expanded water distribution networks and pump-tank facilities. 

1· 25 5. I prepared approximately 100 pages for the 208 Area-Wide Groundwater 

26 Quality Management Plan for the San Fernando Valley Basin ("208 Report"). The 208 Report 

27 was prepared by the Southern California Association of Governments ("SCAG"), together with 

28 LADWP, pursuant to the provisions of Section 208 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
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1 of 1972, as amended (commonly referred to as the "Clean Water Act"). Among other things, 

2 the 208 Report contained a comprehensive analysis of the quality of drinking water sources 

3 within the Upper Los Angeles River Area ("ULARA"); the 208 Report further issued findings, 

4 recommendations, and implementation actions designed to carry out the goals of the Clean 

5 Water Act. 

6 6. In 1 984, I worked with Richard Bell, a former LADWP Engineer, working 

7 for SCAG at the time. With the advent of Superfund, federal grants became available to assist 

8 local agencies in the development and implementation of groundwater clean-up activities. 

9 worked with Richard Bell in successfully securing from EPA a grant of approximately $5.6 

10 million for groundwater remediation purposes. 

11 7. I performed multiple tasks in connection with Superfund groundwater 

12 cleanup activities, including: developing the work plan utilized by EPA for the San Fernando 

13 Valley Superfund groundwater clean-up project; preparing the Remedial 

14 Investigation/Feasibility Study ("RI/FS") for the North Hollywood Superfund Site; conducting 

15 related contract negotiations with project consultants; and leading bi-weekly public 

16 presentations to citizens' groups in conjunction with EPA's Public Outreach program. 

17 8. During my tenure at LADWP, I also worked with WWiam Ree, whose 

18 declaration is filed concurrently herewith. William Ree worked as a Sanitary Engineer at 

19 LADWP for a number of years, and also headed LADWP's Water Quality Division. 

20 9. In 1988, I began work as a Civil Engineer with the Los Angeles Bureau of 

21 Sanitation (the "Bureau"), where I worked with the Clean Water Program. In this position, I 

22 prepared concept reports, feasibility studies and cost estimates for proposed conventional and 

23 advanced water/wastewater treatment facilities in conjunction with a $3 billion capital 

24 improvement program. In addition, I supervised consultant personnel performing hydraulic 

25 analyses of proposed reclaimed water distribution systems; and I extensively participated n 

26 public outreach programs . . 

27 10. In 1992, I became the Assistant Division Manager/Senior Engineer, in the 

28 Wastewater Engineering Services Division, of the Los Angeles Department of Public Works 
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1 

1 ("Public Works"). In this position, I supervised staff responsible for water treatment plant 

2 effluent compliance, water and wastewater treatment research, regulatory negotiations, and 

1 3 revenue projections. 

4 11. At Public Works, I oversaw and/or performed: (1) regulatory compliance 

5 investigations and field studies (process modifications, air emission, nitrification/denitrification); 

6 (2) negotiations with regulatory agencies (primarily Region IX EPA, Los Angeles Regional 

7 Water Quality Control Board and South Coast Air Quality Management District); (3) statistical 

8 analyses and projections of technical data and population, water use and treatment costs for 

9 development of annual multi-year revenue/O&M program; and (4) consultant contract 

10 management. 

11 12. Since September 2002, I have served as the Assistant Executive 

12 Officer/Staff Engineer for the Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster ("San Gabriel 

13 Watermaster"). The San Gabriel Watermaster is the court-appointed entity charged with 

14 administering adjudicated water rights and managing groundwater resources within the Main 

15 San Gabriel Groundwater Basin - which covers an area of approximately 200 square miles, 

16 and is the source of 80 - 85 percent of the water supply to over a million people. 

17 13. At the San Gabriel Watermaster, I oversee coordination of replacement 

18 water purchases and delivery of engineering consultant services. In addition, I supervise a 

19 staff of engineering and administrative personnel concerning water supply and water quality 

20 matters relating to the Basin. 

21 14. This declaration is based upon the personal knowledge I acquired as a 

22 result of working as a Chemist and Civil Engineer within the Los Angeles and surrounding 

23 areas for approximately 30 years, and if called to testify as a witness, I could and would 

24 competently testify thereto. I have extensive personal knowledge of the water quality within 

25 ULARA and surrounding communities; laboratory analyses conducted within ULARA; and 

26 groundwater remediation activities conducted within ULARA. I personally monitored, tested 

27 and collected water samples from field locations within ULARA. My field work included 

28 sampling for hexavalent chromium. I was also personally involved in the development and 
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1 24. In particular, because certain portions of the River were unlined, the 

2 Regional Board expressed concerns as to the ability of chlorides to percolate through these 

3 unlined reaches and adversely impact the beneficial use of groundwater wells utilized for 

4 domestic purposes by the Cities of Los Angeles, Glendale and Burbank. 

5 25. The Bureau and the Regional Board engaged in debate over the factors 

6 contributing to the increase in chlorides, remediation options, and the infiltration characteristics 

7 in the area. After significant debate, the parties were unable to reach consensus. 

8 26. Accordingly, the Bureau con~racted with Brown and Caldwell Consultants 

9 to prepare the Report. I supervised the Report on behalf of the Bureau. I, together with Brown 

10 and Caldwell, worked with the ULARA Watermaster, Melvin Blevins, for purposes of gathering 

11 data and analyzing the hydrology and infiltration characteristics of the area. 

12 27. The Report provides an extensive discussion of the hydrogeology of the 

13 ULARA, and the factors influencing the potential infiltration of chemical constituents within the 

14 7-mile unlined stretch of the River. This stretch was left unlined primarily because rising 

15 groundwater conditions in the area could potentially compromise the structural integrity of the 

16 concrete lining had the entire River channel been lined. 

17 28. The Report notes the varying levels of infiltration that may occur in the 

18 unlined reaches, depending on a number of factors, including without limitation: 

19 (1) Groundwater levels in the area, i.e., whether conditions at the time are 

20 such that potential recharge is returned to the River channel as rejected recharge due to high 

21 groundwater conditions, allowing a portion of the recharge' that could occur to eventually flow 

22 out of the Basin as rising groundwater outflow; 

23 (2) Dilution of chemical constituents in groundwater, such as dilution which 

24 may occur as a result of flowing water released from Tillman and LA-Glendale; 

25 (3) The amount of groundwater being pumped. That is, whether there is a 

26 condition of non-pumping, allowing higher water levels and therefore less recharge 

27 opportunity; or whether there is a draw down in the aquifer attributable to the heavy pumping of 

28 wells, such as in the Pollock, Crystal Springs, or Glendale Grandview well fields (which were 
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1 off line at the time of the Report). Heavy pumping of these wells could lower groundwater 

2 levels allowing greater recharge opportunities; 

3 (4) Seasonal fluctuations, such as the increased volume of runoff that may 

4 provide additional dilution of chemical constituents in the surface water; and 

5 (5) Other factors, such as the distribution of hydraulic pressure gradient; 

6 surface and groundwater .interface; bedrock permeability; and the level of chemical 

7 constituents released from the Plants. 

8 29. Notably, Figure 2-4 of the Report (Ref. 8) provides an historical analysis of 

9 the variation in recharge opportunity that may occur depending on the interplay of the 

10 aforementioned factors at different time periods. The Report notes that application of the 

11 identified factors may result in varying infiltration opportunities. During significant recharge 

12 periods, the Report notes that groundwater recharge in certain unlined portions of the River 

13 may exceed 10,000 acre-feet per year (Ref. 5). 

14 30. As I worked on the Report, I communicated with representatives from the 

15 City of Burbank ("Burbank"). Because of these communications, I am informed that Burbank 

16 engaged in similar discussions with the Regional Board and, as a result, Burbank prepared a 

17 separate report concerning the levels of chlorides. in efflLlent from its water reclamation 

18 facilities. I reviewed and analyzed Burbank's report. I am theref<?re aware that the conclusions 

19 reached by Burbank were substantially similar to those set forth in the attached Report of the 

20 Bureau, prepared by Brown and Caldwell consultants, in cooperation with the ULARA 

21 Watermaster. 

22 IV. MIGRATION AND SOLUBILITY OF CHROMIUM 6. 

23 31 . Because of my degree in Chemistry, my work as a Chemist in the water 

24 quality lab at Flood Control, my water quality work at ·LADWP, and my involvement in the 

25 collection and analysis of chromium 6 samples, I am aware of the chemical characteristics of 

26 chromium 6. 

27 32. Chromium 6 is generally well recognized for its solubility. In alluvial 

28 aquifers, chromium 6 is mobile, capable of flowing with moving groundwater in aquifers. As 
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1 stated in the Article. "Tracking Hexavalent Chromium in Groundwater," David Blowes, March 

2 2002, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Waterloo: 

3 "The oxidized, hexavalent state of Cr, Cr(VI), forms chromate or 

4 bichromate. Chromate-containing minerals are very soluble and, 

5 because the chromate ion has a negative charge, chromate 

6 adsorption on aquifer minerals is limited. As a result, chromate 

7 may be present at concentrations well above water quality 

8 guidelines and may move with the flowing groundwater in aquifers" 

9 (Ref. 2). 

10 33. Thus, the detection of chromium 6 in groundwater, above state and 

11 federal standards, poses a threat to the environment due to the ability of chromium 6 to 

12 migrate and threaten the beneficial use of surrounding groundwater wells utilized for domestic 

13 use. 

14 

15 I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the State of California, that 

16 the foregoing, is true and correct. 

17 Executed on J/tNV/tIlA1 'j , 2003, at If ~LJ$ A-- , California. 
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IX. RESOLUTION FOR PRESERVATION OF TESTIMONY 
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'UPPER'LOS ' ANGELES 'RIVER AREA (U\-.ARA) ADMINISTRATIVE CO~MrrT~E 

MEETING MINUTES 

June 24, 2002 

, ',.j-he s~i~1 tel~phone. confere~e meeli'rig was called to order by Mr. Fred Lantz. : 
. '. President of the Admfni?tralive Committ'ee.(A¢> regardiog the preservation On,egti~ny'· 
, 'a1 10:{)OAM .. . The attendees identified themselves .by 'roll call: rom Erb - Los Angeles. . 
', ' Don ·Fro-elich- 'Glend~de •. Mike Sovich - Crescenta Valley Wate~ District. and Fred Lantz . 

. - Burbank, Mike'Drak~ ~ San Fernando wa!5 absent. ' 

, .. , Mel ~levinsjntroPiJced the resolution {Att.acJimenl A) that ,had been e--m~ired 10 'all the 
" . ... ',p~rticipants, :He added 'that Ms. Julie 'Conboy. Los Angeles. City' Attorney w,hO. had 

.' .. p.revi<?usly reviewed and approvect ·the r~sOluti9n. asked that Mr. Ed Schlotm~n. Lb!=? 
" " Angeles City At1orney. be oqtified of the time for the oonference call slio.uld he wish to 

be invotVed~ , . , . : 

\ '~"~ ' , ,, 

,Mr. sievins descrll~ed 1he thre~ changes that :had ,b~~n ~ad'e at 9:30AM. ' Jyn.~24. ' 
,2002. and he si~ted that no furt~.r cha~s we.re made: " , 

1 

'.:- ~ 1. 'The number '2002-f' was added 16 th~ title ·arld th~ 'Yord'''Proposecl'' 'was 
): deleted. · . ' . . . ' 

2. The .JUdgment'was.described. ~San Fernando Judgment signed January 26, 
1:979', Case·No: 650079.~' · . 

" ~. A si9nature 'page 'y~as attacl'l~. 

Mr.'Fre.d lal'ltzask~ if there were'any furtner comments. Hearing'oohe he made .. the' 
'. folloWing motion: I move·that Rewtutibn 2002.,.1 of the ULARA Administrative' 

. :' Committ~e 'regarding ,the preservati9n of testimOny' r~l~ted to 'hexayale-nt contarhin'ation .'. 
. in the San Fernando' 13asin De.approved. ·... , , :' . . , ', ' 
. . . .' . . . 

' .. 

. Mr. Mike Sovich seconded the motion. 'The motion was· unanimOusly passed by a .roll 
' :call of ~II the participants: Tom Erb. Don Froelich. Mike SOvich. an~'FreXJ Lantz. . 

. " . . " ': . . . ,. ... .. . 

·AU Administrative Committee 'meinben~ will sigh the. r~wlution poc~m€mt The ULARA 
W ~tennaster Mel.Blevins will provide the· resolution .f9r aUto sign on June 25, 2002~ 
rom Erb wii( sign When he r~tums frolT! his ,vacation. 

There.be.lng· no further business the'meeting was adjourned uhtil the next .regular 
·meeting s~hedul~d for September 25, 2002. 

'. 
" 

.' . 
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UPPER LOS ANGELES RIVER AREA WATERMASTER 

CITY OF LOS ANGEl~S VS. CITY OF SAN FERNANDO, ET AL 
CASE NO. (?50079, - COUNTY OF lOS ANGELES 

, MELVIN L BLEVINS - WATERMASTER , 

OFFICE LOCATION: 
111 North Hope Slteet. Room 1472 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
~ELEPHONE: (213) 361-1OZ0 
FAX: (213) 367-1131 

,Admi~istrative Committee 

. " 

Upper Los Angeles River Area (ULARA) 
Mr. Fred Lantz, President 

CIty 6f Burbank 
Mr. Michael Sovich ' 
Cres~enla Valley'Water District , 

, Mr. Mich~eJ Drake . ' 
. ,~jty of San Fernando 

:Gehtlemen:' 

.. 

MAILING ADDRESS: , 
. U!.ARA WATERMASTER 
P.O. 60)(51111, Room Hn 
Los Angeles, CA 900:51-0100 

',July 8; 2002 

Mr. Dona.ld Fr<;>elich 
City of Glendale' 

Mr. Thomas Erb ' 
City of Los Angeles , 

Approved 2002-1,Re,solution for Preservation of Testirnony 
, by UI,ARA Administrative Comrt;littee', ' , 

,This tran;mits the, signed '2'002-1 resolutio'n for preserving testimony on hexavalent-
, chroryiium contaminatiOn in th~ :San r;:emandb Basin',approved by conference call on 
June 24 .. 2002. All 'the Admil1istra,tjve' COmmi",ee members have now signed this 
reSolutiOn. ' , 

" 

Iryo\.! have 'any further questions, ple;;:.se tall m~ at (213),361-1020. 

" 

'Enclosure 

"PiK:bw 

'C: 'Judge S.usan Bryant-Deason 
Watermaster Staff , 
Mr, Melvin'L BleVins, Watermilster 
Mr. Fr~eric F~dacz, Spe¢ial Counsel 

, . ' ,M'i-.' Mark G. MackowskJ .. Assistant . 
'ULARA Watermaster 

" , 

, Ms. Patricia T, Kiechler, Administrator 

Ms~ Julie ,A. Conboy, Los Angeles 
City Atto~ney , 

, ' Sincerely, 

"~'k~ 
MELVIN L BLEVINS 

,. ' ULARA Watermaster 

uLARA watermaster File 
A:\PresvT ~ignattire\BW09. 
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2002':" 1 Resolution for Upper los Ang'eles River Area '(U~RA) . 
Administrative Committee . 

1.· WHEREAS San Fernando Judgme~t signed JanuarY 26,1979. Case No,.6so079' 
(Judgment) - Se~tion 8.2.1 'of the Jl,Jdgment proVides that the Watennaster sh~1I 

' ~rform ~he d,=,tie~. as provided in this Judgment or hereafter ordered or . 
authorized by the .Court in the exercise 'Of the eourt's continuing jurisdiction; and . ' .. . 

2. WHEREA$ SectiOn 8.3,3 of the Judgment pr'Ovide's'that the Administrative ' 
. C'Ommittee ~haJl. 'JJe consulted by Waterrnaster and: sh'all request 'Or approve all 
. ·di$Cretiona·ry Watermaster determjnations; and 

. , 

3. ,WHEREAS. t.he Cities' of Burbank and Glendale as members of 'the 
Ad~inistrative ~mjtlee have reque~~ed the WateliTlast~r preserve -testimony 
T€!lated to hexaval~nt chromium contamination in the San Fernando Basin 
,(8asin) dating back t'O'the 1910s; :and 

, 4., ~HEREAS Seotion 8.32 of the Judgment 'r~quires that aCtions of the ' 
, ,Adm~Ristratjv~ C~mittee be' by unal)imous vote of its members, or of the 
mem~rs affeated in t~e Gas~{)f an 'action,which.affects one or.mor~ ba~ins. but 
.Iess than all of ULARA; ~nd 

5~ ' ·WHEREAS the Admihistra,tive' Committee 'has requested the Watermaster . 
,Prepare a report,preserving.testimOoy regarding the p(~sence Of hexavalent ' 
.' chromium in· the Basin; and . 

, :6.·. WHEREAS 'he~avalent chromium is a 'metal used ili :a V.ariety of industiial. 
, actiVities which ,has been detected in water wells in the Basin frOm .Which the 

. ~ities ~f Lo,s An~eles. Glendale a~d l?urt,>ank draw wa~er tor municipal us~;. and 

" 1. :WHERp\S the staff bf th~ Los M'~le~ Regional Water QualitY Control Boarq,rqr' , 
Los Angeles has stated its support fot ~tte ,Watermas~er gath~ririg inJorfliation ' , ' 

, . relevant. to the hexavalent Chromium in llle Basin and the effect on water 'quality; . 
' .and , . ' .: . " ,. ,.,., 
,. , 

, 8~ WHEREAS in his capacities first ·a~ an engineer for the Los,Angeles, Department 
. 'of Water and Power ahd subsequently as'ULARA Watennaster, Mr~Melvin' 

Blevins has Witnessed activlties related to hexavalent chroniiuin contamination of 
.. ihe:Sasin. has pre'pared num~roos reix>ns on municipal wells in, the area, and 
has. becOm~ acquainted with in~ividuaJs who possess knowJedge' regarding. " 
.hexavalent chromium contamination in ,the Basin. 

, ,- ,, ' 9~ WHEREAS the Watermaster,and his attorneys' have he(et~fore conducted'- ," . 
, , preliminary int~rVieWs with individuals who possess,knowtedge with resp~ct to a 
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ti~mber o~ critical issues regarding' hexavale~t cbromiu'rri contamination: In ,the 
Basin da.ting b,!ck to the .1:94 Os. . ',' . ' " , ' 

',NOW THEREFORE the Ad~inist;'ati~e Committe~ h'er~by approves the , ' 
YVatermasler's preparation. of a report, memorializjng information, gathered, which 
m~y incJude deClarations of experts and percipient witneS$es. related to th.e 

, histOl), and rn;;currence of h¢xavaJent chromium C9ntamination in the Basin 
. (hereinafter "the Report!>) upon the follo~ng requjfements: ' ' 

, .' 
'" 

' ,' 

'. 

• • 4 t 

" 
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1, After'the effective d~1e of this Authorization the 'Wate~aster shail reCord' and 
itemize time spent on pI! activities by lhe 'W~ter~aster legal coun?e.1 pr " 

, consultants 'which are as'sociated ',with the .preparation of lh~ Re.p~rt inClu<;1ing 
bul not limtted to: meeting with witnesses, follow-up calls and meetings, data 
review. drafting, editing and finaiizing declarations, legai resea~ch, preparation 
of memoranda, and p~~viding c<?unsel 'fordedaranls, should the petfarations be 

. -used in future administrative or legal proceedings. ' 
, ' 

? The City of Los Angeles'lias paid $65;371'8s of April 30, 2002 and,is 
res'ponsible for all such additional,cOsts Incurr,ed by the Walet.inast~r's legal 

, 'counsel prior to the effective date'of this Authonzation for preparatiOn of the 
Report memoriali~ng infonnation,regardirig liex~.valent Chromium in the,Basin. 

, UPQn,payment oJ all sUCh cost~ incurred prior to the effectiVe dale'of this " 
A\.Ithorization, the City of Los Angeles shall be deemed to have satisfied j!s, ' 
:obligations to contribute, \0 the Cost. of the Report and shall bear no further 
r~sponsibi'ity to, pay any additional costs in: ~is matter. 

3.' Notwithstanding the provi$ions,in ttie Agreement betWeen the City of, , 
Los AngeleS and Walerrnaster regardIng Watermaster expenses~ the Cities of 
Glendale ,and Burbank win between the~'paythe ' entin:i 'cost of all activities. by 
Watermast¢t legal cOunsel and, consultants ,a~ -I~ste.d in Item 1 above, Whi~ are 
associated with the Preparation, of the Report inetirred aftefthe date this ' 

. . -, AlJthorizeition 'is approved pythe Administrative Committee. . ' ' 

4. 'A dri:lft of the 'Report 'sh~lI .be prepared and fu~Jijsh~ to the AdmjniStrati~e , 
! Committ~. 'The A~rriinistr~liye Committee must unanimously apPfove:the dra(t 

-RE;port before ,th~' Report~ in it~ fimll form, is fil~ with the Court, ~ released to" , 
~ny ,individual or entity. No 'party.'shall h!3ve the"right to·:cilter the. declarations' Qf, . 

" . the ,witnesses; however,' any 'city CtJrrel)tJy employing a ~eclarant shall have' the .. 
, right to. ins~ct ,toe d~daratiorl.for)nformation obtain~ in the. cOurse an<f sCQpe , ' 

, , 'of er:npl<?ym~n~ that m~y b:e ',subject t~ leg~1 priyileg~. ,", 1 : 
,: ' ,, ' 5: .' Nothing In the Au~iization -to prep'are the R~p6rt by the Administra~ive 

( '. ', " .,' . Committee shall be considered art endorsement of the vie~ -expressed by the 
, '". ' 'decl~(ants by. the in'dividua,l cities. AJI opinions· and ~e90.li€fCtions memona'iz~d 

, " in tn~ report~shall'b:e 'CoOsidered persooai ~o the deQar;lnts. . ' 

\ , 

6. Nothing in this motion, shall be' interpreted -to alter the f~riCt!on and ,powers ~f the 
. Wcitermasler and the AdministratiVe Committee as set forth in Section 8 of the 

JOdg!"1ent. _ 

. , 
"' 
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. The 2002~1 .Resolution for Upper .Lo~ Angele~ River Area (ULA~) Admh1istratlve 
Committee setting forth the Preservation of Testimony guidelines was· approved by 
unanimous vote in a conference call. '\' : , ' 

DAT~D: June 24, 2002 . 

. APPROVED 

.. ~?f?~~ 
, Fred Lantz, Assistant General ' 
,', . . City, of Burbank , 

~~~ . 
. 'Donald R Froelich, .Water Services Administrator 
, City of Glendale ' ' 

I~ael Drake, Director of PUblic Work~ 
. " ' City' of San Fernando 

~ . III '/ · ~ii·2r-rt~ 
'Michael G. Sovich, Gen~ral Manager ' 
Crescenta', Valley Water District " 

. ,31-J , /7;' /J : c: ' / 
. , A-{r---:-

, 'j~Of W~ter R~sou~ces 
. , 9ity o~ LC?S Angel~s., ' .' 
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BROWN AND CALDWELL 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES BUREAU OF SANITATION 

REPORT OF THE POTENTIAL INFILTRATION OF CHLORIDES FROM THE 
LOS ANGELES RNER NARROWS INTO THE 
GROUNDWATER AQUIFER, JANUARY 1993 

FIGURE 2-1 
(Reference 7) 
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City of Glendale 
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8gure 2-1. The Los Angeles Narrows Three Trlbutarles 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER 
CHROMIUM 6 TEST RESULTS, 1945-1988 

(Reference 11) 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER 
GROUNDWATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY BASIN, JULY 1983 
SOIL INFILTRATION MAP 

PLATE I 
(Reference 16) 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER 
GROUNDWATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY BASIN, JULY 1983 
GROUNDWATER CONTOURS 

PLATE 2 
(Reference 17) 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER 
GROUNDWATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY BASIN, JULY 1983 
COMMERCIAL-INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

PLATE 3 
(Reference 18) 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER 
GROUNDWATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY BASIN, JULY 1983 
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD AND VICINITY 
PLATES 

(Reference 19) 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER 
GROUNDWATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY BASIN, JULY 1983 
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

CRYSTAL SPRINGS AND VICINITY 
PLATE 6 

(Reference 20) 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER 
GROUNDWATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY BASIN, JULY 1983 
COMMERICAL ANI) INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

POLLOCK WELLS AND VICINITY 
PLATE 7 

(Reference 21) 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PERCOLATION TEST 

IN THE LOS ANGELES RIVER, GAGE F-266 TO F-57, JUNE 1967 
LOS ANGELES RIVER FLOW AND STORM DRAIN FLOWS 

TRIBUTARY TO THE LOS ANGELES RIVER 
MAP JUNE 8, 1967 

(Reference 27) 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION REPORT, VOL. I, 

DECEMBER 1992 
FIGURE 5-5 

(Reference No. 30) 
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES vs THE CITY OF SAN FERNANDO 

NO. 650079 
ULARA WELLS LOGS G-L ACTIVE PARTIES - 2 

(Reference 31) 
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WATER' QUALITY, ORITERIA , 163: 

",(J r - .'''lg/l of , chlorine in sea 'Water; but at 5 
l·" , )Vas a 10-15 percent reduction in photo-
arw,,: two days and 50-70 percent reduction 
7 days. , 
rsey River Board in England (2950) has 'pro
the free chlorine residual of wastes discharged 

er...A1t and: the River Bollin should not exc~d 

Bsh Culture. Clams and oysters will with
i exposures to free chlorine, alld such treat
>een '\lSed in puriti,cation of-shellfuih. In Massa
lams are conditioned for 24 h.ours in sea water 

.. . a residual of 0.3 to 0.5 mg/l. In England, 
,. .re exposed briefly to water contaihing 5.0 

'e.8 chlorme, then placed in. ~orine-free water 
. 'he USPHS Manual of Recommended Prae
mitary Control of the Shellfish Industry {527.) 
hat water wied to condition shellfish carry a 

. . f ilot less than 0.05 mgjl at all times. Experi- . 
idence indicates that most oysters are sensi
tial chlorhte concentrations varying from 0.01 
,11. ie., their pumping activity is reduced, and 
umping ~ot be· maintained at chlorine con-
s over 1.0 mg/l ·(ll04).· . 
ing Waters. Free residual chlorine in natural 
luld not be considered detrimental to bathing 
as this bactericidal agent is used in. swi.nnnjng 
.many state health departments require re

sank:· to the bottom.': When placed in fresh water for 90, 
minutes, however,' they revived (468). 

ORLOROMETRA~ 
(see Methyl Chloride) 

CHLOROPHENOtS 
(see Chapter IX) 

OHLOROPHENYL DIMETHYL UREA" (CMU) 
(see Chapter IX) 

, .' .. 
CHLORPLATffiW ACID 

A browniSh-yellow crystalline solid1 easily Bolnh!e in. 
water, this acid salt is used in platin~ plating, photog-. 
raphy, ',indelible ink, mirrors, and as a catalyzer (364) .. 
''!io three mature smaU·frash-water fish (Of;'izias), exposed. 
for 24 hours to 0!ll120 ml of'test solution, the· lethal con,:" 
centration of H 2PtC-.. was reported to be about 33 mgt!. 
(1459,). . , 

CHLORTHION ' 
(see Chapter IX) 

OHROMATES 
(see Chromium) 

)rine concentrations in such, 'pools. Mood et at CHROMIC ACID 
W ..... · . '~at a ,slight increase in eye irritation is· .' (see Chromium.) 
){ 'easing the chlorine residual £rom 0.05 " 

.' r~ --.t withln the pH r~ge. of 'l.0 to 8.0, the ~~ 
. , "greater ef[~t upon eye untatlon than doe~r " .... . . 

'. ie residual in concentrations between 0.05 and 1: Gen~ral. This se~tion deals Wlth. ch~olJl.lum 10ns m, 
theIr · varIOUS forms, Le. as chromous 10n (Ct-), as.. 

l.WtIC ACID 
curomit} ion (Cr ..... ), as ehxomite ion (CrOa-) or-

AuCls'HCl.m:o ' (Cro2-),' as chromate ion (CrOr); and as dichromate-
ion (CrsOr-). In the chromic or chromite condition the

, chromium is trivalent, while in the chromate and "dichro-d gold trichloride, a yellowish crystalline solid 
;,le in water, is used in , photography. g~ld , 
Qd the manmacture of ruby glass (864). The 
.cenfration of AuCls' HCI for three mature 
h-water &h (OrizW) expo~ed f~r 24: hours 
m1 of test solution, 'was reported to be about 

1459): With this same substance, Jones (14.60) 
lethal limit to be' 0.4 mg/1, as gold, for stickle- . 
e,verage survival times at other concentrations 
dlows : ' one week at 0,6 mg/l, and only 4 days 
'1 as gold. , 

·SEN 
a.pter IX, Chlorinated, Benzenes) 

FORM CHCls 

.lorless) vo1a.tiJe, but non-inflammable heavy 
~thereal odor and sweetish taste is used as au 
• coUnterirritant, solvent, cleansing agent, and 

, Stickleback will avoid solutions of 100 to 200 
hloroform. in tap water and at 500 mg/l they 

." .[., "-!'ted (467). At this latter concentration, 
. a ; the fish decreased rapidly in 10 min· 

3 ..J. in 20 minutes. At a concentration as 
.mgA fish struggled for 20 to 30 minutes then 

mate form it is hexavalent. .All cliromous eompoun!ls. 
tend strongly to be oxidized to the chromic condition. 
Hexavalent chromium ~ be reduced -to the trivalent: 
fo.rm by heat, by organic matter, or by reducing ag~ts, 
Confusiob. in terminology frequently arises from the fact; 
that chromium trioxide,. a hexavalent fonn, ~ a~(j .called: 
"chromic acid" or "chromic acid anhydride", thereby
confusing it with the .trivalent , chromic ion. In the fol
lowing .abstract of literature, care' has been taken to. 
avoid this, confusion of terms. . ' 
. Of the trivalent ehromi~ salts, the chlodde, nitrate and 

sulfa,te are readily s.oluble ~ water, but the hydroxide
and carbonate .are . qui,te insoluble; Of the hexavalent 
chromate salts, only sodium, -potaSsium, and ammonium. 
chromates are soluble., The corresponding 4ieh.romates. 
are also quite soluble. 
Heiaval~t chromium, salt$ are used extensively in 

metal pi~kling and plating opera:tions, in an~ing' 
aluminum, in' the leather industry as a tanning agent, in. 
the manufacture of paints, dyes, ex:Iilosiyes, ceramics~ 

"paper, and many other substances. Trivalent chromium 
salts, on the other hand, are used much less extensiveli, 
being employed as mordants in textile ' dyeing, in the 
ceramic a~d glass indus tTY, and in photography (364. 
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1106, 2121). Chromium ~ompounds may be present in 
wastes from many of the foregoing industries or they 
may be discharged in chromium-treated cooling waters 
(152). Rather extensive literatur.e is available to de
scribe the effects of chromium as a corrosion inhiliitor in 
cooling systems ind further numerous references deal 
with the effect of hexavalent and trivalent chIomium 
!lpon biological sewage ~reatment processes and sludge 
digestion (84,6), but such literature is not within the 
proVInce of this survey. ' 

2. Cross References. Chapter VIII (Radioactivity) 
3. Effects Upon Beneficial Uses. 
a. Domestic Watet: Supplies. The USPHS Drink

ing Water Standards of 1962, as well as those of 1946, 
set a mandatory limit of 0,05 mg/l for hexa.valent chro.' 
mium, bnt none for the tt'ivalent form (2036). The ,WHO 
International (2328) and WHO European (2329) 
Drinkipg Wat~r Standards also prescribe a liqUt of 0.05 
mg/l for hexavalent chromiUJl). The 1942 standards in 

" the U.S. were even- more severe in permitting no hexa
:v-alent chromium. whatsoever, but this restriction was 
relaxed 'in 1946 to allow certain ground-water supplies 
that were slightly affected ' by chromates. to qualify 
(1106). Also, 'at that time, a concentrati,on of 0,05 mg/l 
was the lowest amount that was analytically deternii
nable. 

There is no e'Vidence that chromiwn salts are essential 
: or beneficial to human nutrition. When administered 
orally, chromium salts are not retained in the body but 
are rapidly 'and eompletely eliminated (2121'). Although 

, the 'salts of trivalent chromium are not considered to be 
physiologically harmful (997), there is evidence that 
large doses of chromates leads to corrosive eff~cts in the 
intestinal iract and to nephritis (2129). The toxic !lOse 
for man is reported by ,Rothstein (2129) to be about 0.5 
grams of potassium bichromate. . 

On the ,basis of physiological effects, it is difficult to 
understand why:. the USPHS, and 'WHO have placed 
such a low limit on hexavalent chromium. and why they 
made this limit mandatory, On Long Island, according 
to Davids, ' and Lieber (1106), a family 'll:sed water for 
'over thre(! years from a well that was polluted ,with hex
,avalent-chromium wastes, with no apparent ill , effects. 
When first discovered, hexavalent chromium'was present 
in a concentration in 1.0 mg/l, and in May 1951 the 
water contained 25.0 mg/l. One physical exam of the' 
entire family (man, wife, and two chil.dren) revealed p-o 
abnormalities and the family has refused. to abandon the 
supply, or to submit to fu:rther exp,m.inations. The per
sistence of this family may eventually prove to be a 
valuable 'source of information con.eerning the physio-

.logical effects of hexavalent chromium. in drinking 
'water (1106). , , 
, Pomeroy (2924) used as his only fluid for drinking 
for 15 days water to which potassi~ dichromate had 
been added at a concentration of 10 mg/l as ,chromium. 
During that time he ingested 235 mg of chromium.. Three 
periods of nausea were noted. {rhe expe.riment was con
tinued for two more weeks at concentratIOns of 2.5 to 5.0 
mgjl. At a concentration of 5 mg/l, mild nausea resulted 
from drinking freely on an e~pty stomach, but under 
similar ,conditions, 'Concentrations of 2.5 ~nd 3.5 mg/l 

failed to produce any symptoms. On the basis Q£ 
animal ex.periments described below, (unger Stock 
Wildlife Feeding), it would appear that man could 
water containing 5.0 mgjl of hexavalent chromium 
out deleterious physiological effects, 

Chromium, is not commonly encountered in 
foods, although traces enter cooked food from staiinlesr. 
steel utensils. The amount of chromium. so ingested is 
known to have any physiological effects. 

Chromium salts impart color to water, but this 
is not discernible below about 1.5 mgjl. o..}ll.ull,a.Ul 

taste threshold for the most sensitive person is 
L5mg/l. 
,h. Irrigation. Chromium is present in trace 

in soils and in plants, b\lt there is no evidence 
mium is essential or beneficial for plant UU.~~\,lVll 
Sedova (2925) reported that concentrations 
or hexavalent chromium in e;r:ceSs of 1.0 mg per 
inhibited 'nitrification. On the other hand,' the 
of 5 mg of chromium per kg of soil resulted in a 
increase of the nitrogen content of peas (2926). 
mium is picked up by plants from the soil, for ve!!:eLllOl!:ll 

grown on soil irrigated with wastewaters COIltaiDlni 
chromium had 3 to 10 times more chromium than 
grown op. siniilar soils devoid of chromium (2925.). 

According to Klintworth (1493) chromium is toxie 
plants at aU concentratiollB. In sand culture, 
tions of 3.4 to,17.3 mgjl of trivalent chromium in 
ent solutions were slightly toxic to various 
chromate ion was slightly more toxic than the 
ion at equivalent concentrations (1473). Added 
sium. dichromate, 5 mgjl of cht;omium in a .uUI'~!"'IJ.. 
tion cauSed slight chlorosis among oat plants, 10 
caUBed marked chlorosis, and 15 to 50 mg/l ma,Ik~l\1 
redu~d the growth of the plants. A corlcelltra,tiOD 
only '2 mgfl intensified the injury caused 
(1462). 
. c. Stock and Wildlife Watering. It has been 
(353) that one gram of trivalent chromium per 
CrP,O~, 'over a period of 17 weeks did not ' 
loss 'of weight, or *sue damage to cats. For lI.,'U ... ''' .... 
chromium sa.lts, according to Gross and Reller 
tlie maximum non-toxic level in drinking water for 
rats is 500 mgjl. Also, drinking w~ter . 
mgfl of po~ium chromate does not affect U.l:LJZ<IUUU 

food by rabbits; but 10,000 mgfl of zhIe 
edly interfered with digestion. -A ~oncen~ration of 
of chromium - (valence not specmed) 1D the 
water caUBed an increase in mortality among ,rats 

I diet co~ining l1'jUgzt9i-meiiiUm (1481) . .All 
100 mg/.kg of chromiUm, fed as Na2CrO" had no 
on the growth, feed conversion, or mortality of 
(2927). 

Byerrum and his colleagues (2138, 2145, ~147 
2928, 2929) conducted extensive experiments 
and dogs to determine the long-term effects of 
and hexavalent ehromium in drinking water. 
received ' distilled water while other rats received 
inium from K2CrO, at dosages up to 11 mg/l of 
mium for a year. Other tests were run with 25 
chromium from potassium chromate and 25 mg/l 
-chromic 'chloride. No signmcant differences in 
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, 'ntake, water consumption, or blood analyses were 
led between the experimental groups and the con
At chromium concentrations ,of 5 mg/l and lower, 
chromium was found in any tissue, indicating that 

not being retained in the body. At 7.7' Jilg!l and 
however, all tissues, especially the spleen showed 

itn '.'nnr"~ increase. The group receiving 25 mg/l of 
chromium had an average tissue chromium 

about eight times that of the group that was 
trivalent chromium. i Even at 25 mg/l, however, 

was no significant difference in weight gain or food 
i(09!:umption. Over a 4-year period with dogs, no patho

CJlil.JlI!'~ were noted, even up to ll'mg/l of chro-

d. Fish and Other Aquatic Life. The toxicity of chro
salts toward aauatic life varies widely. with the spe

pH, valence of the chromium, and 
'-".lrlJ1II!t', ... or antagonistic effects, especially that of hard-

are relatively tolerant of chromiu.m galt-s, but 
of aquatic Hfe are extremely sensitive, as the 

information reveals. There appears to be no' 
to lead to a conclusion that hexavalent chromium 

toxic toward fish than the trivalent form. Toward 
the toxicities of hexav'alent chromium compounds 
been reported. as follows: 

~II'CI-

11''''0, C/.romlum Oompo,,"" 
Tvp~ol Fi3h Bem4'-k" lte/erefl.Ce ~III U,OId 

Ii 
~sOr 

flah toxic 1109 
U brown trout toxic ' . US 

t KtCrsOr carp ' not harmed. 2930 
Cl-O. 1Ish toxIc limit 353 
NasCrs01 only slightly hu-

1492 .ardous 
10 e£lver aalmon frMh 'l'l'der, toxlo 2931 
17.1 

~sOrand 
silver salmon eea w&ter, toxic 2931 

20 
KlCrQ, raInbow trout toxlc .. t u'e S1'J. 1110, U90 

IU IUCr.Or gOldfish not harmed US 
(5 K.Cr.Ot . luegWs tolerated III. hard 

w&'ter tor 10 days U59 
$0 K.ci-sOr trout ldlled within U bra. U59 
'0 blue&ills toxlc·Uml.t tor a'o-

Ull da.,.expowre 
52 IUCrsOr YOUl\&" eel4 tolerated for 50 bra. U59 
U ero. ,oJdOsh tone In 80 mlnuw na 
u ero. gold4sh survind 4 d.a"8 au 
u IUCrsOr luepUa tolerated In bard 

watcr for" days HU 
10 '- bluegiUa toxic Um1t fot onc 

week's uposurc 1111 
1$ lUCnOr blue&1l1s died within 4 dar: . UU 
U KtCrsOr blueg1Ua toler&ted for 0 

d~s H59 
100 'r<.cro. trout U-llourTI- UU 
100 lUCrsOr trout utal after' hnI, U69 
tOt K.Cn<>r blue~lls '6-hour TL..o un, !93~ 1935 
lat 

~ 
,old sh toxicln 6 to U hra. &53,! 90 

110 sunfish SG-hourTL.. 2931, J9U 
\U sunfish SG-hour TL..o 1936 
UO ~ YOUl\&" eets tole.rated over 60 

hours 1459 
us lUC(%()' sunfish 96-hour TL. (ha.rd 

w&U!r) 2936 
US N~sOr bluegiUs 24-hourTL.. U17 
148 NlUCraOt bluegWs toxic limit S6S 
m lUCrO. 'sunfish lIS-hour TL .. 2931,2938 
111 K.CrsOr goldfish toxic In 3 daY8 au 

lIH62 - several species toxic US9 
m large-mouth 

bass TL... 2939 
200 lUCrsOr mummichogs toler&ted in sea. 

wtr. tor over a wk. 1459 
m N~sOr bluegUts 48-hourTL.. 2093 
100 N8.2CrO, bluegills 24-hourTL.. un 

. uo K,CrO, young eels killed In 1i-12 bra. 1'&9 

- lUghly turbid water, Wall,en et a1 (2940) found the 
:r TLm values for several chromate and dichromate 

I'> .. ",HIIII""'" toward the mosquito-fish (Gambusia. affini3) 
to be as follows: 

$6-1\ou1" TL .. (Ii m9/1 
Tempffolun pH For A. 

Ooml'~utld Btl.ltge Bonge 00m1'O,,,,4 0(l ... omf1lm 
Ammonium chroma.to It-u'e 7.6-7.8 %to U 
Ammonium dichromate 18-'0 6.7-7.( IU 66 
Pot&sstum chromate 17-21 ·1.6-8,1 (00 10( 
Potualum dichromate 21-U 1i,4-6:7 no u 
SOdlumchromato U-U 7.7-'.6 420 US 
Sodium dlchrom~te U-S7 '.0-'1:9 !6{ U 

For trivalent chromium., toxicities' and survival times 
for fish have been reported as follows: 
00 !!Cent ro-

tloft. 01 . 
Ohromf"tn, 0~mpo"n4 TIIPe 01 

mpll U,ed Fl4h Bemor'" 

U C.rl SO .. ' Stlcldeba.cka Survived onl,.111'k. 1,' Cr'ljSO'I' ,stlcldeba.eks Lethaillmit 
'.0 -Cr. SO.. Stlck1eb&ek3 Survived only % da,ys 
:1.4 Cr. SO. , Sticklebacks Letha1l1mtt 

Re/erefl.Ce 
14601 :941 

hsO 
1460 

US 
6,0 Cr. SO.. SUckleba.<:k. Burvlv~d only 1 day 
6,% Ket{SO,). YOUng eo.ts . Survived an aver&g'o 

of U.1 hour. 
40 er.(So.,. HlnnoWIJ Survived In dJstUled 

U60 

U69 

water o~,. C hour. U59,29(2, 
J941,UH 

From the foregoing tables, it app~~ that trivalent 
chromium might be more tonc than the hexavalent for.m. 
despite apparent beliefs to ·the contrary. On the other 
side of the ledger, 'Olson (294.5) reports that ' young 
chinook salmon were exposed for 12 weeks to either 0.2 
mg/l of hexavalent or trivalent ,chromium. The hexava
lent form showed reduced growth and increased mortal
ity whereas the trivalent form had no obser.vable effect. 

Towards other organisnis, toXicities of hexavalent 
chromium have been reported as follows: 

Coacenlrati"" 
ol Chromi' Compouad ~oC Rcl~-ati/lWll, uoed ~ Rtmacb -

O.OIS N&<CftOr Doop,\JIid MGp4 toli. tbtcshold •• _ •• _ •• _ •••••• S53 
o.os 

fi..cr.o. 
DoopA.iid N4!IC killed ia 4 cbJS_ . • _______ •.. UI2 

«0.10· Dosp\Ai4N4!IC tone threshold __ ... __ • ___ ._ ••• l58 
«0.10· N...oo4 ="C1£t,. .. tode ~d ... ___ • _______ • 158 

0.21 KrQ-tOr 
~ddtd •• _ •• ____ •.• nt:t::) ii/;;c;,;;. m3 

0;21 K.o.o. oolt ..... 1tt TL •• 21'0 •••••• _ •• .2936 
0,25 KrQ-tOr Di.toaI fNotiQJ.ol 1la(d'Oft.ltt TL ... 21'0_ ••. ____ • H3G 
0,61 N.,oo. Doop4Ar.. .. gu "'do thtahold_ ••• _._._._ ••• 2946 

gJ K.QtOr Doopuioo ~d clrd _ _ •••• _ .... 2158 
KtCrtOr &" .. ,.1 ..... ". tltre$hold e«d •• _ •.• ___ ...... 2158 

0,7 K.O-tOr ~.coli Iht-e:l>cld clr~._. __ .. __ .••• 2158 
l.4 = f::'i1.oMI1U ,.Iu 

tolalll\Dri&litT ... __ ....... ___ 2947 
17.1 taCh •• 1tt TL_ 20'0 •.••••••••• 1935 ' 
25.0 

K.crtOr ~fld.r b lanw not "':de ................. _ •• ms 
40.G I ... "hralu TL ... 2O'C. . .. ...... ms 

148 Ct04 P~.t,r~ todc thtesbotcL... __ ._ ........ as( 

.< <rlculAes HttrJ ",udl lest t/wI" 

For trivalent chromium, ' :Anderson (598) reports that 
the toxic threshold for Daph.-nia magna in Lake Erie 
watex: at 25°C is very much less than 1.2 mg/l (3.6 mg/l 
of OrCls). Bringmann and Kuhn (3343) indicate that 
the thresholds' of toxicity occurred a.t 5 mg/l for 'Sdcn;C
desmu~ 87 mg/l for M icroegma, and 42 mg/l for Daph
nia. With ~ fla.tworm, PoZycelis nigra,. Jones (608) found 
the toxic threshold in 48 hours of exposure to be 75 mg/l 
of chromium. Thus, toward Dapkt~~ magna, hexavalent 
chromium appcars to be more toxic than ' the trivalent 
form; but toward PoZyceUs nigra the opposite is true. 

The toxicity of sodium chromate toward Daphnia 
magna mcreases as the dissolved oxygen tension of the 
water is lowered (294.6). 

Algae concentrate radioactive chromium by factors of 
100 to 500 or more (24.42). ~or further details of con
..:entratiou· factors l see Chapter V11r Radioactivity. 
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STATE WATER RIGHTS BOARD 
THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES vs THE CITY OF SAN FERNANDO 

NO. 650079 
SAN FERNANDO BASIC DATA DEFENDANTS NOS. 51-75, VOL. 54 

(Reference 46) 
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N4Dle qt utter o,t we1:l..~8~ L 9 Cz,I:;J{£ -€ l? If. , 1,[·'!s'·~~ f '~ s ~~,£~. jC * \'; . ;; ie' 

Addreap." Go t< '521 13/dRJ3A Nt; ~ 1JiI, ';, " 

Se,e. lOWber t7 -I, '{)~/( MOlle , 

1 . 

, Name of owner, of property on which welles) 11$ loeaud 

Ad9ress. __ ~ ______________________________________________________ ___ 

Other persons owning 'or , claiming interest in use of water frpm well ( s): 
., 

Name 
----------------------------~--------~------------~~~-----

Address. ________________ ~------------__ ~--~-----------------------

Name __ ~~ __ ------------------------------------------~----~-----
Address, __________ ----~~~-~~~~----~~------__ ~--~--~----~ 

~at additional names under general remarks 

i 
Name .. . 

Address 

Name, 

Address 

Name 

l ' '-. 

J3vRBA~~atY;F tv~l-L-~ 3QQiJiJ: '= ,. 
--~~--r-l -..,......--~---'-:--':---: ','. 

AddI:ess /7 , , . 
List addi~ional names un~er genera+ remarks " 

Number. of well(s) ol?eX'ated·: ___ .l.tO:;...N~IZ:;:;....· _____ ...--...-_________ ......... _____ ~-----

. . - ~ 

. Not~; 'Fa,r fIiforma~iQn ,on specific wells see welJ data 16.h.~et~ a~ta.ch~4 .'hef~to. ". ' 
G~~,~1j elB ~ AV~ GURSA-Nkf , ' ,.~' ", f , " , I w.~t.b't!-VF 'J:~f'lpil 
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~her sources of water and use: 
i' 

-' 

~ 

HISTORICAL USE 
0; 

Type Location 
Periods of use· 1/4 1/4 g, T ' ,R 
1-'IlI-{) - ; 

PR€Sf3N 
q Te:N TAT I VE: ,38,:/0-1 " 

~ Cf T£NTATlv~ .3 ~lco :./ 
I<ltli - t./-

/' 

2;.. /-S7 ' 38!o.f ~ 

Crops served anq/ Acreage 
or other uses sUj)j)1ied ' 

,£L£c..TR.JCAL ~£6tJI\/D -

.. t../ 

I--p: , . ~ 11<£ ,P£C TcG ; 'I.oiv 
-/20!<f<J 4,' 3g7o' , AIR CON!)/ TloNI N<:r 1<'153 . . ' 

/4<10 q 5&70C , R~T"RN '\Vc/..L FeR. kJ.t J'I5'3 ~ 11!l5€ FROI1I1f1G't..c.., 

Ir):' -tf ' TeNTATive 3~70~2 , F"/RE'· PR.oT£GTION:' I 4 ''S7 
,-,2,:.-'-11 s?7 /_ .... I . 
J>.R&Se-N1" , I.{ , " 't€N TATI liE, ~1"l _, 1 AI R-CoNDI TIONING- '. 

\ 
'-.. 

./- i~ 4' 
'~T 

q '\ 

:rcNTA-TIVr= 3'i 7 /-:., , 1?€71)IU\l W€.LL' F.{)R Wt I'TFR F ~aM wcJ.LJi T€iJ1AfllI17 
, , J870,: 

1:'~1./-4() , 
3 3gS4C: $G"G" C I T'( 0 F 13,uR- B/jN~ f213COI2 .. , os , 

\ ~ NDT U SG"'D /3'1 LDG t,..He-e o 

" 

" 

, . 
. .. ,. 

.- ' . 
I 

, . , 

'-', 

. 

~ -
'--, 

C.Jl) irriga.tion; (2) domestic, (3) tnU'rii.ci.pal; '(4) industrial; (5) te;i3t~ (6) 'not '\le~d\ 
(7) d"estroyed,givedate ~d reason; (€I) well rep1aced, give, d~t~;:' (9) ·"other" 

GWE-2 

J .' 
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CURRENT USE OF \'IATER 

-Attach sketch of pump facilities 

Attach well data sheets for each \1el/" 

Are storage facilities used? Yes ____ No ____ 

Attach sketch --of dist.ribution sys~em including: 
storage faoilities - type and size 
oonduits and ditches - type, size,- and length 
Indicate whioh feature controls capacity of system 
Indic~te normal flow of system -

DISPOSAL OF WAWER 
;7 

Sewase 
Expert 

- . 

Return to · 
G. : W'. 

GENERAL REMARKS AND INFORMATION 
(Give source of information) 

- ConsUked Export 
Pumpage 

tI~.Y PIN K A./6- y) U 71 L /7/ /:.-S (!(JO R..PJN/t 7~1C...) LOCk: f1~e-D It IR.e rcA F'T CORr=: 

GWE-3 
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LOCKIffiED ATRCRAFT" eORP. . . " . . 
' 1705 Victory Pl'ape~ B~ba~" , ~ 

· . . " 

In,format,ion by' !ielep.po'ne from Win; Cuft'l's 
, (Lou. ,Bartier' s ' offi"ce)' 

" .' 

'f 

. ',' 

.. 
, " 

.:: 
•. ~. '. I,,' ,-~ .:. ~ 

~ , 

.. ,~ ... :.' . 

, . 
" 

. , ~ell , #1~L~A~W,D. gOl SdV. cor~er o+, ~pire ~n~ San, ~e~p~,~d~ ,I,' " " 

Wel~ #?~t.A~ W~,D. 502 Near f1hger ' p~,int-,lng bUr,l'dtn~:~ : whic~ , &~~ , 

Well #4 

Well #5 

W~ll #6 

.. 

,,'" 

near the 'main, gate'., , " , , ': ", ,'". 
'. . ... . 

Ab6~t 2bor inside gtOU~d:8' i'rODl ,Y1-P'tori 
.. ,?1. J a:b'out 100' W. of L.ab. Building 

' .. ~ '. .. oL 

,Abo~'t ' 1090' due South of #3 ' " ': " 

N. ~n:d 0.( P,lant E!Jtg1r~e .eririg Btd~s,., ,:a-boilt: ' ,
in , the ce'nter of the, gro,Uif:ds. U~,~d for, ~ 

' fire s1..l.pply , 
=, I' • 

Nea~ main Bub 'si'At-l~ri (Burb-a~~,i , s ~:' 8~b. )." : 
o~f Errip.fre : Aye" ' 

" 

" .' , 

~~~~----~--~---~~- " " , , . .. ~ . 
.... ,.I • I.J , 

. \ 
• , . I , ' 

4 wells .~,~~d '.,for aJ .. r ooo11~ , 
1 ' ~ell A~'. ,1'1~e ,~upP.;lY· . . ,-_ 
1 well w~s Q0,n,v6p,'-ted ;,' ,tfit"9;' g'pound" wel l , 

.' , -:!' ... . 

" ' ' Qld we'll " Una}" o~ g~~A.f:: :~A~~O:If': 'uno.er ' Bldg. 
p'omp;tetsl,y gOY~~~d-""'l?~P, :pu;t.il;~d. ' 

... ' ........ " ... . 

~ , 

I I.,. 

.' ' . " 
;' . 
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) '. "I " .... .. '. , " . ~ 
I. I' -!: ... .,. '.~ '.': . " ' . 

. . ! '" I" to • _,~I .. 
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't :;. ....... .. 
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. LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

CAL I FO R N I A DIVI SI 0 N ,~J!J.~~tJ,1L S·U R ElAN K. CA L I FORN IA 

~ ~.c'~~ . .? .. 

October 15, 1958 

State Water Rights Board 
312 west 5th St. 
Las Angeles 13, California 

Attention: Mr. R. H. Barrett, Junior Civil Engineer 

Ilear Sirs: 

Attached are copies of eight well logs of cased weils on property 
controlled by Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. These are the wells 
listed on your form Itlnformation Pertaining to Water Use and Weils 
in the San Fernando Valley.tt They are located as shown on the 
attached map. 

, HDP:ref 

Very truly yours, 

WCKImED AIRCRAFI' CORPORATION 
CALIFORNI ION 

H.D. Pinlrney 
utilities Coordinator 
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LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

CALIFOR~IA DIVISION BURBANK. CALIFORNIA 

17 April 1958 

12, J. SeJ.'DfJR 
o /a·ca -() 1 BL--p ~-7 ';). 
PJ.,.RNT 8 .... 1 
State of California 
State Water Rights Board 
·312 West.5th.* Stree.t 
Los Angelef!. 13, California 

ATT.ENTION: Mr. L. K. Hill 
:Executive Officer 

G.entle!'l1en: 

ltnclpsed, is a completed form on "Information 
P¢rtaiIi~nr~tc? Wat.er Use and Wells in the San 
Fernando Valley. " 

.This form ~a.~ sent us with your letter of April· 
7; 1958. 

·YeJt.y truly yours 

-~~--Am:GaAF4'~Rip(grR'A..1f~Io~-rl\.ff'--------~-
,:d4LlF ORNrADIVISIQN 

QUARTER CENTU 'RY o F 

: ., 

•• ? 

'. 

L..EADERSHIP 

/ 

/1 
/1 

/ I 
. I ' 
I 
"' ''''''' 



Item 

, pursuant to: 

n~Foru-1AlJ.iibN PERTAINING TO :IA':CER USE 
MiD I,JELLS m SAN 'FERNlIimo VALLEY 

Interim Order of Refer,ence, J.larch 19, 19581 
Case NO.l, P~0Q7~9j,-:lSJlJ?~.ri.Q1,'\;¢~n~~k otns.j;v.t~) ,c,t:; . J , (Ie \,.!l:;>','''

(%JJJ8rJl3.lh:> g'hP~' GUY.! ;.o1:,~s,,, ~n,~.le_:3. .• !f!?1 1» ~:';:'l ) 
of SM Fernando, City of ~lenda1e, City af . 

Burbank, et· p.l . ." ," ,;.,; u ..•. ; .' ~v· ~'" ! '"jr. ' !. "' '[<, 1 

:;:(t£3"rr:=.. . .. 9vA S ·;'.~l!.'" ~ .~. J 
;.tl.t.i ·!I. ·1 . ~' , .:. !:! :· .. ')~:Ji I c('-;' r 

$:~ .. ~; ;t'rdter p!1lJ ~i:9~, p;fi!i ,otf.n1 ~. 'J~ 

c~ .. 
" 

. Address ________________________________ ~ ______ ~------------------~-

., N .. f ' .' t f' 1') Lookheed ·Aircl;a:ft· COf'noration 
c.. ame 0 person uslllg \ria er\'jfg'i:h?l .. El

j 
'l; §ll" "( ':l ~'''' i Hs" , ,,,-,,, '",., ' '0:fn • p '" ,,1 1,, 1/1 

dd B 5
'S'i. fTi;. r;,.,v_,p· .I;>! 1·1:.J:,,":, 'z.., •. ;," ~ ii;, ·(1" . ...J) 

A ress ox, 1-, pur OCLll'" , '\..a uornla . , ! 

II. Street address of well location .. ,! , 

(If mg~.:tp.a,n <?~~; ',Ven olW.<: J RPXe,r"1'(',si<a,e;;)i;f 1n\liS;~'fm )' .;', 

' . RIDoRbs AND p'ocm'IENT.S, ,PRE?E:lT( .(I1:r W~,~~tfu1tIrtJ~t<,~~~\'~o",tt,df(~~·: NIDl..C (;~,~q ,p~~ qr~\i]~~~' ' : 
.. .. . . torr.uo:rg Jl 'J.JJe .. ~ 1. 1 J.;~: .t) / .. ~~ . t-1.~" ;~':'!" c ..... v:: S-'f' q.~ '..It ~ .. .. - .' ". _ 

5. Circ:le 1;h&;records or data , thai; are available for your welles) and oheck ~olumn 
au right indicating the period of'reco~d. ' 

~' Quantities extracted 

@ I'later level measurements 

c. Chemical analyses 

~Year well(a) drilled 

~ D~pth of wel1(s) 

@DePths of pe~foration of CllSin~(S) , 

o Drillulg log of well(s.) 

h. Other records available: 

: Pree:!, ito.til.on 

Before 1900 1900-1950 19'50'-1958 
j 

Estima:te 

x x 

,. ~" " ~ . 

: ! , .... : . 
6. ~lha:t is use ' of water? I ,rrigation, c!omeatic, municipal. ~ 

~~~p~l~e;as;;e~o~i~r~e~l~e~a;"p~p~r~o;p;r~i;~tf.e~us~e~=. ======~ 
.' 

7. VO yqu have an:; souree(s) o,f,waterot;her 1;han f~om the above described well(s)? 
." ' . .~ .... : ' -

res. x 'No :. 
~ ~ . 

Ii, reaol'ds arE1 known to you' but, are in the ' possession of some other person or persons 
please 'wti.te' their: p.'ame~ and :addresses, below. 

, - -. . ~~ . 

' . t . , 

... ' ' '' 0.-. _. "'_' ••.• _ 
f ', . 

~ . , " . , 
, . , 

.;! " ," : ... Calif. t)ivi~ion 

De.te 
------~- --------~----~~--~--

Phone ,s; ~~l~:i . 72 711 Ext: 8- 245 6 , 

• :'::1:: 

(' 
" 
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Wells 

:,3'870 .#1 
.. " j 870 c.. #'2. 

" \1 '3 9, 7 I ~ # 5 

'3 'S6Q.st,! ~:~ , __ . 

.. ' .. _4. _ .. __ • . _ _ . •. -(O~ ~ _. _ .. . 

. ". -

. ... . ... - -

:; '. ~' .~ _~ ":, '{Hi. 
,. 
!-! .' 

. -~ 

~ . . 
'.:k,?;,J 'f.~L::,;·f • cl 

, 
~ f!.fd.~lj:-G":t::; ,:.:·:··~·~-D(.·~ r-t~rtJO • .d 

-........ .. . -_ .... -' --- ~ ... ~ . 

-.-............. ~. -... ,,~, ~ ..... .... ,. - - .. I ............ · .. ",.-,~ ""' ..... __ ~ ..... - ~ .... 1"···-·· "J-~ __ ' -" --- .... :-..--... - ... "" ••• 7"~.!-.. .::...::,~ .. ::-:~- . ' .. ;:~:-. ........... -. -•.. - -., . --_ ... - .... 
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.'- . State Well No.=~~....,...,.~ _____ ~_ 
Location No. TEN7ATIVE/# 3870-1 
Owner I s designatio.:;;;;n_:tt __ 4.L:.. ______ _ 
other No. Used. ___________ _ 

WELL DATA SHEET 

\oJELL DATA 

WD-1 

Drilled by 13A (? {3EI? - 13 R I DC; E Date completed /-23·' '-II 
on This well replaced well no. ---------------- (Date) 

Records available: 

Y~$ Log ___ ~ _____ ~._ ____ __ 

\'/ater ana1ysis _____ ~ 

~/ater Levels. ____ -'-· ~y, .... I~_-..;;..S 

Pump tests __ ........ y..=£ ___ 5---
P;roduction __ ~N .... O _____ _ 

Where S UJ;J.. (3 

Where __ -------......... - Period. _____ _ 

Where 5 w 12. rf3 

Where 'S tuR £3 

Period ..TA II 1'1'11 
Date(s) I 122.141 

Where, how measured' and period of record. __ _ 

I 
Depth when drilied._--.lZ.........,;:O~Q~ ____________________ _ 

Present depth and date when chang~d. ______________ -:-____ _ 

Casing: / /,( 
Size I!:l. 
-~~-------

2..0 """('" 
Length~~ __ v _________ ~ 

Pit: Size Depth 

Perforations 7:S - /7? 
.---~-----~~~----.--------------------

Ele.v. ground surface_·· ____ - _____ ..o=.o ____ -'-..;...;.. ____ ..... ______ _ 

R. p'. deacription and elevo ________________________ _ 

Can well be measured? 

Other data regarding physical changes incurred during history of.' well: 
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~UMP AND MOTOR HISTORICAL DATA 

Type of pump: Deep \"ell turbin~, horizontal centrifugal, jet, plunger, other -- ---
Hator 

Type Type Dates 
lanufacturer HP Power RPM Serial No. Drive Installed Removed Rebuilt 

US 11070(<- So c Lt::e.- I g'OO ). '33c>40 DIIC cJ N K II-'OWI ) 

. 

Eemarks: 
--------------------------~---------------------~---------------

Pu:no 
Rated 

MQdel Serial No. Rated Dates 
Manuf'acturer No. No. 3taJ2:es .~ Head Iil§t§ll~d Removed Rebuilt 

PoI-'toNA A-51 

Remarks: Fr () b (R.. ~ /v 
) 

Ie') ().d!. r (N!]:I e \" 

~ 

~rXJ 

PO\ller Meter 

. - - . . '. .. 

Datef 
Po",er Co. No. Manufacturer .c:P'I"; A) No. Kh Kts nstalled Removtd Other. load on meter 
. 

. -- - .- .- _ __ •• _ -'c --_. - - _ • • • __ 0 _ _ • _ .. ___ _ 

Remarks: __________________________________________ ~------------~------

Flo ... ! Meter: tV 0 A) G' 
Hake ; ____________ _ Description of setu.p _________ --: ___ ---

Type: ___________ ~_ 

Serial No.: ----------
v-ID-2 
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State Well No, ..... _________ --

Location No , __ --:13""· ...LR~7...::0:::-___ -_ 
Owner's designatio;;;n_---'l=o __________ _ 

Other No. Used ___________ _ 

WELL DATA SliE:ET 

WELL DATA 

Drilled by BARBSR.. ~ BR I DG-Gt Date cOfllpleted S 120/'10 
This well replaced well noo ________ _ on 

(Date) 
Records available: 

Log ~65 Where S~I R. ./3 

\Jater analysis Where Period 

Water Levels Where ("30J R{3 Period S /'/0 

Pump tests YIES Where cSWR~ Date(s) S-/zo/c./D 

Production . NO Where, how measured and period of record. 

Depth when drilled ___ .~/_S-_/ __________________ _ 

Present depth and date when chang$'d ______ ..:-_______ -:---'-__ _ 

. Casing: Size 16 1/ Length / S' / 

Pit: 
Size _______________ __ 

Depth __ --______ ~----------

Perforation;,6 __ ...;,<e,.._ ..;;S~-_- .;...,}_3;.;,...-5"" __________________ _ 

Elev. ground surface 
-----------------~-------~------~--------

R. P. description ~d elev. MEAS PI pc..... Y'z I A8!1 CONe ~LO()R. 

Can well be measured? yes .J No_ 

Other data regarding physical changes incurred during history of well: 

., 

WD-l 



\ 

t 

PUMP AND MOTQR HISTORICAL DATA 

Type of pump: Deep well turbine, horizontal -centrifugal, jet, plunger, other ____ _ 

Motor 
Type Type Date.s 

..anufacturer I:tP POlver RPM Serial No. _ Drive Installed Removed Rebuilt 

U~ tvlOTof( S"o E.LEI J~OO ~Q~~2-'1 D/R u N ~1\J()/()/1; l! 

Bemarks: __________________ ~ ______________________________ ------------__ _ 

PllInn 

Rated 
MQdel Serial No. efs Rated Dates 

ManufActurer No. No. Staltes lnlm Head Installed -Removed Rebuilt , 

! POHONA N/379 tf 

: . 

\ Remarks: ' g 1/ 0 I S CtlA!?&'-E PIpe 

\ Power Meter 
Da.t~~ 

\ 

\ 

, 

1 

\ 
.\ 
. \ 
\ 

PO\l1er 
, 

2 

. \ 

Co. No. Manufacturer ISerial No Kh Kts nstalled. Remov~d Other. load on meter 

NONE 
Hak~: ---------------- Description .of setu.p _________ _ _ ..---___ .... 

Type: -----------------
Serial No. : _________ _ 
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State Well No. 
--~----------~--~---

Location No. T~:N TAT} vt: 38 'to.." ..1 
Owner I 6 designation No N U M B £" R 
Other No o Used' _____________ _ 

WELL DATA SHEET 

~VELL DATA 

WD-l 

Drilled by G A R.13 L l?- f3121 J)&E Date completed Ila' Iro 
This well replaced well noo ________ _ on 

(Date) 
Records available: 

L Yc'S og, _____ ~ __ ~ ________ __ \Vhere S w 12 J3 
\~ater analysis. ______ _ Where __________ Period. ____ _ 

YES Water Levels ____ -'--:;...f_ '_ \fuere 5 ~J R,13 Period I'/OJ/; 11tf~ 

Pump tests N 0 

Production 'tJ 0 IV E. 

~ere Date(s) ------------ -=---------
Where I how measured and period of record. __ _ 

Depth when ~rilled __ /~'l~~_' ________________________ _ 

Present depth and date when chang~d. ___________________ _ 

Casing: lO
ll 

Size __ ~_~ ______ _ Length _____________ __ 

Pit: Size ---------------
Depth. _____________ _ 

Perforation.;::..s ___ --L...;N:...=.O~T-..:...A~/S_'-R...:_:...F..;;;.O~/...;.;(A~T....;;6:..;......;.;;.;D __ "__ _______ _ 

Elev. ground sUrface -------------------------------------
R. P. description and elev, _______________ - - --------_ 

Can well be measured? Yes No __ 

Other data regarding physical changes incurred during histor7 of well: 

h)ELL 
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PUMP AND MOTOR HISTORIC.4.L DATA 

Type of pump: Deep well turbine, horizontal oentrifugal, jet, plunger, other ____ _ 

Hotor 
Type Type Dates 

. Janufacturer liP Power RPM Serial No • Drive Installed Removed Rebuilt .. 

~ 
~ 

V 
/ 

/ 
V 

Remarks: L 
J 

PUJnn 
Rated V------

NQdel Serial No. cfs ~ Dates 
M::n:m f.<:tcturer No. No. 3tal!es Ilnm ead In~tall~d Removed Rebuilt 

: V 
: -V • 

,/ 
,/' 

I ' 

Remarks : 
----~----------------------------------------------------~----------

Power Meter ..-----
~ Datee 

Power Co. No. Manufacturer iSl'!rial No. ~ Kts nstallej Remov~~ Other. load on mete~ 
I 

/: . 
/ . . 

/ 
V 

/ 
/ -

Remarks: 
/ 

Flo.", Heter: 

}'1ske: ___________ _ escription of setup ___ ~ _ ________ __ 

Type :--------.r-

Serial No.: ----+-"""7""---

WD- 2 
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State Well Noo __ ,.-________ _ 

Location No ._~.3~. uR..I-· ~~::..:O::......;;6:;...-. ____ _ 

Owner' s designatio.=n~~8,,--____ --_ 
Other No. Used, ___________ _ 

WELL DATA SHEET 

WELL DATA 

Drilled by--'-B"'"A~R._B'_=E:.....:R..=___[3~R::.::..:./..:::;D..:::;G~l::.-___ _ Date completed 

This well replaced well no • ________ _ on 
(Date) 

Records av~ilable: 

Log, __ Yo+-:::::G:;.,..-=$ ____ _ 

\iater analysis. _____ _ Where _____________ Period _____ _ 

Water Levels ___ --'_y~c.~-...;::· ..s~ Where. __ S.....:...W..;;,..;..k::::,.. -=B:.. _____ Period~ ___ _ 

Pump tests ___ Y:.:.,.: _6_"_5 __ _ Where Date(s) ------------- ~~-----
seE CITV OF 

Production §V{RljANl):: Rfi(.J)RD.s Where, how measured and period of record. __ _ 

Depth when drilled __ ...J.7~~=..;O::::;....., _________________ _ 

Present depth and date when chang/fd _________________ ........ _...., 

Size 2,.0 II Length 2S~ / 
Pit: Size Depth 

Perforation.::.s _____ 2."'""-.:.../..:=S:::...-.. · .....I7:..-.::3;...;C:,:::::;..... ________________ --

Elev. ground surface ___________________ ----___ _ 

R. P. description and elev. ____________________ _ _ 

Can well be measured? Yes __ No 

Other· data regarding physical changes incurred during history of well: 

WELL L OCA T'ED UND c:R LOll D i,V(;'" DocK. 

HD~l t//~ ~2-~~("'-.. c.r~· t4';G;;;V;e:;;z $;t/?i(/. ;f~ 
~t(,,"'- '''''~''~'I f.,x.? c.~·tV!~ ' ·· . 
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PUMP AND MOTOR HISTORICAL DATA 

TYpe of pump: Deep well turbine, ho~izontal centrifugal, jet, plunger, other __ ~~ 

Ilfotor 
Type ~':pe Dates 

, -..Lnufacturer HP Po \'le r RPM Serial No .. Drive Installed Removed Rebuilt 

., 

Remarks: ----------------------------------------------------------------------

Pu:nn 
Rated 

MQdel Serial ' No. efs Rated Dates 
M;ulUfll",h,,,,,,'I" No No sta~es gnm Head Installed Removed tlebuilt 
! . 
.. 

~ 

-

Remarks: ______________________________ --------------________________________ __ 

Power Meter 
DatAs 

PO~Ter Co. No. Manufacturer i Sp.r:ial No~ Kh Kts ns.talleJi. Removt_d Othe~ load on meter 
\ 

! 
I -~ , 
; - -

Remarks~ ____________________________________________________________________ _ 

Flo." Meter: 

Hake ~ _______________ _ Description of setup __________________ __ 

'l'ype: -----------------
Serial No.: __________ ~ 
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State Well No. 3 R S{) f~ 

Location No. ------------------------
Ownerls designation VEGA.$ / 
Other No. Used, __________ ___ 

FIRE 5 uf'PL Y WELL 

WELL DATA SHEET 

toJELL DATA 

. .. ~ 

• '!" 

Drilled by SA R BER- BRIber!: DRILLlNtr Date completed 7--1:;' cj I 
Co~P, 

This well replaced well no. on 
(Date) 

Records available: 

Log' YES Where S wRB 
\'/ater analysis, ______ _ Where Period ------------- '----------

~later Levels ,' e-S \fuere S W R J3 
'_~ __ -I--""';.....o.. 

Pump tests Yes .---.,..:....;;;....:..-_---- \fuere S(;..JR.. [J 

Period -:r (j N (; ) r1 L/ I 

Date(s) ?!II,(I!I 

Production YES Where, how DieasU!'ed and period of record, __ _ 

See ' hoi-e. Vr)(je, v O()tl1P rett1q.yks (I J 

Depth when drilled SOL 
--~~~------------------------------------

Present depth and date when changJ;l:d, ______________________ --..:_ 

Casing; /
1 II 

Size . G::? . Length 30L 
Pit: Size ---------------

~pth_. _________________ __ 

Perforations /86 - 2. 5"0 

Elev. ground surface 
'------------------------------~~----------

R. P. description and elev. ____________________ .,--_________ --=-

Can well be measured? Yes~No~ 
Other data regarding physical changes inourred during history of well: 

, . 
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"PflMP AND MOTOR HISTORICAL DATA 

, Type of pump: Deep well turbine, horizontal centrifugal, jet, plunger, other __ _ 

Hotor 
Type Type Dates 

.,lanufacturer HP Power RPM Serial No. Drive Installed Removed Rebuilt 

t.U~$' TING-lId/iSt. LfO E:t£c. 1'170 Pile 
. 

. 

, Remarks: 
--------~-------------------------------------------------------

Punn 
Rated 

tJiQdel Serial No. 
~. Rated Dates 

M,tInllf'~eture:r No. No. Sta.e:es Head Installe_Q Removed Rebuilt 
P~-t6N.4 

~ 

UlVlDRJrJE ~ 1'1(' I ~c>o 

ru ~ C?-/:;V/A.-t /0 "" I J1 "It<} e el::.. 
I 

/8 vel !c t,Ut?r ;--Ati,n 
C}~)o~ 

I 
, 

,'rtt.fecl Power Meter 
Da.tIH 

Po\·rer Co. No. Manufacturer Serial No. Kh Kts natalled. Removed Othe~ load on meter 

" 

. 

Remarks: ______________________________________________________ ~--------

Flol;T Heter: NONE. 
.. ~ .. -

Ha.ke: ---------------- Description of setup '--------------- -----------
TyIle: ----------------
Serial No.: _______ __ 
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State Well No. ____________ _ 

°Lo.cation No. TENTATiVe ;#..;:;8'0-1 
Owner's designatio.:.:,n_--/..L..t..A..I.---___ _ 
Other No. Used. ___________ _ 

WELL PATA SHEET 

WELL PATA 

Drilled by BARB£I2 - B RID&C Date completed 1/ 60 No 
This well replaced well no. ------------- on 

Records available: 

Log YES 
---~-------------

\'ihere .s w RB 
~/ater analysis ______ _ Where __ ....-__ "'""'-___ Period ____ _ 

v/ater Levels toJhere Sw.f8 Period A&f/ .. Fi¥.O 

Pump tests IV{) Where Date(s) 

Production NON£. Where, how measured and period of record. 

Depth when drilled ____ /..::;()-=() _________________________ _ 

Present depth ~d date when ohang~d. _____________ __:_--.;.---

Casing: 

Pit: 

J'OII 
Size 

---~-----~-
Size ________ _ 

Lengt~----------------
Depth~ ______________ _ 

Perforation-.s_. """'NI<-:O ...... T_'-p--e;....;R ........ b ..... O'""R~f!1;...:.....;.T....:::£:._D~ _____________ _ 

Elev. ground surface ____________ -:--___________ --'-____ _ 

R. P. description and elev. _ _ ______ __________ _ __ _ 

,.Can well be measured? Yes_ No _____ 

Other data regarding physical changes incurred during history of well: 

WD-l vJ £LL /AJ A-S' DR) LL E D FO)? AND VSCD A 5 AN E~LGC 7 /?1 (. At 

G-Rou NO 

" 
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PUMP AND MOTOR HISTORICAL DATA 

Type of pump: Deep well turbine, horizontal centrifugal, jet, plunger, other ____ _ 

Motor 
Type Type, Dates 

. ianufactu.rer HP PQ,</er RPM Serial No. Dr/rve Installed Removed Rebuilt 

~ 
/" 

V 
1/ 

/ 
Remarks : 

/ 
----~----------~----------------------------------~------------~--

Punn 
: Rated ; 

HQdel Serial No. ~fs Rated Dates 
M~J'\llf~ctlU'er No No. BtSll'eR Il'nm HF!Ad Installed Remov~d Rflbuilt 
! ----I 

~ 
/"'" "" 

/ 
17 

. / I .. 

./ Remarks: 
V 

Power Meter 
D."d:p~ 

·Po ... ,er Co. No. Manufacturer IR~'I":i Q. l No. Kh Kts nstalled. Removed Other. load on meter 
: 

. ...-/-
~ 

: 

./ 
V 

l.-" 

/ 
/ 

RemarkB~ / 
/ -

/ FloIII Heter: . 
..' 

H8.ke~ Description of se"iu.; 
~ 

/ 
. 

. Type: 

serial 'No{ 

1HD-2 
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State Well No. _______________ _ 

Location No. .3 R 7() C 
Owner I s designatio;:;;n_..:;;2..::;;-. ______ _ 

Other No. Used, ___________ _ 

WELL DATA SHEET 

WELL DATA 

Date completed ~ /; / /t.JO 
This well replaced well no, ________ _ on 

Records available: 

Log 1£5 
Water analysis _____ _ 

\-later Levels . t:?'S __ ..,..--_-4--~;..;;;;.. 

Pump tests YES 

Production~_...;N-=...;O~ ___ _ 

Where $'WR (3 

Where Period 
--------------~-- ~-------

Where SWes 
Where :3 w ,R. B 

Period l'1AY. /9t!o 
. / 

Date(s) ~ UHo 
Where, how measured and period of record, ___ __ 

Depth when drilled,_-L)...;:S:;.....;O:.-,-_______ -----------

Present depth ~d date when chang€'ld. __ --______________ _ 

Casing: Size /0 II Length / Sa 

Pit: Size Depth, __ ~ ___________ --
, 

Perfo:r-ations (t) 5- /2.. 7 
Elev. ground surface 

---------------~----------------
R. P. description and elev. _____________ ----''---______ ~_ 

Can well be measured? 

Other data regarding physical changes incurred during history of well: 

WD-i RETUR N vJELL~ 
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PUMP AND MOTOR HISTORICAL DATA 

.Type of pump: Deep well turbine, hori~ontal ·centrifugal, jet, plunger, other _____ _ 

Hotor 
Type Type Dates 

_klnufacturer HP Power RPN Serial No. Drive Installed Removed - Rebuilt 

. / 
~ 

~ 
V 

/ 
-"" 

/' 
Remarks: / 

Punn / 
Rated 

MQdel Serial No. cfs ~. ,Dates 
,'<1"!Jmfactu~p.r . No. No. ~taKes RPm Head In§tall~d RelDoved Rebuilt 

/ 
/ ", 

. / 
1/ I , , . -

Remarks: __________________________ ~--------

Po\.,rer Meter 
DatA~ 

Po\oter Co. No. Manufacturer 1.c>1=\-r; I'll No. Kh Kts nstalle.d- Removed Other. load an meter 
; V 
; 

// 
L 
V 

/ 
:Rema-rks: / 

/ 
(.. 

Flo\ot Heter: 
..... 

Hake: --------------- Description of I'letu.p _ ______ ______ ..,.....-_ __ .. ,. 

Type: _______________ ~ 

Serial No. : ______ _ 

. WD-2 
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State Well No._--______ ------

Location No. T£IiJTATJ VG 3870-Z 
OWner' s designatio;;;n_-:S:='~ _____ _ 

Other No. Used, ___________ _ 

WELL DATA. SHEE1' 

\-JELL DATA 

Drilled by BAResl?" 8RIDe:rG: Date completed 

This well.replaced well no. -------------- on 
(Date) 

Records available: 

Log Y~$ Where 50&8 
\~ater analysis Where Period 

Water Levels \oJhere JWR.13 APRIL 1'14'1 
Period ':it. ~t..s:L 

I 

Pump tests YE:5 Where :Swgl3 Date(s) '-I/Z 2/,,-1.. 
I 

Production No , • Where, how measured and period of record. 

Depth when drilled---,_J .... 5=-O ___________ -:--_________ _ 

'Pre.sent depth and date when Chang~d, __ :.::2-~3~7'__' I_~'-I-=__-:::2_=3::..._.-:,;:;.S'_iL._ ____ ~ 

Ca.sing: /
1 II 

Size ~ 

--~-----------
Length, _______ -'--____ _ 

Pit: Size ___________ _ 
Depth, __ ~-------~--

Perforation~s ____ ~b~O~_-_I_~~.1 ______________________________ _ 

. Elev. ground surface ________________ ...:.-. ______ ~----

R. P. description and e~ev. Zl: PI PG / I A.a V 8ASI=.71c-NT 

FLOO R..{fOSS/BL.E (LAtE !0R.I1El!SVI3INfr") 'AL56 ;f/J6 AIR c;../J-G--E: 
4JR. ~;fiVg- /)6./ rAl!J.~TH 

"Can well be measured? 

Other data regarding physica.l changes incurred during hist9ry of well.: 

WD-l 
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PUMP AND MOTOR HISTORICAL DATA 

Type of pump: Deep we~l turbine, horizontal centrifugal, jet, plunger, other 
~------------.-- -----

Motor 
Type TY.pe Dates 

ianufacturer HP P6\.,rer RPM Serial No • Drive Installed Removed Rebuilt . 
U$ MOTOR. 30 6Ltr(,; Igoo /'10 ,,11 DJR UN It NC>(.(; 11/ 

-
- . 

~emarks: __ ~ ____________________________________________ ~ __ ~ __________ _ 

Pumn 
Rated 

Model Serial No. 
~ Rated Dates 

M;1I'111 fA'''' No. No. Sta~es Head In§tall~9. Removed Rebuilt 

: P6l?RL€3S &2.77 g-oa 
! 

I 
·Remarks: _-:~=--I_/~D~l-=S:.-.C-:. H;..;..I=~4:...:.e.:;..:> ..;..G_(;;_~~--.;..f_,,) 1.....;.?_J_b_· ________ ~ _____ _ 

Power Meter 
Dab~1' 

POlller Co. No. Manufacturer iSp'I"iAlt{o Kh Kts nstallecl Removtd Other. load o.n meter 

• 
l 
I 

I 

. 
Remarks~ ________________ ~ ________________________ ~ __________________ __ 

:F1O't1 Meter: Jt/ tJ /V£ 
Ha.ke: Description of setup ------- -

t.. Type: - -------------
Serial No. : ________ _ 
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State Well No.-:-, __________ ~-

Location No. T€N}"ATI V£ 4ft '3 'lf7t-1 
Owner IS designatio;.:n ___ ...... -3...:' ~ _____ -:-

Other No. Used, _______ ...--____ _ 

WE,LL DATA SHEET 

WELL .DATA 

" 

Drilled by GARB ER -1312 I DGre. Date completed /;8 Ii / 
This well replaced well no. ________ _ on 

(Date) 
Records a~ailable: 

wg __ ~y~~~~=5~---------- \fuere 'S Wr?.(3 

\~ater analysis _____ _ Where __________ Period:-.-____ _ 

___ -'-~.:-t?i;ii...-:-=_5 \Vhere S W R G Water Levels Period pG-C /9'10 

Date(s) / /9/'11 Pump tests , Y65 Where S W 1C l3 
Production 'NO Where, how measured and period of record. ____ __ 

Depth when drilled ' 2 3 S · 
--~~~~---------~---~----------------

Present depth and date when chang~d 
----------~-----------

Casing: I 
c- II Size __ ~_~~~ ________ __ 

Pit: Size -------------
Length 2. 3S / 

Depth ---------------
Perforation~s __ ~~~~g_-~2~2~8~ _________________________________ __ 
Elev. ground surface -------------------------------------
R. P. description a.nd elev. ______________________________ _ 

Can ~ell be measured? 

Other data regarding physical changeEi incurred during history of well: 

WD-l . RE TUR~Aj tA/CLL 
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PUMP AND MOTOR HISTORICAL DATA 

Type of pump: Deep well turbine, horizontal centrifugal, jet, plunger, other __ _ 

Hotor 
Type Type Dates 

ianufaeturer HP PO\1er RPM Serial No. Dl'~e Installed Removed Rebuilt . 
V 

/'" 
V 

/ 
/ 

,/ 

Remarks: / 
& 

PllInn 
Rated 

NQdel Serial No. efs Rated Dates 
MAl'luf'a.etU1"p.J: No. No. !:::!:bat<:es e:nm ,/ Head In~tall~~ Removed Rebuilt 

: / 
/ 

/ 
.-IV , 

, 
/ 

·Remarks:_· ______________________________ ~ ______________ ~ __________________ _ 

Power Meter ~. 

~ 
i"" Dat~E 

Po ... rer Co. No. Manufacturer I SA r~a.l No Kh natalle~ Removed Other. load on meter 

V . 
! / 

'/ 
'/ 

Remarks: i 
., 

I 
Flml Meter: 

Hake ~ ------------------ Description of setu~ ________________ _ 

Type: __ ~ ____________ _ 

Serial No.: _______ -

WD-2 
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1§G6 : 19Gt : 
~7: -1<8: 

)0 )0 

2,274 2,211h 

)0 

40 

10 

60 

J80 

)0 

ISO 

21.0 

120 

690 

200 

40 

o 

4 

10 

1 

70 

480 

1 

1 

)0 

1 

.. 
2 ' 

.. 
llO 

o 

20 

SSo 
140 
~ 

1 

)0 

40 

20 

60 

)80 

)0 

1)0 

21.0 

120 

700 

200 

20 

2. 

4 

10 

.. 
70 

480 

1 

1 

)0 

1 

.. 
2 

.. 
17 

llO 

o 

20 

,20 
leo 

-,00 

1 

191,8 
-ll9 , 

2,281 

)0 

40 

40 

60 

)80 

.. 
1,0 

21;0 

120 

8la0 

200 

o 

2 

I. 

1 

10 

) 

i.o 

70 

S)O 

1 

1 

40 

5 

.. 
2 

.. 
llO 

o 

20 

570 
120 

090 
1 

19109: 1950 : 19S1 
-50: -SI ' -,2 

)0 

2,281 - 2,2$9 2,261 

)0 

40 

20 

It 

lSO 

21.0 

)0 

40 

20 

60 

')80 

.. 
150 

21;0 

120 

)0 

100 

20 

60 

)80 

l~ 

2SO 

120 

1952' 195} , 
-,} : -SIt' 

2,2)6 2,2)6 

llO 

20 

60 

)80 

o 

U7 

2SO 

120 

llO 

20 

120 

227 

2S0 

1.20 

1951. : 
-S5 < 

2,2)7 

110 

20 

60 

)80 

llO 

20Z 

2SO 

120 

19S5 : 1956 , 1951 
-$6 : -S7 ' - -S6 

WoU; And. ' suri.ctl d1 .... r.lonl .act1 .... , 
act.obor 1, 1'128 tI\rOu!!l! Septeobor )0, 1958 

49)2 anoi 49)28. 

2,2)) 2,225 1,91&9 276OA, 276OB, 27600, 2760~, 2760r. , 

120 

20 

60 

)20 

llO 

173 

250 

120 

)0 

1)0 

20 

60 

)00 

100 

97 

280 

120 

25 .)9JLA. 

11.0 )987A, )9878, )987', )987(1), )987(2), )987(J). 

20 4694. 

60 378" )78$1.. 

)00 J86LC, J861.D, J86I.II. 

100 J8hsP, )8'SA. 

lh J8hSC, J8hSu. 

280 )8)OV, )8JQ1, )8)O.J, )83«, )8)OL, )8JQ1. 

1.20 .l9S8c • 120 

'610 910 1,240 l,S20 1,8,0 1,9)0 1,770 1,480 l,l!6O )871.&, 3874F. 
200 

o 

2 

4 

1 

10 

) 

)0 

.. 
70 

,20 

1 

1 

1 

40 

20 

1 

.. 
2 

.. 
UO 

o 

2 

20 

200 

20 

2 

1 

) 

)0 

.. 
60 

520 

1 

1 

1 

40 

20 

1 

.. 
2 

It 

lh 

1)0 

o 

20 

1 

1 

200 

2 

2 
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1 

2 

) 

20 

60 

5)0 

1 

1 

1 

40 

7 

1 

.. 
2 

1S' 

1)0 

60 

2 

20 

'1iOO 

1 

1 

200 

4 

1 

) 

20 

60 

S'20 

1 

26 

1 

1 

o 
10 

1 

.. 

.. 
1)0 

60 

20 

1 

O · 

) 

-. 1 

2 

20 

60 

,20 

26 . 

1 

1 

o 
10 

1 

. . 
.. 

.1S 

1)0 

60 

1 

o 

o 

1 

1 

) 

20 

60 

,20 

1 

1 

i 

o 

10 

1 .. 
2 .. 

. 1) 

1)0 

SO 
2 

20 

400 
o 

liOO 
1 

1 

o 

o 

1 

1 

1 

2 

20 

26 

1 

1 

1 

40 

40 

1 

2 

10 

1)0 

60 

20 

))0 
o 

"'TI3 
. 1 

1 . 

o 

o 

1 

1 

1 

40 

sao 

.. 26 

1 

1 

1 

')0 

40 

1 

1) 

1)0 

60 

20 

))0 
o 
~ 

1 

1 

o J86LA, )86hB, )865. 

20 "'n. 
1 L68S. 

1 S077B. 

1 )SI;l. 

2 4860:: • 

)624. 

6 )83). 

J8Sl • 

40 !Q?Ol' "'n, L9JU, 1.91.0, 1.940., ' 6086. · 

S20 ,mA, 5998, '998A. 

48)OA. 

26. 4702 • 

1 497)1. 

1 5076. 

~ )8)2, 38)20. 

o 59)9. 

10 5998B. 

1 )SL4. 

497)1, 495)D • 

)SI;OB, )SI;oc. 

So66. 

1)0 ~9)7, 59)7A, 

7 J6OO, )601. 

48)0. 

20 )937r. 

270 
o 

210 

S988A, S9690, 5997. 
PacoiMa Vamn • 

1 48,OL • 

86,"90 90,020 9},240 66,690 6),270 88,OtIO 74,700 8),940 79,260 n,2)O 79,0)0 61,820 85,690 8),SIlO 97,62Q 102,860 120,070 III ,no 136, ~O 137,580 1)7,720 lhO,680 1:t.,82O 1)0,)20 155,800 156,crzo lSl,~o 1~,620 162,990 lL7,U.0 

6:0 6)0 610 7SO 480 590 4'0 400 60ci 650 800 760 1,070 1,020 1,220 1,J.7D 1.2)0 8)0 760 .].)0 S60 430 »0 500 490 4\,0 250 200 160 270 

90 90 180 LID 420 w.o 460 L20 430 4SO 4)0 1.)0 4)0 SIlO SIO 1.90 ,00 ~9O 

85.850 69,)90 92.6)0 65,9100 62.790 87,470 74,2)0 8),51.0 78,660 76,490 78,lhO 80,880 1Ih,210 82,160 9S,980 ioo,9S0 118,380 l)O,sOO 135,51.0 1J6,L20 l)6,nO lhO,020 134,<1.0 129,390 151.,730 lSS.010 IS0,980 153,9)0 162,3)0 ~6.)80 
• £ 

• Dlftrllioe in exl.tence, bat. product.ion \II\~. See LaR. pace ot tabla for tootntc . .. 
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TABU 12 

GrotrND VATER EXTRACTIONS AND SIJ!lFACE WATER DIVERSIONS III PARTIES AND T/lElR PRroEC~RS 
1926-29 THOOllGH 1957-58 

(continued) 

~ CitT ot Los ~~1 ... 
Deportooent ot Vater and Pover 

27110 3800B 382lD )8t.2E 388W1 J88LJJ )891.J )89UZ 392411. J9255 391.9 "993C 
3700A 3800C 3821£ 381.311 • 388"11 J88LKK 389'''[ 369hlJ. 3924C 3925f 39491. "99:11 
3770 )810 382lF 384LR • J88Lv 38B4LL 389Lt )89I.BB 3924E 3925U 39"98 "994 
377~ )8101. )82M )85.lF J88Lv )86b19! 389I.K 39ll.D 392'" 392M 3959£ "99"-' 
317011 3810B 382l.11 385)1 3664X 3864NN 3894N 39l4E 3924J 39268 "84OA /i99411 

3m 3810C 3830B )8Sh J88LI 3864PP )894P 39l1.F 392~ 392W . 48/j(1l 499/io 
378~ 3811F 38)oc )8"" 388bZ )884QQ )89hQ 3911.0 )92 3926E 4840C 4994D 
3790. 38na 38)(11 )863B )88I.ll 386hRR 389U .)9ll;!i 392l.H 39260· /i8l.OG 50lli 
31901. 3620 38)1£ 386:11 )88LBB 3893IC )89/iS m.w 3924P 3926P 4840K 
379011 382(11 )83lF 366)11 )88400 389JL )89hT 39l4K 3921aQ 3926R 496.lF 

3790C )820c .363M )86JJ 368/iDD 3894 3891.u 39l1iL 3925 3926S 498)0 
37900 3820D 383111 386)1!: J884EE 389"-' )891.v 39l1K 3925A 3926T 4992A 
37~ )820E' 38)2J: )863L ' J884F7 .389h11 Je94W 39l/jS 3925B 392611 4mB 
)800 )82111 38)2L )87"-' 3681.00 389W1 )89I.I 3924 3925C 392(R 4993l 
)8001. )821C )8)211 38640 J884HR 3891&I )894Y 392"-' 392SD 392&1 "993B 

. City of Los Angeles 
Departonent ot· Recreation and Parks 

and D~~t or Public Vora City ot Glendal. City or Burbonlc 

}81~ 
}82,A 
383)1 
3Sl#: 
389JC . 
3893£ . 

3903A 
390311 
390)11 
3913 
39131. 

39l3B 
39lJC 
39lJD 
39lJE 
39lJr 

39ll.!1 
39u,c 
3921.11 
3961 
3963! 
3970 

Cra.c ... ~ 'alley 
" County Vater Dhu-let 

iudden 1I1ll. 
""tul Vater COllp~ 

~ 

5058 
SOS8! 
SOS&I 
sosac 
S0>6D 

3S)z 
35)2.1. 
35331. 
3533B 
35J3D 

3S.lJr 
353)1 
3533K 
3533J 
J5))( 

&. Departooent ot Public Works extroctions .-de onlJ' dIlr1nc 1.9bS-l9t.6. 
b. Wen capped ill 1938. . : . 
c. Well DOt. ... oed att.er 19S5. 
d. von abandoned ill 19$4. 
e. Ven not ",,04 att.er US,. 
t. WeU DOt ·""ed., &ti.o~ 19)0. 
C. von 110. 49n capped in 191&51 Wen No. "93211 capped ill 1955. 
h. WeU capped in 1955. 
1. Ven capped in 1951. 
j. von abandoned in US3. . 
k. Wen No. 49738 capped in 1957; lieU 110. /i98) cawed prior to 1955. 
•• Includes &ranty pr"OClu~tion. . 
n. Dlwnlon located ill ".n location cr1d coordinate 5997. 

3531. 
353LJ. 
353LB 
353I.C 
3Sh)B 
3S11JC 

J971 38luC 
39711 384lF 
3971C 3Bluo 
5036 365<:1: 
50)60 
5036D 

P. _aeUo",-art rot1U1)O(\ d1reot.lT to· ,roand ""tor V1t.11out 10... • 
q. Ilainoa canron .thor.ion located in "on location r;r1d. cocrdWte 5dU. Blanchard ~11 di ....... 1011 located 

in von location lrid coord1n.at. S03S. 
r. Dhon10D 10e._ in vel'llocation p1.d coordinate 3963. 
s. Pic Joe ... Canyon d.1 ..... lon located in "on location crid cocrdino\te S076. SQoTer C&r\1On di .... r.ion loeated 

in ".11 location r;r14 coordt ... te !i077. 
t. Cooka c..von d.1v..-.lon located in ... n location ¢d eoord1nate SOUS; IlunsIooro CUV'On tli .. roion located ill 

".n location crld eoo~te 5OSS; Go .. Canyon di ... rdon lo.ated in ""n location r;r1d. coordinate S0661 
and 1'1cktns Caivoll ,diwr.lon located in. .. ell location l1"id cocrdillate 5016. 

.... D1T&ulon locatod in til. "';'oinltT or ... n ,location 11"14 coordiJ\ate ~962, wet: location W>lcnow. 
T. Di .... r.ion located in ... a loeltion ,rid coordinate S076. 
". Do .. not in!>lw!o u!.r •• Uo ... whlch are rotllnlod cIi.NIotl,y 1;o · Croand ,,"ter V1tll."t. 10 ... 
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38m 36820 
3851C .3862£ ' 
385lD J862F 
)85U'· )882P 
36510 38828. 

o.cr~ E. n"tt 
~ 

351.00 )S7te 
356u 3570G 
356111 35m 
3561£ 3S71B 
35610 351lJ 
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ULARA WATERMASTER 
SIMULATED CAPTURE ZONE AND GROUNDWATER ELEVATIONS 

AFTER 5 YEARS OF OPERATING ALL GLENDALE SOUTH OU WELLS 
INCLUDING WELL GS-3 

(Reference 60) 



Simulated Capture Zone and Groundwater Elevations after 5 years 
of operating all Glendale South OU 

Wells including well GS-3 

-

500 

- - -

N Primary_stTeets.shp * Water Supply Wells with Treatment 
5 Year Capture Zone 

" nd_or Elevations at the end of year 2005~6 
N 
Tee Plume -2000 
§ >ND-5ugll 
!ZZl 5.01-50 ug/l 
050.01-100 ugll 

9
"·,, 100.01-500 ugll 

500.01-1000 ugn 
c r, 1000.01-5000 ugll 

I Above 5000 ugll 
; V Freeways 

! 
o 500 1000 Feet -
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SCENARIO. 1 
MODEL INPUT 

Water Years· 2001 - 2006 . 

--

Assuming' all Glendale South OU Wells pumping including well GS-3 
BASIN RECHARGE (AFfY) 

RAINFALL (lNfY) '::'::::::: ':P~~c:;,Q~.'I.I1l' 1:(1'<1::::::::::: H&M(B) :,::: ::: :: :: : : : ::: :::::::::::::, : ::,:,:,:::::::::; : ;: ;:;:::'::SI!~DJ·~~1:lll.O!J I%!~~B);; :: :::,:;:,:;::: :::::: ,:; 

HILL& VALLEY RETURN gf.j!.. Ii!.Itl..A .ill!!.;;. 
WATER YEAR V};LUlY Mm FILL WATER TOTAk MTN BRANl'Q.RO HANSl:N ' HW LOPEZ P~OlM.A TUJUI'!.CcA TOTAl. 

2001-02 S,OO 7.00 3,474 64,400 67,874 1,196 338 1,242 . - 733 101 2,414 

2001 -02 18.57 23.06 12,874 61,.525 74,399 3,939 438 ' 12,913 - 579 . 6,127 6,696 26,8]3 

2002-03 18.57 23,06 12,874 61,525 74,399 3,939 438 12,973 - 579 6,127 6,696 26,813 

2003-04 18,57 23.06 12,874 ' 61,525 ' 74,399 3,939 438 12,973 . 579 6,127 6,696 26,813 

2004-05 18.57 23.06 12.874 61,525 ' 74,399 3,939 438 12973 - 579 6,127 6,696 26,813 

BASIN EXTRACTION (AFfY) 
.:;:,::iiii:::!:!:;,n;,:,;iTllll:!'!'!'i:!'::::::::;::';::::::i:i;,;:;:;;!::i::i:i:i:iI;;ulWJ>i(t));ii;i;;;:i:i'::,:;:;:: :;:':;:::;:::: :;::',:::,;;""1;::£:,,, ,:,',:::;',:i BURBANK C 

WATER YEAR I AE EW l!W Nff 

2001-02 1-1,773 -860 0 -21,370 

2002-03 I -2,390 -994 0 -21,647 

2003-04 I -2,390 -994 0 -25,276 

2004-05 I -2,390 -994 0 -25,276 

2005-06 I -2,390 -994 0 .25,276 

NOTES; (A) Model Recharge Package (Aerial) 
(B) Model Well Package (Source) 
(C) Model Well Package (Sink) 

PROJECT: WATERMASTER 

PATE; 8/19/02 

po-2001.c61b1o ,GS03 ~. 2119101.1:53 PM 

PO RT 

-1,981 -28,422 

-3,600 -25,108 

-2,400 -25,900 

-2,400 -25,900 

-2,400- -25,900 

IQ!& BURBANK bO(;;KHf;E 
. t:!2& 

BlJRBANK 
TJ VO WB LAOWP PSO 0 (VMI'} 

-25,818 -4,623 -2,738 -87,585 0 -10,054 -300 

-25,272 -5,261 -2.728 -87,000 0 -10,140 -300 

-22,179 -5,261 -2.600 -87,000 0 -10,140 -300 

-27,179 -5,261 -2,600 -92,000 0 -10,140 -300 

-22,179 -5,261 -2,600 -87,000 0 -10,140 -300 

SUB-SURFA:CE INFLOW B) 
VERDUC 

PACOIMA SYLMAR ° 
350 400 70 

350 400 70 

350 400 70 

350 400 . 70 

. 350 400 70 
-

;",,:;,:!:!:~l;gf\ED~U: ' 'CI::!:!:;:,;;: 
1 Y II 

GLENQAL ill!: OU-
E NORTH SOUTH 

-500 -3,969 -2,331 

-25 -4,158 -2,442 

-25 -4,158 -2,442 

-25 -4,158 -2,442 

-25 -4,158 -2,442 

SUB- TOTAL' 
TOTAL RECHARGE 

820 72,304 

820 105,971 

820 105,971 

820 105,971 

820 105,971 

OTHERS(C) 
IQllh. TOTALN N TOTAL 

NON- !:;LENDAJ.E EXTRACTI 
LADWI' (F. LAWN) ON 

-2,430 -400 -107,569 

-2,430 -400 -106,895 

-2,430 -400 -106,895 

-2,430 -400 J -111,895 

-2,430 -400 I -]06,895 
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